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About the Gettysburg Social Sciences Review
The Gettysburg Social Sciences Review (GSSR) was started in 2017
by Miranda Wisor ‘17 as a place to showcase the excellent work of
undergraduate students in the social sciences at colleges and
universities across the world. The journal is unique in that it is
authored, reviewed, and edited completely by undergraduate students,
tapping into the wealth of knowledge generated at the undergraduate
level. While the GSSR is maintained by Gettysburg College,
submissions are also encouraged and welcomed from students outside
the College.
The Gettysburg Social Sciences Review is housed in the Cupola, the
Gettysburg College online repository for academic work. Currently,
the Cupola maintains six specific academic journals in addition to a
plethora of student- and faculty-authored works. As an open-access
platform that aims to promote the exchange of ideas and equal access
opportunities in academia, all published work can be downloaded free
of charge. Although all the College’s journals are now housed in the
Cupola, the GSSR was the first to be born entirely digital, making it
an even more exciting undertaking as we continue to expand in the
future.
This publication marks the second edition of the third volume of the
Gettysburg Social Sciences Review to be published to date. Since the
spring of 2021, the Gettysburg Social Sciences Review has reached
over 4,805 downloads from 295+ institutions across 75+ countries.
With this volume, 30 total works have been published since 2017.
The editors of the Gettysburg Social Sciences Review would like to
acknowledge the following individuals and departments for their
continuous efforts that support the growth of the journal: the
Sociology department at Gettysburg College; faculty sponsor
Professor VoonChin Phua; Sarah Appedu, Mary Elmquist, and the
library staff for their technical expertise and passion for showcasing
undergraduate work; and Gettysburg College, for promoting
undergraduate research endeavors and supporting the Cupola as an
open-access repository.
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Finding and Explaining Discrepancies in Beliefs and Actions: Understanding Implicit
Racism in Christianity

Jaycob S. Applegate
(Eastern Kentucky University)
James N. Maples
(Eastern Kentucky University)
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Abstract: Homogeneity in Christian congregations provides a unique
opportunity to indirectly examine prejudice and color-blind racism.
Although Christianity holds progressive beliefs regarding social
injustice, persistent beliefs about individual free will offer a potential
contradiction in how a practitioner approaches the idea of racial
equality. In this study, the authors examine how religious affiliation
might shape one’s perceptions of Black persons by examining
colorblind racism. Using 2016 General Social Survey data and
difference of means and Pearson correlation analysis, the researchers
find a significant correlation in survey respondents identifying as being
Christian and believing Black persons have a lack of willpower.
Findings also indicate a correlation in respondents identifying as being
a Christian and believing economic differences between Black
persons and White persons are not the result of discrimination. This
study provides a useful opportunity to apply theoretical concepts to
real-world examples.

Introduction
Christian church congregations are often racially homogenous and
segregated (Hawley 2017; Wright, Wallace, Wisnesky, Donnelly, Missari, and
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Zoula 2015; Blanchard 2007) even while holding formal or informal positions
promoting acceptance of all races (Bae 2016; Brown 2009; Edgell and Tranby
2007). Recent research finds that self-identified Christians hold progressive
views on justice, equality, and tolerance, yet also often place emphasis on the
individual’s decision-making as setting their place in life (Bae 2016). Moreover,
principles of free will and individualism in maintaining the relationship between
the individual and God can overshadow practitioners’ understanding and
acknowledgment of social inequalities and structural injustice (Wright et al 2015).
This contradiction between beliefs in equality and free will creates an excellent
opportunity to examine how religious affiliation shapes perceptions of racial
inequality from a theoretical perspective. For example, individual performances of
faith can also be seen from a dramaturgical perspective, making them symbolic
rather than genuine (Goffman 1956). Theories like color-blind racism (BonillaSilva 2010) and crosscutting social circles (Blau and Schwartz 2017) also insight
on group dynamics and intergroup relations shape church membership. This
study examines religious affiliation and perceptions of racial inequality while
answering three questions: how does religious affiliation impact an adherent’s
perceptions of black or African American persons, can prejudices among
adherents be explained through implicit bias, and what is the source of
differences between actions and beliefs in the faith? This study utilizes General
Social Survey data from 2016 and theoretical perspectives to better understand
each of these big questions. This study finds that whiles respondents in the
General Social Survey who identify as Christian are unlikely to report overtly
racist views on issues of differences in racial intelligence and socio-economic
experiences, a correlation exists in being Christian and believing black or African
American persons have a lack of will power as well as believing economic
6

differences between black or African American persons and white persons are
not the result of discrimination. These patterns indicate intriguing patterns of
evidence of colorblind racism deserving of ongoing research.

Literature Review
Although Christian affiliation rates among non-Hispanic white, black and
African American and Hispanic adults are similar, Christian church congregations
continue to be overwhelmingly composed of a single race majority (Hawley 2017;
Wright et al 2015; Zoula 2015; Blanchard 2007; Bae 2016; Emerson and Kim
2003.) In fact, as of 2014, about 74 percent of non-Hispanic whites, 77 percent of
Hispanic, and 78 percent of black and African American adults in the United
States identified as Christian (Hawley 2017). Despite the similarities in affiliation
rates, social researchers continue to find that Sunday morning church services
are the single most racially segregated part of the United States’ social life
(Blanchard 2007). In 1998, using the National Congregations Study, an
estimated 90 percent of American church congregations were made up of at
least 90 percent one racial group while a similar study in 2007 found that 86
percent of congregations pull at least 80 percent of their members from a single
racial group (Emerson and Kim 2003; Wright et al. 2015). Although racial
segregation is highly prevalent in American congregations, many of the
denominations have either formal or informal positions and programs that claim
to welcome, accept, and love people of all racial groups (Wright et al. 2015; Bae
2016; Brown 2009; Edgell and Tranby 2007; Emerson, Smith, and Sikkink 1999).
Many of the Christian denominations in the United States have formal positions
of acceptance and welcoming others and starting around the 1980s, evangelical
churches began a number of activities to reconcile with minority communities
7

(Wright et al. 2015). In recent times, most mainline Protestant denominations
have made public statements supporting racial equality and inclusion along with
almost all Christian traditions having an emphasis on spreading their beliefs to
people outside of the church, yet we have seen little progress with integration
(Wright et al. 2015). Even in more qualitative studies, most mainline Christians
report holding liberal views on the commitment to justice and equality while
valuing things such as love and tolerance (Bae 2016). Major religions report high
levels of valuing the common kinship of humankind and the abstract principles of
“racial equality, equal opportunity, and fair treatment” (Brown 2009; Edgell and
Tranby 2007). The understanding of the Christian denomination’s support for
egalitarianism creates a discrepancy between the commonly stated beliefs and
the practices of discrimination (Bae 2016). The segregation of congregations and
the prejudice practices seen in Christian denominations is likely the result of the
implicit bias that stems from the common Christian ideals of free-will
individualism and responsibility for personal actions (Wright et al. 2015;
Blanchard 2007; Bae 2016; Brown 2009; Edgell and Tranby 2007; Emerson et al.
1999; Hall et al. 2010). Evangelicals place heavy importance on free will and
individualism in which people are responsible for their actions and relationship
with God, often resulting in the overlooking of structural injustice (Wright et al.
2015). Protestants often dismiss structural inequality when explaining
discrepancies between whites and minorities, and instead use individual ideas
such as personal motivation (Blanchard 2007). A study of white Protestant
Christians found that their explanation for socioeconomic inequality does not
view social structures as contributing and instead places importance on individual
problems such as lack of motivation, familial problems, and avoiding
responsibilities (Bae 2016). This free-will individualism is built on the idea that
8

individuals exist separate from structures and institutions because free will is
granted by God and racial disparities are the result of people not being fully
responsible (Brown 2009). Although individualism is a common American value,
the type of individualism and the intensity in which the value is held by white
conservative Protestants is distinct from the average American (Emerson et al.
1999). The gap between ideology and practice hints that the prejudices held by
American Christian churches aren’t overt/direct and are instead an implicit bias
that is ingrained in the ideas of free will and individualism (Bae 2016). Applying a
theory of intergroup relations, we can see how race relations within the church,
even when exclusively implicit, affect race relations in the greater social sphere
and have real consequences for minorities. One study regarding religious
prejudice and segregation is one in which researchers sent out over 3,000 emails
acting as if they were new to the area looking for a church to attend using
randomly generated names that were common with different racial and ethnic
associations. The study found that churches were most likely to respond to whitesounding names, somewhat less likely to respond to black and African American
or Hispanic sounding names, and much less likely to respond to Asian-sounding
names (Wright et al. 2015). The researchers interpreted their results as an
example of the principle of homophily. This principle is the idea that people
typically associate with those who they perceive as similar, in this case using
race as the common factor. While homophily is certainly something at play, one
can gain a deeper understanding by viewing what is going on using the theory of
Crosscutting Social Circles (Blau and Schwartz 2017). The longstanding racial
segregation in the church initially alienates people from each other which further
develops into creating exclusive groups that exist outside of the church setting.
One can find what looks like a revolving door effect where social forces shape
9

church composition followed by the church composition affecting the social
forces and structures. The implicit racism that is fostered by the beliefs of
individualism can be viewed through the frame of abstract liberalism. Abstract
liberalism is a type of color-blind racism in which individuals seemingly overlook
inequality and racism by taking abstract ideas such as individual choice and the
belief in equal opportunity to blame solely the individual for their circumstances
(Bonilla-Silva 2010).

Methods Report

Big Questions
In this study, I will evaluate three major questions regarding Christian
religious affiliation and views on racial inequality. First, how does one’s Christian
religious affiliation affect their direct views of black and African American people?
Second, are the prejudices and discriminatory practices of Christian churches the
result of implicit bias? Third, what is the source of the disparity between
proclaimed Christian ideals and the actual discriminatory practices of Christian
churches? To answer these questions, I used data from the 2016 General Social
Survey which surveyed respondent’s religious preferences, along with their views
on race and the source of racial inequality that religious preferences may affect. I
used the variables from this dataset to test hypotheses that attempt to better
understand the big questions.

Hypotheses
Using theoretical material, I have derived three hypotheses to help
answer my big questions. First, I look at the relationship between Christian
10

religious affiliation and directly reported views of black and African-American
people. Erving Goffman’s (1956) theory of Dramaturgy can help us answer the
question. Goffman’s Dramaturgy is a micro theory that argues that human
interactions can be viewed as theatrical performance. Individuals, who are the
actors, are on the front stage when in public and an audience is present. The
backstage is where actors go to prepare for their performance and are more their
true selves. Thus, when actors are on the front stage they perform dramaturgical
actions, or in other words, do things that they believe will improve the audience’s
perception of them. It is important to remember that most American Christian
churches report valuing things such as equality, inclusion, and justice. It is likely
that since the Church and the public generally disdain racism, Christians will
report valuing racial equality (while on the front stage). Using this understanding
of social action, I hypothesize that individuals of Christian affiliation report
generally positive views of black and African American people. My hypothesis is
stated as:
H1: Christians are likely to report similar views of black and African American
people as nonChristians.
Ha: There is no relationship between identifying as Christian and views of black
and African American people.
Next, I look at the relationship between the discriminatory practices of
Christian churches and implicit bias. We know that American Christian churches
report valuing equality however, we also know that these churches often partake
in discriminatory practices (Wright et al. 2015). We can use Bonilla-Silva’s theory
of Color-Blind Racism (2010), specifically the frame of Abstract Liberalism, to
help us understand the relationship between discriminatory church practices and
implicit bias. Abstract liberalism is when an individual uses liberal ideas (equal
11

opportunity, freedom, individualism, etc) to explain racial inequality. This frame
tends to explain racial disparities as a matter of individual choice instead of
structural factors. Building off the idea of color-blind racism, and since Christian
churches report high levels of valuing equality, it is likely that the discriminatory
practices/attitudes of churches stem from the member’s explanations of
inequality. I hypothesize that the bias of Christian affiliated individuals comes
from an abstract liberalist view and is implicit.
H2: Christian respondents are more likely than non-Christians to explain racial
inequality through individual choice.
Ha: There is no relationship between Christian religious affiliation and
explanations of racial inequality.

Data
The data for this study comes from the General Social Survey (GSS). The
GSS is a secondary data source that has tracked trends in American society
since 1972. The survey is funded by the National Opinion Research Council
(NORC) out of the University of Chicago and seeks to explain constants and
trends in attitudes, behaviors, and attributes. This study uses 2016 GSS data and
includes 2,849 cases.

Variables
For this study, I chose variables from the 2016 General Social Survey that
focused on the respondent’s religious preference, views on black and African
American people, and their explanations of racial inequality. First, to understand
the respondent’s religious views, the GSS asked: “What is your religious
preference? Is it protestant, Catholic, Jewish, some other religion, or no religion?”
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The GSS operationalized the variable as the respondent’s religious preference
and includes answers such as Protestant, Catholic, Jewish, Buddhism, Hinduism,
Moslem/Islam.
The second variable helps us understand the strength of the respondent’s
religious preference. The GSS asked the question: “Would you call yourself a
strong (PREFERENCE NAMED IN RELIG) or not a very strong (PREFERENCE
NAMED IN RELIG)?” The GSS conceptualized strength of affiliation by defining
strength as strong or not strong. They operationalized the variable by allowing
respondents to respond with “strong, not very strong, or somewhat strong.”
The third variable I addressed provides insight into the respondent's
views on black and African American people. The GSS asked the question: “D.
Do people in these groups tend to be unintelligent or tend to be intelligent? 3.
Blacks?” The GSS conceptualized intelligence as a characteristic of people in
different groups in society that can be rated. They operationalized the variable by
using a scale of 1-7 where 1 was “Unintelligent” and 7 was “Intelligent”.
The fourth variable used once again attempts to provide insight into the
respondent's views on black and African American people. The GSS asked the
question: Do blacks/African-Americans tend to be lazy or hardworking? The GSS
conceptualized work ethic in the same way they did intelligence, as a
characteristic of groups of people that can be rated. They operationalized the
variable using a scale of 1-7 where 1 was “Hardworking” and 7 was “Lazy”. I
recorded the variable in my analysis so that 1 is “Lazy” and 7 is “Hardworking”.
The fifth variable seeks to answer the question of the respondent’s
explanations of racial inequality. The GSS asked the following question: “On the
average (Negroes/Blacks/African-Americans) have worse jobs, income, and
housing than white people. Do you think these differences are… A. Mainly due to
13

discrimination?” The GSS conceptualized the variable as any type of
discrimination (workplace, residential, etc) that could account for socioeconomic
differences between white and black people. They operationalized the variable
by using a yes, no, or don’t know response and coding as 1=yes, 2=no, and
8=don’t know. I recoded the variable in my analysis as a dichotomous dummy so
that 0=no and 1=yes.
The sixth variable also seeks to answer the question of the respondent’s
explanations of racial inequality. The GSS asked the following question: “On the
average (Negroes/Blacks/African-Americans) have worse jobs, income, and
housing than white people. Do you think these differences are… D. Because
most (Negroes/Blacks/African-Americans) just don’t have the motivation or
willpower to pull themselves up out of poverty?” The GSS conceptualized the
variable by defining will as motivation or will-power that would increase one’s
economic position. The GSS operationalized the variable by using a yes, no, or
don’t know the response and coding 1=yes, 2=no, and 8-don’t know. I recoded
the variable in my analysis as a dichotomous dummy so that 0=no and 1=yes.

Statistical Approach
For my first hypothesis, I will use a T-test to compare the mean scores
between different groups. In my analysis, the independent variable of Christian
affiliation is coded as a dichotomous dummy where 0=non-Christian and
1=Christian. The dependent variables here will consist of two continuous
variables that seek to gauge respondent’s feelings towards black and African
American individuals. One dependent variable asks respondents to rank the
intelligence of Black and African Americans on a scale of 1-7 and the other asks
respondents to rank work ethic on the same scale. Both t-tests will compare the
14

mean scores from both Christians and nonChristians to see if there is a
difference in amounts of overtly racist feelings between the two groups.
My second hypothesis will be analyzed using a Pearson Correlation. This
statistical test can be used to check if there is an association between two
dichotomous variables and to what strength that association exists on a scale of 1 to 1. In this approach, I will test to see if there is a correlation between my
dichotomous independent variable of Christian affiliation and my dichotomous
dependent variables of explanations for racial inequality. One of the dependent
variables asks respondents if they think racial socioeconomic differences are the
result of discrimination and the other asks if they think it is a result of the lack of
motivation from black people and African Americans. The Pearson Correlation
will demonstrate the strength of the association between Christian affiliation and
explanations for inequality.

Analysis Section
Table one provides a summary of all variables used in this study. Overall,
around 72% of respondents identified as some form of Christian (Protestant,
Catholic, Christian, or OrthodoxChristian). Respondents were asked to rank the
intelligence of various groups on a scale of 1-7. Seven would indicate that
everyone in the group is intelligent, 1 would indicate that everyone in the group
was unintelligent, and 4 would suggest that they are not towards either end. The
average response for intelligence was 4.32. A similar question was asked
regarding work ethic and respondents had an average score of 3.95. When
asked why black and African American individuals have worse jobs, incomes,
and housing than white people on average, around 44% of respondents said that
discrimination played a role and 43% of respondents said that it was because
15

black and African American individuals don’t have enough motivation or will
power.
Table two shows the t-test results from comparing Christian and nonChristians’ results on ranking the intelligence of black and African Americans.
The two different groups had an almost identical mean score and there is no
significant difference (p=.930). These findings support the initial hypothesis that
Christian respondents are likely to report similar views of black and African
American people as non-Christian respondents.
Table three shows the t-test results from comparing Christian and nonChristians’ results on ranking the work ethic of black and African American
people. Once again, the two groups had very similar mean scores with Christian
respondents ranking the work ethic of black and African American people about
3.9 and non-Christian respondents ranking the work ethic of black and African
American people about 4.1 (p=.001). These findings also support the first
hypothesis that Christian respondents are likely to report similar views of black
and African American people as non-Christian respondents.
Table four shows the results of the Pearson Correlation between being
Christian and explaining socioeconomic differences between black or African
American people and white people as a result of black or African American
people lacking motivation/will-power. A positive correlation exists between being
Christian and explaining socioeconomic differences as a result of black and
African American people lacking motivation (p=.001). The strength of association
is small, but a statistically significant correlation exists. These findings support
the second hypothesis that Christians are more likely than non-Christians to
explain racial inequality as a result of individual choice.
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Table five shows the results of the Pearson Correlation between being
Christian and explaining socioeconomic differences between black and African
American peoples and whites as a result of discrimination faced by black people.
A negative correlation exists between being Christian and explaining inequality
as a result of discrimination (p=.000). These findings support the hypothesis that
Christians are more likely than non-Christians to explain racial inequality as a
result of individual choice.
Overall, both of the hypotheses proposed have statistical support.
Christians and non-Christians report similar views on black and African American
people and demonstrate similar levels of overt racism. However, disparity arises
when looking at explanations of inequality. Christians are more likely to explain
inequality as a result of individual choice rather than a result of discrimination and
structural factors. The hypothesis that Christians are more likely to show signs of
colorblind racism due to the liberal ideas of individualism and free will promoted
in the Church is supported. While Christians are not likely to report overtly racist
views, they do seem to have a colorblind, specifically the abstract-liberal, view of
the world.

Table One: Descriptive Statistics
Variable

Mean

Standard
Deviation

Min

Max

Obs

Christian or not,
dichotomous dummy

.7210

.44860

0

1

2849

Blacks Unintelligent
or Intelligent 1- 7

4.32

1.062

1

7

1845

Blacks Lazy or Hard
Working 1-7

3.9504

1.16913

1

7

1853
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Socioeconomic
differences due to
discrimination,
dichotomous dummy

.4374

.49620

0

1

1813

Socioeconomic
differences due to
lack of motivation,
dichotomous dummy

.4316

.49544

0

1

1821

Table Two: Unintelligent – Intelligent t-test Results Comparing (Equal variances not
assumed) on
Group

n

Mean

SD

t

df

p

NonChristian

505

4.32

.947

-.088

1047.642

.930

Christian

1340

4.33

1.103

-

-

-

***p=.001 **p=.01 *p=.05

Table Three: Lazy-Hardworking t-test Results Comparing (Equal variances not
assumed) on
Group

n

Mean

SD

t

df

p

NonChristian

507

4.0927

1.11107

3.322

966.753

.001***

Christian

1346

3.8967

1.18624

-

-

-

***p=.001 **p=.01 *p=.05

Table Four: Pearson Correlation

Non-Christian or
Christian DD

Pearson Correlation

Non-Christian or
Christian DD

Differences due to
lack of motivation DD

1

.162***

Sig. (2-tailed)

Differences due to

.000

N

2867

Pearson Correlation

.162***

18
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lack of motivation DD
Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

N

1821

1821

Non-Christian or
Christian DD

Differences due to
discrimination DD

1

-.097***

***p=.001 **p=.01 *p=.05

Table Five: Pearson Correlation

Non-Christian or
Christian DD

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)

Differences due to
discrimination DD

.000

N

2867

Pearson Correlation

-.097***

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

N

1813

1813

1813

***p=.001 **p=.01 *p=.05

Discussion and Conclusions
In summary, the analysis of variables indicates that individuals who
identify as Christian and individuals who identify as something other than
Christian have similar views regarding the intelligence and work ethic of black
and African American people. T-tests show that Christians and non-Christians
rank intelligence and work ethic of black and African American individuals on a 17 scale roughly the same. A Pearson Correlation shows that a positive
correlation exists between individuals who identify as Christian and explaining
socioeconomic differences between white and black or African American people
as a result of black people lacking motivation/will-power. A second Pearson
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Correlation shows that a negative correlation exists between individuals who
identify as Christian and explaining inequality between white and black people as
a result of discrimination.
The statistical findings in this paper can be viewed alongside the theory
that Max Weber proposed in his book The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of
Capitalism (1905). In the book, Weber argues that the work ethic promoted by
Protestant churches fostered the development of modern capitalism and lays out
a theory that states that individuals who are immersed in religious devotion are
often likely to reject worldly affairs. The Protestant work ethic often embraced
ideas such as individual hard work, progress, and viewed work in itself as a good
thing. Weber argues that these types of beliefs from the religious world allowed
the economic system of capitalism to gain headway. In the same way that
religious beliefs can lay the foundation for economic values, the findings in this
paper suggest that religious beliefs can also lay the foundation for social values.
Christian, especially Protestant, beliefs value ideas such as free will,
individualism, and personal responsibility, and these beliefs are often translated
into the economic and social world. Religion often lays the foundation for
individuals’ belief systems. When someone is devout to a religion that stresses
personal responsibility, it is easy to see why they could view inequality as a result
of personal motivation and decision making and not structural forces. This
thought process aligns with Weber’s theory that religious devotion can often take
priority over someone’s acceptance of worldly affairs.
Three main discussion points can be concluded from this analysis. First, it
seems likely that the levels of overtly racist views from Christians and nonChristians are similar. Christians and non-Christians ranked the intelligence and
work ethic of black and African American people almost the same. If Christians
20

were more overtly racist, it is likely their views of intelligence and the work ethic
of black and African American people would score lower. It is important to note
that these statistical findings do not conclusively prove that Christians aren’t
more or less directly racist because for one, there are hundreds of measures of
racism and it is nearly impossible to account for them all in one test. The
Hawthorne Effect could also be in play. The Hawthorne Effect occurs when test
subjects, or in this case survey respondents, alter their responses because they
know they are being observed. It is no question that being overtly racist is
socially shunned, so it is possible that people reported a lower level of racists
beliefs than they held.
Second, the analysis in this paper shows that Christians are more likely
than nonChristians to explain racial inequality through differences in motivation
and willpower and less likely to explain racial inequality as a result of racial
discrimination. This is likely the result of the values and ideas commonly
supported in Christian churches such as individualism, personal responsibility,
and free will. In most Christian faiths, it is up to the individual to determine their
relationship with God and it is up to them whether they go to heaven or hell. In
the Christian faith, everyone is born with equal opportunity to form a relationship
with God and is left with personal responsibility in their decisions. When
extending this same logic to the socio-economic world, one would likely view an
individual’s economic standing as a result of their own decision-making.
Christians are more likely to believe that people are born with equal economic
opportunity and ignore the structural and systemic factors that go into racial
inequality. This finding is in line with the Abstract Liberalism frame of Colorblind
Racism presented by BonillaSilva.
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Finally, these findings are significant for multiple reasons. It is hard to
address racial and socioeconomic inequality when people don’t agree on the
source of the problem. If someone thinks that racial inequality is just the result of
personal decision-making, they are unlikely to support policies that look to fight
systemic racism. America is a majority Christian nation which means that a
significant portion of society likely views racial inequality as a result of individual
decision-making. It seems that in order to fight racial and socioeconomic
inequality in America, we must find a way to bring the discussion of systemic and
structural racism into mainstream society. There are many approaches to take in
solving this problem. Public education could incorporate more discussion of
structural inequality into their curriculum or maybe the solution takes the shape of
community education campaigns. Regardless of the solution, it will be hard to
move forward in fighting racial injustice without first agreeing on the root of the
problem.
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Abstract: Among the many different research methods available, naturalistic
observation is one of the oldest forms. In this paper advantages and
disadvantages of naturalistic observation will be discussed, followed by
observations of two preschool children, to determine which developmental stage
they place in Piaget’s cognitive development theory. The results found that each
child fit within Piaget's cognitive development theory, with each exhibiting
different spheres of the preoperational stage. These findings will be discussed
against existing literature. Further research could look at gender differences or
certain behavioral incidences only.

Introduction
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Naturalistic observation is one of the oldest methods in scientific
research, used by the likes of Charles Darwin and Ian Pavlov. This type of
observation is descriptive research that aims to observe and record behavior in
real-world settings, without manipulation or control over the situation. All theories
emphasize some form of observation, whether in a laboratory or natural setting.
Ethological theory, a branch of behaviorism, places the strongest emphasis on
naturalistic observation, biological in origin. Ethology stresses that behavior is
strongly influenced by biology, which is tied to evolution and is characterized by
critical or sensitive periods (Santrock et al., 2015). This type of research cannot
prove what causes a specific behavior but can give important information about
child behavior tying into current theories or possibly challenging pre-existing
theories.
Therefore, naturalistic observation differs from an experimental approach
in that it looks to observe people in their natural environment test or verify
previous research. Experimental research studies causality, the cause, and effect
of behavior, in which independent variables are manipulated to see if they cause
an effect on a dependent variable.
Further, naturalistic observation is a non-experimental study in which
behavior is systematically observed and recorded. This study is nonexperimental because nothing is manipulated or controlled hence we cannot
arrive at a causal conclusion using this approach. The study to be performed on
the participants of this paper is undisguised naturalistic observation (Price et al.,
2017, pp 132-133). The participants are made aware of the researcher’s
presence and the monitoring of their behavior. This is true for the parents of the
participants, but not blatantly to the participants themselves, reducing reactivity
or changes in the subject’s behavior.
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With any study validity is important. This study contains a number of
different types of validity. External validity relates to generalization and includes
population and ecological validity. Population validity describes how well the
sample used can be extrapolated to a population as a whole. The study
discussed below cannot be generalized to cover all children as the sample size,
being only two, is not representative of the population. Ecological validity looks at
the testing environment and determines how much it influences behavior
(Shuttleworth, 2009). This naturalistic observation study has high ecological
validity as the children are accustomed to the researcher’s presence.
As with any method, naturalistic observation comes with its own set of
advantages and disadvantages. The main advantages are high ecological and
external validity, meaning that the results of such observations can be generalized
to real-world situations. Natural observation allows for the study of things that
cannot be manipulated in a laboratory setting due to ethical concerns and topics.
In this setting, more genuine behaviors can be observed aiding the validation of
research already conducted (Lombardo, 2015). The disadvantages of naturalistic
observation are occurrences in observer bias, whereby different conclusions are
drawn from observed actions and behaviors. Difficulties arise as the subject may
be aware they are being observed, changing their behavior to fit what they think
the observer wants to see. Another disadvantage is that it is difficult to determine
the exact cause of behavior as there are so many uncontrolled variables at play
(Lombardo, 2015).
In contrast to naturalistic observation, is experimental research which has
its own advantages and disadvantages. The main advantage is that the
experimenter has greater control over variables, including whether they are
extraneous or unwanted variables. In this method it is easier to determine cause
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and effect relationships, yielding better results for repeat testing and confirming
pre-existing theories (Occupytheory, 2014). The disadvantages of experimental
research are that experiments may not be able to be performed due to ethical or
practical reasons. The artificial design of experimental research can cause
participant bias or unusual behaviors. Experiments are in themselves subject to
human error, in the form of experimenter bias or data collection errors.
Experiments are also very time-consuming and expensive to conduct
(Occupytheory, 2014).
There are a number of different cognitive theories which relate to
conscious thought. Piaget’s cognitive development theory is the one used in this
paper. In Piaget’s theory, he states that children actively construct their
understanding of the world, and go through four stages of cognitive development.
With each underlined with two processes: organization and adaptation.
Organizing experiences with degrees of importance and adapting to new
environmental demands. Each of Piaget’s four stages is age-related and consists
of a distinct way of thinking, each one qualitatively different compared with
another. The four stages are sensorimotor, preoperational, concrete operational,
and formal operational stage (Santrock et al., 2015). However, for the ages of the
children used during this study, only the preoperational stage will be discussed.
The purpose of this paper is to interpret the actual results found whilst
conducting naturalistic observation of two preschool children. Based on the results
the question of whether Piaget's cognitive development theory applies to each
child will be established. The question of whether children of similar age develop
at the same rate will be addressed, based on current work and peer-reviewed
literature.
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Methods
Setting for Child One
Arrangements were made via Facebook messenger with W’s mother,
Sarah. W is friends with my daughter and everyone has spent lots of time together
since birth. The mother was informed of the reason for the observation; a final
project for a psychology course. The mother said there was no issue and that
morning work best. An appointment was made for November 18th, 2018 at 10:00
AM.
The observation took place in the W’s home. The researcher sat and
talked to the mother to allow W to relax into the situation. The mother was
provided with and signed informed consent. Observations began after fifteen
minutes of casual conversation.
The observation took place in the living room, allowing for a clear view of
the entire room where W was present. W was aware of the researcher’s presence
having formed a good relationship and he did want to keep including the
researcher in his activities. W was informed that the researcher was here for
university work and to ignore them. W stopped engaging in conversation after
being informed.

Observation of Child One
Observation sheet key:
• Red for gross motor skills
• Blue for fine motor skills
• Green for vocal behavior
• Yellow for social behavior
Observation Sheet (Original attached)
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Topic 1
Student’s name: Rachel Bradley

Child’s name: W

Observation date: 18/11/2018

Child’s DOB: June 14th , 2015

Observation time: 10:15 AM

Child’s sex: Male

Observation location: W Home

Child’s Activity

Others Involved and Relevant Events

W holding bread in both hands, sandwich Brother (Ollie - age 2) present and Mother.
grip all fingers and thumb.
W: Weight 44lbs and height 39 inches
W puts a piece in mouth with left-hand
pincher grip, chews.
W picks up paw patrol helmet, puts on
head with both hands. Barks
W removes helmet and throws on floor
W to mother “Can you put my turtle outfit
on?”

Mother explains “ I’m too big for the outfit”

W to mother “Can you put your feet in
it?”

Mother “Yes”

W still chewing
W to mother “I want you to put the whole
costume on”

Mother “You want to put your costume on?”

W out loud “My turtle is for halloweening”
W picks up every item of the turtle outfit,
holding in arms
W to mother “Can you put outfit on?’

Mother “You want the outfit on?”

W Walks off, saying “heya!”, “heya!”

Mother “Come here I’ll put it on”

W “I got big poops!”

Mother “What are they?”

W “I don’t know you tell me?”

Mother “Muscles not poops”
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W sits on floor and puts the helmet on,
lifts helmet with left hand, puts drink to
mouth with right hand.
W “I’m a ninja turtle!”
W “For Halloween”
W takes turtle mask off puts batman
mask on.
W takes batman mask off and puts turtle
mask on.

W tries to put batman masks on top of
turtle mask, this does not work so he
takes the turtle and batman mask off.
W puts batman then turtle mask over the
top.
W rubs left eye
W “Hello, Biol

Mother “Hello, Ollie.
Ollie walks over to W.

W “I stabbed Ollie with my knife”
W lies on his stomach on the floor,
kicking feet, puts face on the floor.
W “Someone pressed a button and leee
down

Mother “Lay down”

W to mother “I need my talking phone”

Mother “Your phone?”

W “Yes, my purple phone”

Mother “You don’t have one”

W picks up orange block from box, with
fingers, shows to researcher.
W grabs a second block green, inspects
the hole that it goes into it and puts block
in, adds blue block to set
W “Making a robot”

Mother “You’re making a robot! Do you want
help?”

W “Yes so we can purr bad guys

Mother “Pew! Bad guys?”
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W “Yes, big giant robot”

Mother “Here’s the base”

W adds another block, pushes down
W “How does that base look mommy?”

Mother “That’s good!”

W “How does that look for a base”?

Mother “Very good!”

W “Now I put my block on”
Mother “No, No, the other way round!”

W picks up base to put on top of the
tower
W “Like this?”

W moves tower to top with right hand

Setting for Child Two
Arrangements were again made via Facebook messenger, a second child
was needed for observation. L’s mother Becky was contacted and advised that
the researcher required another child to observe, as part of a final project.
Arrangements were made for the same date, 18th of November, following child
one.
On arrival to the home of L, the researcher made pleasant conversation
with L’s mother and father and was provided with a glass of water. Becky took
the informed consent forms, read and signed them. Becky said, “where would the
researcher like to sit?” All parties were already sitting at the dining table. The
researcher joined them sitting at the head of the table directly opposite L. The
researcher felt nervous and a little awkward but had more confidence having just
completed an observation.

Observation of Child Two
Observation Sheet
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Topic 1
Student’s name: Rachel Bradley

Child’s name: L

Observation date: 18/11/2018

Child’s DOB: November 5th, 2014

Observation time: 11:45 AM

Child’s sex: Male

Observation location: L home

Child’s Activity

Others Involved and Relevant Events

On arrival L is doing a jigsaw puzzle

Mother and father present
L: weight 40lbs, height unknown.

L kneeling on a chair over the dining
table
L “I like baby dinosaurs!”
“The yellow one is a baby”
L grabs a puzzle piece with left hand,
moves to right hand
L “hum hum”

Father “Where did you see the puzzle
piece?”

L “The Pterodactyl”

Father “Yes”, Father passes more of the TRex pieces.

L grabs piece with right hand before
looking at it and putting the piece in
correct slot. Holds in pincher in right
hand, leans on flat palm on left hand.
L “Maybe this one?”

Father “Maybe this one?”

L “No!”
L “Yes!” right hand turned sideways
leaning on table, left hand holds piece
and L puts it in the puzzle.
L leans on table with left hand, finds
piece with right, places piece in the
puzzle.
L “Yay Yay!” Bangs on table
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L “That doesn’t go anywhere Dad, this
one goes here”

Father “Now you have to find this piece”

L Looks at the picture on the box
L “I need a nose” Slips on puzzle

Father “Careful!”

L “Sorry Daddy”
L pokes puzzle piece in slot. It does not
fit, L throws it down.
L “I found another hand for a dinosaur”
picks it up, rotates with left hand
clockwise until it fits.
L Looks at piece, grabs, spins in air,
places in hole.

L Pushes another piece in with two
hands.
L “Papa volcano”

Father “What! “Volcano?”

L “Yes, volcano. Oh No No”
L “Dinosaurs have to be in the dark”
L “Just one dinosaur puzzle”

Mother “You have three”

L “No! I have just one”
L “Say it Mom “Triceratops”

Mother “No I don’t want too”

L “Say it Mom”
L “Say it Mommy”
L Grabs piece, right hand pushes piece in
with thumb
L “I’m finding 3 pieces, places one piece
“Two pieces”, places one piece
L “One” places one more piece
Mother “Name them all to me?”

L Puts arm in his shirt
L Right to left. Points to a dinosaur
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“Stegosaurus”
L “Dad, what is it called?”

Father “Yes Stegosaurus”

L Play game

Mother “What do you want to do?” Clean
up?

L “No No”, “I need the box”

Mother “I gave you the box”

L Gets the box, starts removing along the
top strip first.
L Then passes a piece to mom to put in
box.

L Then moves to next row moving back
where he started
L “No, No, you put it Mom!”

Mother puts puzzle pieces in box

L “It’s my puzzle so I have to break it!”
L moves to next row going right to left
L “It’s my puzzle”

Mother “OK”

L “My puzzle to break!”
Results
Behavioral categories are easily distinguishable via a color coding
system. With red for gross motor skills, blue for fine motor skills, green for vocal
behavior and yellow for social behavior. Gross motor skills are categorized as
actions that involve large muscle activities, such as arm movements and walking.
Fine motor skills are actions that involve more finely tuned movements, such as
finger dexterity. Vocal behavior is defined as talking or making sounds. Social
behavior is defined as engaging in the opinions of others, acknowledging other
persons, as well as talking to one’s self.

Child One
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Child one did exhibit good use of gross motor skills. This includes
throwing objects, laying down, getting back up and walking around the room.
Child one shows fine motor skills by performing a sandwich grip with all fingers
and thumbs when eating, pincher grip for putting a piece of bread into his mouth,
chewing, lifting a helmet to take a drink, adding and removing two different
masks, rubbing his eye, grasping blocks and stacking a tower. Child one exhibits
a great deal of vocal behavior, making statements pertaining to events such as
Halloween, asking for help to put an outfit on, stating names of characters,
imagination statements about robots, out loud speech of tasks and incorrect word
usage, which was corrected by his mother. Child one engages in conversations
with his mother, acknowledges the presence of his brother and talks to himself
with either noises or what he is going to do or make.

Child Two
Child two did exhibit good use of gross motor skills. This includes
throwing objects, kneeling on a chair, banging on a table and putting his arm in
his shirt. Child two exhibits a lot of fine motor skill by the nature of the task being
observed. This includes puzzle piece hand switching, pincher gripping and flat
palm, puzzle piece rotation with one hand, pushing with two hands, pushing with
thumb, pointing and methodical right to left puzzle piece removal. Child two
exhibits a great deal of vocal behavior, such as statements of dislikes in the form
of a baby dinosaur, out loud speech of puzzle pieces, statements of what pieces
are needed, statements of needs and wants, correct word usage for naming
dinosaurs. For social behavior child two exhibits such by engaging in
conversations with his mother and father and talking to himself with either “hum
hums” or what he is going to do to complete the puzzle.
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Discussion
Having looked at the results for both child one and two, it would seem that
both fall into Piaget's cognitive development theory, specifically the
preoperational stage. The preoperational stage is the second developmental
stage, which lasts from about two to seven years of age; when children begin to
represent the world with words, images and drawings. Preoperational thought is
the beginning of the ability to reconstruct in thought what has been established in
behavior. This thought process is further divided into two sub-stages, symbolic
function and intuitive thought (Santrock, Conrad, & Closson, 2015).
Symbolic function is the first substage of preoperational thought and
occurs roughly between the ages of two and four. In this stage, imagination is
present with young children gaining the ability to represent mentally an object
that is not present. This stage has two limitations, egocentrism and animism.
Egocentrism is an important feature of preoperational thought and is described
as the inability to distinguish between one’s own and someone else’s
perspective. Animism is the belief that inanimate objects have lifelike qualities
and are capable of action (Santrock, et al, 2015).
Intuitive thought is the second substage of preoperational thought
occurring between four and seven years of age, when children begin to use
primitive reasoning. Primitive reasoning is known as centration and conservation.
Centration is that of focusing attention on one characteristic to the exclusion of all
others. Conservation is the principle that altering an objects or substances
appearance does not change its basic properties (Santrock, et al, 2015).
Young children specific to the age group (age 2-7) observed, make
advances in two aspects of attention, executive and sustained. Executive
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attention involves planning, allocating attention to goals, error detection,
monitoring progress on tasks and dealing with novel circumstances. Sustained
attention is the ability to maintain attention to a selected stimulus for a prolonged
period of time (Santrock, et al, 2015).
Child one exhibits aspects of both preoperational thought and sustained
attention. It seems that the child one is on the cusp of advancing from the
symbolic function substage to intuitive thought substage. Child one is expressing
traits found in symbolic function substage, as he has the abilities to represent
mentally an object that is not present. An example of this would be having an
imaginary knife to stab his brother with. One of the limitations of thought in this
stage is animism. Child one does show this trait as whilst making a robot out of
blocks, he then gives the robot the capabilities of action in the form of “pew pew,
shoot the bad guys”.
The primitive reasoning strategies shown in the intuitive thought substage
by child one is conservation. Child one shows conservation as he asks his
mother, whilst playing in his living room during the observation, if she can put a
ninja turtle outfit on. The mother explains that she is too big for the outfit. Child
one then states “can you put your feet in it” This is conservation as although the
outfit is still the same size his mothers feet are smaller and can fit.
With the aspect of attention or more specifically, sustained attention, child
one was able to maintain attention on robot block building for a prolonged period
of time. Child one also shows some of the parameters for executive attention, in
the form of error detention when he puts a block on the wrong way, but not
enough parameters to warrant full executive attention.
Child two also shows parameters in both sub-stages, in symbolic
functions sub-stage he shows the limitation of egocentrism as he doesn’t see his
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mothers’ perspective. The example being, he states “just one dinosaur puzzle”,
mother states “you have three”, child two shouts “No! I have just one”. In the
intuitive thought substage he exhibits concentration on a number of instances.
The first being when he states “hum hum” when holding and observing a puzzle
piece. The second being when he states “I need a nose”. The final one, when he
states I found another hand for a dinosaur. These are all examples of centration
as the child is focusing on one characteristic to the exclusion of all others,
whether that is a nose or hand.
Child two in the field of attention shows a great deal of executive
attention. In doing such a task as jigsaw puzzle making, this involves many of the
parameters found in executive attention. Child two allocates attention to each
puzzle piece to complete the goal of finishing. In the spotting and correcting of
errors, child two does show this when he finds another hand for a dinosaur, the
child picks up the piece, rotates the piece in his left hand clockwise, until it fits
into the slot. Child two also monitors his progress throughout the task, until
completion. On completion of the jigsaw puzzle his attention then switches to a
new goal of putting the jigsaw puzzle away. Again making a goal, methodically
removing pieces right to left and dealing with difficult circumstances, such as his
mother trying to help.
From the points discussed so far the question of how these findings
contribute to existing literature will follow.
Keane and Griffin (2018) state that in using Piaget’s cognitive
development theory as a theoretical framework, summative and formative
assessment types can be used to increase self assessment strategies. With the
latter offering information on how learning and teaching can be improved. With
regard to self-assessments they can inform learning but may be age related and
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environmental in origin. Piaget’s theory is characterized by distinct cognitive traits
which render certain children more likely to make inaccurate self-assessments.
The preoperational stage discussed in this study does in fact result in inaccurate
self-assessments due to egocentricity. Child two of this study is observed
displaying egocentrism, in not seeing his mothers’ perspective. When looking for
improvements or potential differences in children, a Piagetian assessment similar
to the one shown in this current study could be used to see where a child places
and what their learning capabilities could be.
In the study by Keane and Griffin (2018) they applied Piaget’s theory with
caution, where children’s ages were used as a proxy for the development stage,
in recognition of the flaws associated with stage theories of development.
However, when looking at the method in their study, the children used for the
preoperational stage were probably more on the concrete operational stage as
they are aged, seven to eight years old. The preoperational stage is between two
and seven years old, this may have skewed their data. The ages of the
participants used in this study fall perfectly within Piaget’s age range and have
even been able to distinguish between the two sub-stages; symbolic function and
intuitive thought, in the participants.
In the paper by Smith (2018), Piaget’s main argument was that from
infant to savant, all knowledge is organized and re-organized through its rational
formation, which enables its development to become more powerful knowledge.
This argument is seen not only in Piaget’s stage theory but in this study, by child
one and two both exhibiting different spheres of the same stage.
Piaget’s studies of infancy were based on journal writing over seven
years, comprising 1200 pages of notebooks and 10,000 observations and
experiments of his three children. He made a commitment to developmental
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epistemology (Smith, 2018). Piaget himself, observing his own three children,
became the inspiration for his cognitive development theory. He too, found
difficulty generalizing his findings to a larger population but he is still a leading
figure in cognitive and developmental psychology today ("Importance of Jean
Piaget's Work and Findings", n.d.). For the same reason, the small sample size
seen in this study should not be a deterrent to the insightful use of Piaget’s
cognitive development theory.
Piaget grappled with two different challenges for the theory of cognitive
development. The first is explaining the human conceptual repertoire.
Understanding the acquisition of any specific concept require specifying the
innate primitives, and the processes through which they are transformed, through
learning, into the adult state. Thus conceptual development includes episodes of
change in which new representational resources are constructed, which in turn
permits thoughts previously unthinkable. The second challenge is characterizing
the domain of general cognitive resources that make learning possible. That is
explaining developmental changes in cognitive architecture. In one study on
adults with Williams Syndrome provided powerful evidence that a huge database
of factual knowledge does not lead to conceptual change (Carey, Zaitchik &
Bascandziev, 2015).
Advancements in various fields have allowed us to go well beyond
Piaget’s theory concerning the learning mechanisms for conceptual repertoire.
Neo-Piagetian research aims to correct weaknesses in Piaget’s stage theory,
which proposes that people develop through various stages of cognitive
development, by looking into developments in working memory capacity.
Working memory capacity increases with age, the ability to represent more
complex conceptual structure constitutes entering into a new stage of
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development. Another top-down process, executive function plays into many
different cognitive functions such as planning, self control and sustained attention
(Carey, Zaitchik & Bascandziev, 2015). Both child one and child two of this study,
exhibit working memory and executive function, specifically sustained attention.
Child two shows an increased amount of sustained attention, which may be due
partly to the task being performed or his age when compared to child one; a
difference of seven months.
Piaget was among the first to help us understand the benefits of more
authentic testing among children. He stated that every child approaches
problems and views experience through the lens of prior experiences. He
encouraged testing as a means of focusing on where a child is in the thinking
process – not on whether the child is right or wrong (Johnson, 2017). This study
is authentic in that it was purely observational; not testing or guiding the
participants in any way, documenting the child’s thought process.
The findings in this paper contribute to existing literature as the method
used can be easily transferred to other age groups, genders and stages of
development, allowing for subsequent child development assessment or Piaget
theory confirmation.

Conclusion
This study was performed as part of a final project for a developmental
psychology course, observational in design. This research aimed to observe
preschool children to identify if they effectively place within Piaget’s cognitive
development theory, and if so, whether children of similar age develop at the
same rate, cognitively.
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As stated by Christensen et al. (2011) scientific observation requires an
important set of skills. The limitations of this study may fall partly on the
researcher themselves. For instance, the researcher would have practiced
writing and observing prior, as once you are in the midst of doing the observation
it becomes apparent that it is a lot harder than anticipated. Adjustments may
have been made to the informed consent forms to include audio recordings,
which would have been transcribed later. Hence, visual notes would have been
made, followed by audio, or perhaps dictation of the observations.
The methodological approach used in this study was effective in
highlighting the four behavioral categories stated; gross motor skills, fine motor
skills, vocal behavior and social behavior. While the sample size limits the
generalizability of the results. This approach provides new insights into the ease
of categorizing behavioral incidences in preschool children. The key learning
points gained from the study, in relation to children and development, are that it
does seem that children of similar age hit key milestones of learning at around
the same time. It was quite eye opening to think of the amount of development
we, as humans, go through from birth to adulthood.
The approach taken was one of observation in a natural setting. It was
expected that the children would fall within the second stage of the Piagetian
theory, preoperational thought, based on their ages. The behaviors of the
children were expected for the preschool age selected and they tied nicely into
Piaget's cognitive development theory. It was found that although there was only
an age difference of seven months between the participants, there were marked
differences between the children furthering my confidence in Piaget’s theory. The
results of this study did match my expectations overall.
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The findings of this study show that with good knowledge of a theory of
interest, a well conducted observational study can be achieved. The main points
to be included when undertaking a Piagetian-like study include the correct age
ranges of the participants, behavioral categories that are easily identifiable and
conclusion forming.
As seen in the literature review above Piaget’s theory was made possible
by observing, documenting and interpreting the results, to arrive at a plausible
and tangible conclusion. This was achieved in this study, adding to Piaget’s
cognitive development theory.
To better understand the implications of these results, future studies
could address literacy levels of Piaget’s stage transition in children. Other
research could be done via structured observation, showing an interest in a
limited set of behaviors. The study does show somewhat of a gender bias
towards boys; therefore further studies could either observe girls and compare
findings or do a mix of each sex. In light of these strengths, limitations and future
study ideas, some intriguing questions remain into our understanding of cognitive
development.
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the Persuasiveness within the Government’s Promotional Booklets
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The Canadian prairie west before 1896 was, for the most part, seen as a
veritable hinterland by the Canadian government. It was a territory sparsely
inhabited by European settlers and, despite the large numbers of Indigenous
peoples who had long occupied the land, the Canadian government still
considered it unsettled.1 Beginning in 1867 the government of Canada had
wanted to attract thousands of new settlers, but decades later the west remained
a land of uncertain possibility. The Department of the Interior, under the Liberal
government of Wilfrid Laurier, began an ambitious initiative that ultimately
resulted in almost three-quarters of a million people, mostly of European
heritage, migrating to Canada between 1896 and 1905.2 There were favourable
circumstances by then, of course, for settlement in Canada, especially the
closing of the American west in the early 1890s. Canada’s propaganda
campaign, launched in eastern, northern and central Europe and in Britain and
the United States, sparked much interest about the Canadian prairie west. An
epidemic of prairie west settlement fever soon spread throughout Europe and the
United States. As a result, multitudes left their homelands to begin new lives in
Canada.
Clifford Sifton, the Minister of the Interior from 1896 to 1905, largely
masterminded a successful program of propaganda that reached a myriad of
nationalities who were seeking a fresh start, wanting to expand their agricultural
operations and escape such things as landlordism, poverty, and religious
persecution in their homelands.3 A few years into the Wilfrid Laurier era, the
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benefits of western Canada were well-known in parts of the United States of
America and in Europe generally. Sifton’s beguiling rhetorical constructs,
embedded within the language of opportunity and promise, enticed those who
could break the soil and establish farms in a seemingly pulchritudinous region of
Canada. The prairies encompassed, from the perspective of newcomers
influenced by the propaganda, most of Canada’s so-called agricultural lands in
the late 19th century, and Canadian politicians were keen to promote an ideal
image of the region for newcomers. The selling of the prairie west, a place of
assured opportunity and reward, was through the mode of propaganda. One
public relations researcher and writer named Edward Bernays says
propaganda’s “invisible governors” dictate the “habits and opinions of the
masses.”4 Sifton’s promotional literature, particularly the promotional booklets
used to attract immigrants to Canada, characterized Bernays’ typification of
propaganda. Some primary sources are required to be analyzed as designs of
propaganda, and as persuasive pieces of promotional literature of Sifton’s
promotional campaign. The booklets analyzed are Timely Remarks by Septimus
Field and Letters from Western Canadian Settlers (1898) and Western Canada:
Manitoba and the Northwest Territories, Assiniboia, Alberta and Saskatchewan
(1899).
The two booklets of promotional literature were designed by the
Department of the Interior and the Government Printing Bureau during Clifford
Sifton’s tenure as Minister of the Department of the Interior. They boldly
portrayed the west in its idyllic nature, and implied that a can’t-be-missed
opportunity was awaiting the newcomer. They appeared accurate, highly
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researched, sharp in their experience-based descriptions and pastoral in
narrative. However, as Ronald Rees writes, much of the writing within Canada’s
promotional literature highlighted only the good, and not the real struggle one
had to wrestle with day in and day out.5 The pieces of promotional literature
chosen for this thesis therefore represent ideal prototypes for the Federal
Government’s promotional campaign that hid the fact that Canada’s prairies
would take a lot of fortitude, and that nothing about migrating to a new land
augured success for all newcomers.
Western Canada was published by the Canadian government and Timely
Remarks was written from an agriculturalists’ opinion named Septimus Field.6
Other historians have used Sifton’s more well-known promotional pieces like The
Last, Best West in their research, but not the two particular pieces used for this
essay. Both Septimus Field and Western Canada unveiled the prairie west as a
veritable gold mine awaiting the male and female newcomer, using a number of
linguistic structures and rhetorical devices common in propaganda to persuade
them. Techniques such as card-stacking and the bold assertion are evident in
both publications. Claims about the prairie’s rejuvenating climatic effects on
people or the westerner’s superior aptitude, workmanship and quality of life were
described in the literature in ways that dispelled notions of uncertainty and
unconquerability.7
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The literature’s prose presents its information in a “gendered experience,”
but it is really targeting the male newcomer.8 The narrative of the literature -however obvious Sifton’s bias comes across with regards to favouring males -- is
replete with masculine representations of the prairie west. This was, back in the
day, a common way to uphold an idea or position of power (i.e. the vocations of
farming or ranching) reserved only for a man which, in turn, relegated women as
role-players confined to limits and boundaries regard where they could go or
what work they involve themselves with. In the profession of history, ignoring that
this ever existed as a historical ideology negatively affects a woman’s
perspective and place in history. In prairie west history today, this has had an
impact on historians and has resulted in incorporating and filling historical gaps;
seeking out and formulating new questions and creating interconnections for
today’s gender historians; to further advance the gendered template of study;
defining the parameters of inclusion; and in viewing a woman’s historical
significance as a settler (and not just as a farm wife) in relation to her
environments (domestic, social and consumerist environments). Indeed, a more
in-depth study could further this essay’s analysis. Added further, a more
gendered outlook on the feminine ideals of Canadian expansionism, the
individual female-settler achievements and their place in the settler environment
could be expounded upon. These perspectives characterize the uniqueness of
the Canadian prairie west, and they need further investigation as a subject of
study in history. Unfortunately, this important matter cannot be delved into in this
essay. A Canadian prairie west settler woman has a unique place in settlement
history, though, and I acknowledge their place in the history of the prairie west. If
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it were possible, their perspectives would be included in a longer version of this
essay because there is more to just a generic impression of women in history
through a masculine lens that portrays women as “universal subject…defined in
[her] particularity”9
In the 1890s and 1900s, both genders familiarized themselves with the
prairie experience discussed in Sifton’s booklets. They read about homesteading
experiences on the prairies, the country’s rules and regulations, religious
freedoms, job types, the tax structure, provincial education systems, types of
game to hunt, the grain varieties and various agricultural-lifestyle advantages,
and societal, climatic and geographical features unique to the rural landscape.
However, these booklets were only one aspect of the promotional literature that
comprised the Federal Government’s campaign towards prospective newcomers.
That material (advertisement posters, pamphlets and postcards) contains a
plethora of broader historical connections to propaganda and addresses broader
topics on Canadian immigration history and economic theory but their affiliation
to these topics and themes will not be explored in great detail in this essay.
Immigration and national policy and the expectations of and reactions to
the prairie west in examining the factors of selling the west are considered first in
this essay, before it turns to the consideration of the types of persuasion found
within the promotional literature. This thesis in toto investigates the prairie west’s
settlement evolution from Confederation, the favourable circumstances for
bringing in many newcomers during the Laurier era, and then seeks to
understand what made the booklets (within in the context of the promotional
literature campaign) so persuasive and appealing that they contributed to a huge
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influx of newcomers. Canada’s favourable circumstances are only a relatively
minor component of the thesis; most attention is focused on the themes that
pertain to the promotional literature’s depiction of Canada. It should also be
noted that, despite the role of race and colonization theory and Indigenous
displacement in the settlement process, these important themes are not covered
in this thesis, in part, because the pieces of promotional literature examined did
not include, for one thing, an Indigenous perspective or their reaction towards
settlement, nor does the literature provide a critique of the immigration policies as
they existed in the late 19th century. Yet, I understand that these themes can
have an impact on the way Canadian history is written and intergenerationally
passed down orally, and that these very types of history can act as personal but
powerful statements for those historians who continue to write more inclusively.

Methodology, Historiography and Literature Review
The promotional literature is a component of Canada’s national policy
after 1867, which emphasized immigration as one feature necessary for national
economic development. The process of immigration was complicated and
complex. One of its essential elements was the continental and overseas
advertising campaign. The methodological approach of this thesis distinguishes
between the organization of smaller themes and their connection to more
complex subject topics in a broader historical paradigm. Breaking down
components or connecting parts can be referred to as “method-reductionism.”10
Reductionism on the whole should not be understood in a pejorative way or seen
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as the sin of simplification.11 Richard H. Jones in Analysis & the Fullness of
Reality: An Introduction to Reductionism and Emergence presents an approach
to the subject of method-reductionism remarkably to avoid such a sin. His
definition of method-reductionism brings to mind an analogy which might help
better understand the reductionist methodology as it is taken here in examining
the enticing nature of Sifton’s propaganda. Such an analogy evokes an image of
taking apart a large Lego figure to inspect its smaller assemblages – seeing
exactly where and how certain pieces fit and connect. Jones describes methodreductionism as:
an analysis as the method for studying phenomenon, i.e., disassembling a
complex whole into its simpler component pieces or identifying the lower level
bases of a phenomenon and then studying the features and organization of the
component parts or bases to see how it works.12

In this essay the phenomenon explored is featured, or perceived, through the
booklets; within the contexts of politics and policy the Federal Government made
Canada west’s features appealing to immigrants, especially that of the prairies,
all the while embracing a farmer’s experiential perspective of the land. The
method-reductionist approach, therefore, earmarks the fact that these booklets
were one key component that greatly helped to fill the prairie west with
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newcomers during an era where economic growth and population increases bred
a new kind of optimism for political think-tanks and for newly arriving immigrants.
This essay builds on the extensive literature on the prairie west,
especially those scholars who have long written about settlement history,
immigration policy and the overall growth of Canada at the turn of the twentieth
century. Many of those histories have focused on policymaking and regional and
agricultural development. As a histoire totale framework, shifts in ideas about the
prairie west have impacted historians differently in their contributions to the
writing of Canadian history. By studying the internal lives of the prairie west
individuals and their mentalities allows one to trace not only the unique, set-inthe-past cultural aspects but also the intellectual shifts and paradigms of the
prairie westerner at the time as compared to today. In the last fifty years, the
building blocks of narrative, content, ideological structure and methodology in
historical consciousness for prairie west historical writing has changed and it, too,
is thematically inclusive. Many genres of Indigenous history, geography, policy,
politics, economic features and movements and historical phenomena are more
historically-appropriate and inclusive than in the distant past.
In approximately the last thirty years, the primary historiographic
approach for prairie west settlement historians is structure-reductionist: attention
was not given only to “higher level causal properties”13 of historical events or
people but “explanatory extensions”14 for interpreting lower level components
within broader events in order to fuse history with, for example, personal
experience stories and various ethnic perspectives (including Indigenous
peoples). As an aspiring scholar, appraising the need to be more objective is as
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important to the subject of history as is gauging its multi-layered but thematically
relevant approaches to its contemporary importance. Indeed, new ingredients are
needed to be able to expand upon any historical subject’s perspective as new
histories continue to be written by new scholars.
The political intentions between building the west -- defining who the
country wanted to attract -- and seeing how best to effectively and efficiently
promulgate a favourable image of Canada were competing priorities for the
Canadian government. Ninette Kelley, Michael Trebilcock and Gregory
Marchildon have helped place immigration policy priorities with Canadian
governmentality in context. More importantly, they have fleshed out the major
periods of immigration policy from the pre-Confederation period through the
twenty-first century, giving their own responses and perspectives to questions on
just how various regions, communities and metropolises in Canada have
changed and have been affected over time, and from various perspectives, as a
result of the evolution of immigration policy. Books and articles on the prairie
west history offer historical chronologies, primary source documents, and other
great compendiums of Canadian history. This has been true of Gerald Friesen’s
The Canadian Prairies and R. Douglas Francis’ Images of the West which offer
various multi-layered and inclusive accounts. Douglas and Friesen are generally
chronological and cover large periods of prairie west history. They present their
interpretations as micro-histories of the prairies; variant historical perspectives
that were hitherto (in the last 30 years or so) choice themes rarely synthesized
into one textbook. Their goal was to inspect the sui generis-like elements of the
Canadian prairie landscape: its unique ethnic make-up, culture, economy and
Indigenous histories of the region -- situating the prairies’ history apart from the
rest of Canadian history. Ronald Rees is among other scholars who also provide
55

important historical connections and interpretations of the Prairie’s evolution from
a developmental point-of-view, especially his recognition of a distinct cultural and
social history of the prairie west.
The prairies has its own unique story that is told differently than the rest of
Canada. Those authors argue for the uniqueness of the western prairies as they
highlight some of the important and lesser known themes, such as a settler
family’s journey or personal life and historical sites of memory. Collectively, those
authors will help to unfurl two important aspects in relation to this essay: the
Laurier Liberal government’s tapestry of political positionality and the life and
times of Clifford Sifton as Minister.
The tools and techniques used to chisel down the booklets’ language in
order to uncover the persuasive feature within the context of how the prairie west
was ‘advertised’ and ‘sold’ will be extracted from works by Garth Jowett, Victoria
O’Donnell and Randal Martin. These books are not truly history-related, but they
do make important connections to help complete the nexus of the propaganda
analysis. They provide a critique, or, rather, a backdrop of interpretation for
studying the various patterns of persuasion identifiable within the two examples
of promotional literature considered in this thesis. Martin reinforces these basic
parameters for studying propaganda -- i.e. theory, origin, language manipulation
identification and the history of propaganda -- while Jowett and O’Donnell dissect
the differences between persuasion and propaganda, their similarities, and their
history.
Propaganda allows and reckons new belief systems which, in turn, seeks
to engage people in certain types of behavior.15 The Department of the Interior’s
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promotional booklets are, as in Jowett and O’Donnell’s analysis, examples of
Integration propaganda. This term recognizes the importance of the original
creator’s attempt to balance informed choice of the public with the “positions and
interests represented by officials” who sponsor, seek out and “sanction
propaganda messages”16 with which audiences are exposed. This type of
propaganda also parallels a more mild ideology of Joseph Goebbels’ during the
time of Nazi Germany: ideological structures within propagandic messages that
attempt to conquer masses are not without purposeful rhetoric.17 Effective
appeals project a propagandist’s true message which probes the “hearer [sic] for
weaknesses, needs, desires, unfulfilled dreams”18 which are used to “pierce the
emotional armor”19 of the target. The concept of rhetoric is intertwined with the
concept of propaganda. The booklets’ rhetoric unveiled a spectrum of selfimportant choices while propaganda demanded attention to its vision - so direct,
choice actually became limited.20 The promotional literature campaign was rife
with calls to action and “appeals to the need to act now.”21 For newcomers who
were nearing their destinations, awaiting new opportunities, the land had to be
lived on to be believed.
The works of Martin and Jowett and O’Donnell help to shine a heavy light
on the propaganda analysis section. Both promotional booklet’s prose uses,
ideally, appealing and descriptive language mixed with ‘proven’ hard
fact/statistic-checker language. Depicting the west in this way creates legitimacy
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and a pleasant idea in the mind of a reader. Just as important, though, Martin
and Jowett and O’Donnell highlight the important role rhetoric plays in
propaganda. Although the booklets are, at times, written in a manipulative
fashion22 -- by definition, “masked by highly skilled technique…excluding
competing ideas,” – they, like most of the other pieces of promotional literature
used in the promotional campaign, otherwise romanticized some aspects of the
prairies and communicated “knowledge discovered by logic and science.”23
Ultimately, the booklets linguistically emphasized “technical competence in
written composition” while their rhetorical pulls were subtler but definitely not
subdued.24

The Early Years of Prairie West Settlement
After Confederation in 1867, the Canadian government largely failed in its
efforts to attract immigrants to the prairie west despite the enactment of the
Dominion’s Lands Act which was designed to encourage new settlement. Until
1878, there was not a simple travel route to the west nor was there any direct
access (from the west) to eastern markets for farmers and ranchers. In 1885, the
completion of the first major railroad (the Canadian Pacific Railway) set the
precedent for transportation advancement. Isaiah Bowman averred to it as the
“forerunner of development, the pre-pioneer, the base line of agriculture.”25
Before the ‘last spike’ was driven in Craigellachie, British Columbia, in November
1885, settlers by and large did not hasten to grab up land in unbroken regions of
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the plains around rail districts.26 After 1885, however, railroad communities
began to pop up and grow in number and population, which regulated the ebb
and flow of rural settlement in the prairies into the 1890s, in turn making
immigration flourish.27
Canadian land speculators between 1883 and 1890 were the primary
buyers of land in Manitoba and adjacent parts of the North-West Territories and
the Districts of Saskatchewan, Assiniboia and Alberta.28 Homestead entries (in
most cases British) averaged under three thousand a year and the number of
cancellations was equal to new entries “partly because of the provision for
relocation if the initial homestead proved disappointing” (which could be a
haphazard and slow-moving process at times) and partly because established
farming operations were scant.29 There were some eastern Europeans, like
Ukrainians, but not many other groups. These were real concerns for Sifton, a
Manitoban with some experience in the legal profession. When he became the
Minister of the Interior in Laurier’s new government in 1896, he ensured remedial
action would be taken to mend the fences of the prairie region’s ethnic make-up
and land-attaining powers for newcomers. The Dominion’s Lands Act, however,
was an important, fundamental contributor as it defined exactly how and in what
sort of pattern the rich land in the Canadian plains would be filled with
homesteaders.
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The Act, ratified in 1872, provided for the subdivision of the territory into
townships six miles square, and further subdivided lands into mile-square
sections which were, finally, quartered into one-hundred and sixty acre
homesteads.30 The Act underwent few changes after 1872. Originally the Act
only accommodated private investors and corporations, like the Canadian Pacific
railway, in bargaining for land plotting and performing surveys. With the election
of Wilfrid Laurier as Prime Minister, this changed. Under Sifton these monopolies
had less jurisdiction regarding what sections of land they could have, and the
Federal Government came to define what sections were to be set aside for the
bona fide homesteaders -- ensuring that the process of allocating land to these
newcomers was executed in a straightforward fashion.31 The Dominion’s Lands
Act, then, facilitated an immigrant-centric approach to economic development
and settlement growth in the western prairies by the late 1890s. Thus, it was new
policies like these which contributed to the rise in grain prices, newly emerging
techniques of dryland farming and the benefits of having more grain varieties and
experimental farms insofar that encouraging people to settle in the prairie west
became possible.

Populating Canada’s Prairie West: Push and Pull Factors for Newcomers
J.S. Woodsworth once called human migration a “complex social
process.”32 It is not merely a “little decision of character to change the whole
course of [an immigrant’s] life” because great “powers of adaptation are
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necessary.”33 Those concerns did not matter much to Sifton and Laurier as they
sought to populate the west. Sifton’s propaganda campaign painted an “idealized
version of life in Canada”34 and covered up the notion that one’s transition to a
new country was unavoidably difficult. During the Laurier era, the vast and
menacing prairie landscape was seen by Canadian politicians as too empty and
a population increase was the answer.
The prairies were advertised as consumerist fodder for the rural-goer. Its
resources, economic and market growth, the government said, were
commensurate with the main goals of its policy to accommodate a great many
social classes and ethnicities35 quickly filling in the west. The construction of farm
buildings, purchase of farm machinery and livestock, enlargement of industrial
plants and equipment, provisions for urban facilities (streetcars and rails, roads,
water works, sewage and electrical lighting systems), and, most importantly, the
expansion of railways, kick-started the “resumption of immigration” on a bigger
scale than Canada had ever seen.36
The ‘investment boom’ of the late 1890s – readily available capital at a
low cost37 – contributed to Canada’s growth in both the east and in the west. The
decline in federal interest rates and investments pouring in from Great Britain
both aided in the various undertakings of a rapidly expanding nation.38 What
resulted for the Government of Canada was that federal revenue rose sharply.
Almost five million dollars were invested in capital goods, and rapid construction
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and extraction of resources all augmented the economy to stimulate more jobs.39
Increasing capital and market growth for the Laurier liberal government fulfilled a
vision which “vindicated the hopes and plans of Confederation.”40
Sir Wilfrid Laurier (1841-1919), a French-Canadian Liberal statesman and
Prime Minister of Canada from 1896-1911, heartily promoted a sense of
Canadian unity and strengthened imperial relations. He was an impressive and
dignified politician who was courageous and deft, daring to zealously claim that
Canada welcomed both those who it had previously shunned (in terms of
ethnicity) and disallowed any one religion to dominate the country. Of French
Canadian descent, he was not wont or predisposed to favour French Canadians,
English Canadians, Roman Catholics or Protestants -- although he sometimes
got into trouble with his fellow members in Parliament over these matters41 -- and
would indeed remain steadfast with his view on inclusivity and national unity. His
intention was no more evident than in one of his many statements to the House,
seeing it as his right to “occupy the position [of] duty to take a stand upon any
question whatever…from a point of view which can appeal to the conscience of
all men.”42
Before 1896, there was a scarcity of public information about the west.43
By 1897, encouraging immigration to Canada was a component of the strategy
for theorizing economic development. What resulted was that a politically strongbonded ideology propelled the shared public image of acceptance towards
Canada’s immigration policy. An all-welcoming Canadian mosaic of culture was
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conducive to the growth of the prairie west. While the French Canadian Prime
Minister may have been a pragmatic political practitioner, he felt generally
uneasy about Clifford Sifton stretching legal parameters to bring over
immigrants.44 Nonetheless, the growing gossip about Canada in the 1890s gave
rise to the idea of ‘sunny days ahead’ for all who came.
Favourable circumstances for success in Canada echoed tones of home
for many countries. In Britain, newspapers enthused and seized the attention of
many people. Extravagantly decorated super-structures demonstrating the
“wonder” of the west,45 and exhibits made stately first impressions of shared
values and nationhood. In the United States, during the Chicago World’s Fair in
1893 (plenty of notice was given to Canada and its dairy-business opportunities,
with a huge display of cheese called Canadian Mite made in Perth Ontario on
display),46 F. J. Turner’s Frontier Thesis greatly (even unintentionally) helped to
direct steady flows of prospective agriculturalists and ranchers towards Canada.
Turner’s declaration made it seem that the American frontier was closed for
settlement because all the good quality areas of settlement were already taken.
The prairie west, therefore, seemed to be all that was left in the ways of land
availability. Between 1896 and 1905, the prairie regions of Canada’s west were
ripe with hopes and prayers for success.
Settlers and immigrants, urban and rural, upon deciding to come to
Canada, whether from Europe or America, left their homelands behind for many
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reasons. These included the British and Americans and the “polyglot” throngs of
immigrants from the Ukraine, Poland, Iceland, Germany, Belgium and France.47
The pull factors are a strong reminder of how powerful the propaganda was in
creating, in the minds of prospective migrants, a well-rounded notion of the
Canadian west. Businessmen, artisans, the poverty-stricken, agriculturalistdriven, or even the rambunctious individual seeking a better life for themselves or
their families came from many places both near and afar. Canada’s west
heralded vast tracts of space for Europeans and Americans alike. Some of whom
were discouraged from their homelands because of population increases,
persecution, and ever increasing rents for small plots of land. These factors
encouraged some prospective newcomers to be vectored towards Canada for
bettering their living situations, which lay in a free country with freedom of
mobility and religion, and new and exciting opportunities awaiting. For others,
escaping from rural poverty, urban unemployment, land hunger and religious
oppression were also reasons to move and enjoy Canada’s freedoms.48
The Imperial Preference, which targeted Great Britain, finely tuned trade
and commerce for Canada to forge a symbiotically “strong bond among the
nations and colonies of the empire.”49 In London, the largest hub of Canadian
propaganda visuals and immigration information, there was a pervasive
acknowledgement of the idealism of Canada’s west. Posters and pamphlets
became ubiquitous in urban and rural England, as were live lectures which
orated pompously about the benefits one could reap in the west. A standard was
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set by the Liberal government that would focus on giving due attention to
educating the young in Britain about Canada. The distribution of Canadian
atlases and essay contests focused on Canada were also effective methods for
attracting the young to at least spread the word about certain parts of Canada
that appealed to them - like the much discussed prairie landscape.50 James
Smart, a former mayor of Brandon, Manitoba and, later, deputy Minister of the
Interior under Sifton, improved on this educational approach -- donating maps
and atlases of Canada to British schools.51 To Sifton, Canada, in an ideologically
and politically similar way, was not just an extension of Britain. He went one step
further: to see Canada as connected to England through not only shared
heritage, but national sentimentality and superiority:
We have a Canadian sentiment, but…it is also a British sentiment. It is the
sentiment that we are engaged in overcoming a great many national difficulties
for the purpose of building in what we believe will be outside of England,
perhaps, the greatest British community in the world…that as [Canada]
grows…becomes stronger, and develops in wealth and strength and population,
so [Canada] will become a stronger bulwark of British ideas and supremacy. 52

The grain and stock agriculturalists of the United States, on the other hand,
perceived the Canadian west as a fairer image of their own homelands. People in
the ag-business in the 1890s in the United States saw that the “glowing myth of
the American west was beginning to fade.”53 To American farmers or ranchers,
the supposed closure of the frontier and Manifest Destiny (a renewed force in
U.S. foreign policy in the 1890s that was a type of expansionism) meant they had
to expand their operations. This depended on first scouting out and, then, buying
up quality land at a reasonable price, or finding steady work on the railroad or in
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the forests and mines of Canada. With this kind of push factor in mind, Canadian
and American plains historian John Herd Thompson reflected that both countries
definitively “proclaimed its own self-image”, but the perpetual “myths [of them]
were poles apart.”54 The unfolding parallel narratives of settlement patterns in the
American northern plains and the Canadian prairie west before the 1890s were
“remarkably similar…[almost] depressingly similar.”55 Growing interest in a rural
region that actually had space for American newcomers would give rise to
Canada’s west coming out on top from the predominant favouritism that the
American plains once held in the settlement race.
F. J. Turner’s predilection of rural society helps to further clarify why rural
Americans came to Canada’s west in the first place. In 1893, Turner’s Frontier
Thesis alleged that rural American societies were, like Canada, spread out and
“sparse…customarily many miles west of settled civilized communities.”56
Americans would have, in all probability, imagined, upon reading or hearing
about Canada’s western prairie, that it would be similar in rural character but with
more options and space (not to mention the allure of close proximity of Canada
to the U.S.A.) It reflected the notion that a rural American acknowledges that
there is a valued, underlying verisimilitude of the rural “moral fabric”57 to be able
to live out in the country. One would learn, from the promotional literature
provided by the Federal Government, about the growing Canadian economy and
would relate to the similarities of a Canadian agriculturalist’s lifestyle, work ethic,
values and beliefs.
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For most Americans, Canada allowed the same freedoms for the
ambitious, innovation for the self-sufficient and the total continuance of
unrestricted mobility and love of the land.58 These were special qualities of the
rural ideal because country folk become acquainted and appreciative of the
landscape which is thereby tamed. They, as technocrats, envisioned their place
in the world where they could take charge and order the “fate of what surrounds
[them].”59 However, country people did respect the landscape that surrounded
them, says Ernst Dimnet: “Anybody familiar with country people…realizes that
they appreciate natural beauty, a landscape, the last smile of autumn on a wood,
a sunset….quite as much as a professional artist or versifier.”60 Once in Canada,
an American agriculturalist’s conceptions and personal values on maintaining an
appreciation for the land was met with the same stoic work ethic they had had
out in the pastures or grain fields back home south of the forty-ninth parallel. It
was traits like these which proved to be useful in Canada, especially on an
isolated homestead. Thus, the ‘rural relativity’ of the au fait American
agriculturalist recognized a shared, transnational notion of rural principles to live
by in a rural setting on Canada’s prairies.
For central, eastern and northern Europeans, commoner families and
individuals hoped for a better life in Canada. They were the less wealthy,
escaping not only poverty but the “vulgar sarcasms too often hurled at [them] by
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the purse-proud, commonplace people of the world.”61 In some of these parts,
there was an abundance of underdeveloped regions where no chance for
monetary gains existed. Communal religious groups were treated poorly and
marginalized from public life. Economic prospects were limited where they lived;
poverty was the norm for many of these people who came to Canada. In some
countries, peasants worked for low wages, paid high rents and were subjected to
high interest rates - all of which spelled these peoples’ doom.62
In Canada’s west, though, not all who arrived were escaping from
persecution, or slum-dwelling, poverty-stricken situations. Some were
agriculturalists seeking a new form of agronomy while others were opportunityseeking families, individuals, and adventurers. By the late 1890s, the Galatians -those who were from the province of Galatia and Bukovyna in the AustroHungarian Empire63 (from the modern day countries Ukraine and Poland) -Icelanders, Romanians and Dutch were considered desirable immigrants just as
much as the British and Americans.
The religiously persecuted, particularly the Mormons, Hutterites,
Mennonites and Doukhobors, came to Canada from the United States, Europe
and Russia. When they heard that the Canadian west was open for settlement,
these groups deemed the vast prairie landscape untamed and theirs for the
taking. This desire for mastery, in differing from the technocrat, is religiouslybased; the story of creation in Genesis I, being the most concrete example of
how God instructed his followers to believe that any lands would be given over to
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them, gave these people hope that they would “fill the earth and subdue it” and
“have dominion over” all other creatures.64 When the religious-folk arrived to
Canada’s west, they saw it as a gift from God -- given over to them as a kind of
sent Providence to “reclaim the waste places of the earth.”65 This made them
want to undertake the journey and encouraged others to do the same. Susanna
Moodie (1803-1885),66 a British settler who lived in one of the first “migrant
colonies” in Upper Canada, said that when the religiously persecuted came to
Canada “the infection became general” back home.67 For these types of
newcomers, the opening of the west created what Moodie calls ‘Canada mania’
in the prairies: “[They had] nerves [of] iron by patient endurance, by exposure to
weather, coarse fare and rude shelter…their labour is wealth not exhaustion
[because] He chooses such [people] to send forth…to hew out the rough paths
for the advancement of civilization.”68

Clifford Sifton: Appraising the Prairie West
Clifford Sifton, the epitome of a politician with “tireless energy,”69 walked a
risky plank off the Laurier ship of grounded Liberal ideas about immigration
policy. He ushered in a new approach to policy-making. Beginning in 1897,
Canada’s immigration policy under Sifton showed off his own “sober calculations
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of realities… [a man who] understood that public opinion must be carefully
cultivated if it was to identify liberalism with the good times.”70 Gauging the good
times meant strengthened western representation which depended heavily on
aggressively promoting immediate interest in the seemingly, infinitely promising
and conquerable prairie west with the help of the promotional literature.71
Sifton was originally from Ontario, but it was in Brandon, Manitoba when
he first became recognized as a political figure with bold opinions, “strict selfdiscipline [and] dynamic intelligence.”72 After having experienced law school and
the newspaper business in the mid-1890s, he rebranded himself for being a
genius of organization, and was considered for political office. However, historian
Daniel Francis says in his book Selling Canada that Sifton, upon entering politics,
operated in an “aloof manner:” He had a tendency to flaunt his substantial
wealth, towering ambitions, an odour of corruption that trailed behind him for
most of his career, an antipathy towards French Canadians, and an arrogance
that won him few friends, but many enemies.73
D.J. Hall, on the other hand, who wrote about Sifton extensively,
portrayed him differently. Hall saw Sifton as a man with “hard-nosed optimism” as
well -- but more often than not, Hall said Sifton acted as an astute businessman
with high standards; envisioning the progress of a nation to Sifton meant it could
not be governed “by precedents or by past theories in regard to policy.”74 Even
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though Sifton was opposed to including foreign labour in Canadian industry and
simultaneously favouring immigration control values like the Chinese Head Tax
or the Alien Labour Act of 1897 -- both of which, it was maintained by the state,
were enacted in part to protect certain job contracts and filter out certain types of
immigrants -- his external regulation of immigration policy was minimal.75
One of the most contentious but biggest promotional forces was Sifton’s
N.A.T.C (the North Atlantic Trading Company). Created in 1899, one of its
primary goals was to be more selective and encouraging (i.e. ethnicity, age,
gender, families versus individuals) of Canada’s immigrants. The N.A.T.C. had
complete reign over choosing those who should be deemed appropriate for
Canada, and especially “to bring Canada to the attention of people residing in
continental European countries…to furnish reliable information regarding Canada
and…to point to Canada as a desirable field for settlement.”76 Conniving W.R.T.
Preston and James Smart ensured the company would be Canada’s dominant
overseas agency that would lure possible newcomers.77 Delivering tens of
thousands of newcomers to Canada’s west, says Daniel Francis, supposedly
helped the N.A.T.C. gain recognition across the Atlantic. However, there are no
full or conclusive historical accounts of its successes - only speculations.78
The company was financially sound and had many hired men who
worked towards persuading possible immigrants. Even less than impressive
immigrants (i.e. poor or peasant-like) were chosen because it was not a priority
(for Sifton) to heavily regulate quality over quantity. The N.A.T.C. gave Canada
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the best advantage for persuading persons who were of “full value for the cost
that continued to be translated into immigrants.”79
Though unfortunately for Sifton, the Company folded in 1906 because it
came to be seen as something of a pernicious business venture which was
bypassing legal boundaries. As a meretricious political entity of the Federal
Government, the N.A.T.C. came into a most unfortunate limelight of corruption.
The company always ran apropos alongside the Minister of the Interior’s
commitments. Sifton’s lecturers, North Atlantic Trading Company travelling
agents and spokesmen, exalted Liberal national and international policy while
exercising considerable confidence in their capabilities to sell the west. Once the
company terminated though, Sifton immediately became labelled as a man with a
depreciative reputation, which left a bad taste in the mouths of his fellow Liberals.
The company operated, from day one, “by and large to take advantage of this
massive commerce in human flesh to monopolize the governmental bonus
system”, syphoning money into company coffers for its “propaganda work” for the
Liberal Government.80
Federal spending on the overseas and intercontinental promotional
campaign grew in the late 1890s. By 1905, increasing federal capital came
partially from Sifton’s enlarged promotional campaign which, for example, raked
in sixteen thousand dollars (a purchasing power differential of roughly five
hundred thousand CDN dollars today).81 Sifton improved advertising through the
introduction of stylized marketing surveys, brochures, promotional booklets and
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pamphlets.82 London’s plethora of immigration offices and Canadian parades
fiercely spread the word about the prairie west’s world class agriculture which
was sold as uniquely Canadian. In the United States, immigration offices first
opened in the Midwest and spread from there as agents provided rail tours of
Canada and disseminated “information on Canada through mailings, lectures,
personal interviews, ads in newspapers and farm journals, and at state/country
fairs.”83 In Europe and the United States, booklets especially were plentiful in
immigration offices, making them available in prime, high traffic locations.

Propaganda-mania: An Analysis of the Selected Literature
The government’s booklets began with general introductory remarks, then
moved on to sections describing the regions of the west, providing specifics on
the types of agriculture, climate, soil, crop types, the means for locating a
homestead, a how-to-get-started guide, transportation facilities and social and
cultural traditions.84 Sifton’s penchant for the attraction of immigration policy, at
the booklets’ core, was evident: “Our desire is to promote the immigration of
farmers and farm labourers.”85 Ultimately, though, the propaganda campaign’s
literature attracted all “persons able, fit and willing to endure the rigours of frontier
life on the prairies.”86 It had to be rhetorical -- exemplary in fact-telling and
persuasive with its ‘expert advice’ -- enough in ways that would give prospective
immigrants notions of self-advancement and gratification. The concept of the
west as a wide open, saleable area of Canada, impelled the promotional
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literature campaign’s authors to pair a persuasive linguistic strategy with a
desirable mental image of the west.
Persuasion snubs out any hint or smidgeon of doubt so rhetoric can
emulate fancy prose or the formal tones of a legal expert giving sound advice.
Persuasive rhetoric can, in some cases, exaggerate the truth of a statement or
refigure an objective under observation. On a more positive note re rhetoric,
though, and with the selling of the west (in the booklets) in mind, one should note
that rhetoric -- as a just or ethical concept -- embodies the very essence of a sort
of ‘trust me’ relationship one has with a close and trustworthy friend.87 The
“selling” aspects appeal to the reader because of the “intellectual acuity and
technical competence” of the rhetor and, more importantly, because of the
rhetor’s “basic decency and fairness and sensitivity to the audience’s own hopes
and fears” in attempting to validate a claim.88
The personalized format of both booklets were indicative of mirroring a
reader’s conceptions of and receptivity to the descriptions and depictions of an
auspicious life in the Canadian prairie west -- in a verstehen type way89 -- which
roused public opinion by mimicking a kind of hypnotist who dominates and
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conditions his/her subjects.90 Political propaganda’s persuasive language only
sounds lucid when it simultaneously authenticates a cause with an effect.
Metaphorically, propaganda transmits a particular political agenda by generating
conceivable causes and conceptions of ideas that sound “good, just and true” –
which arguably becomes the outcome or effect.91
A core tenant of the government’s underlying motive was, after all, to see
the west’s “development of natural resources and the increase of production of
wealth from these resources”92 which went hand-in-hand with the global
campaign to sell the natural resources and material gains of the west. Canada
would accept both eager individuals and entire families who were born on the
soil. Once their eligibility was confirmed, they could obtain a 160 acre homestead
for an administration fee (of ten dollars) and be approved upon arrival, but not
before realizing that the free home declaration of Sifton’s propaganda was not all
that it said to include upon coming to Canada.93 Officials and booklets may have
instructed prospective immigrants what to bring, but food, supplies, raw materials
and household items were never easily attainable, nor readily available. For
example, in a land where the nearest country store, let alone neighbour, could be
ten kilometers away, the scattershot nature of farm locations was less a gift -- to
newcomers -- than expected. However, there were even certain rules,
regulations and policies to follow upon arrival.
Each settler had to reside on the homestead for at least six months a year
for three years while overseeing cultivation and other duties all while a certain
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portion of their land also be under cultivation, and not lying fallow.94 For wellestablished American farmers, for example, who may have been wanting more
money, one common line of thinking proved to be beneficial for them: they could
simply head south after the Canadian harvesting season came to a close and
could take turns staying on their Canadian farms – rotating the duties from year
to year until the three years was up. Many middle, low and peasant ranked
families and individuals from Europe, however, felt bereft when they realized they
could not see their homelands again.95 Only a few options sufficed: staying in
Canada and toughing it out on their farmsteads, working for other established
agriculturalists, or heading south themselves in search of different work in
America. They quite simply could not sail home again because a good deal of
their money was invested in, or had been spent on, the initial trip to Canada.
The Federal Government conducted a highly dispersed low density
settlement pattern across the west, sending its surveyors to survey the land with
“blind disregard.”96 The vicissitudes of prairie life were not usually forgiving. Of all
the four seasons, winter lasted the longest. Homesteads were far away and
isolated from one another. Survey lines disregarded harsh, un-idyllic terrain and
geographic pleasantries. A great deal of the newcomers coming from across the
Atlantic Ocean did not know they would be geographically “separated from the
social benefits of congregation” on the prairies.97 However, these traits of the
prairie west were not sellable, and thus they did not materialize within
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government literature; winning over potential newcomers and creating a pedestal
of attraction for the west lay in the methodical way the propaganda was written -in a considerate, reassuring and genial manner. A showcasing of the west’s
myriad of opportunity was supposed to read like one would a fascinating but
familiar novel. This also complimented Sifton’s literature, for its appealing
imagery and language of the most “realistic-cum-romantic interpretations” of
prairie life in Canada’s west were of utmost importance.98
To Jacques Ellul, a twentieth century French philosopher, theologian and
sociologist, propaganda’s primary and most effective technique is its principles of
persuasion.99 Persuasion filters in pertinent interests for certain target groups. It
does not merely put something fancy or mildly attention-grabbing in front of a
reader for them to partially acknowledge, glance at, and toss aside. Randal
Martin said that propaganda “in the form or guise that appears to satisfy” can do
away with “simply appealing” and showing-off so that the “art of persuasion [can]
show [audiences], sometimes only implicitly, that a proposed program, ideology,
way of life, commercial object, or whatever will contribute to their happiness”100
gratifies and resonates with each person deeply and profoundly. The pleasantsounding descriptions of the prairie west were ‘primed’ for prospective settlers –
as in, the authors bruited about the idea of the west’s “easy prosperity… [which]
usually appears in typical…government prose.”101
Pre-propaganda comprises these sections of the booklets wherein prairie
familiarization is discussed in terms of the time, effort required and preparation a
certain course of action could take or has been taken already by other settlers.
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As a metaphor, pre-propaganda is the premix to the cake in which a cake, being
propaganda, results if directions are followed and carried out properly. Prepropaganda’s instructive language prepares persons for particular courses of
action to take - as a step-by-step guide does for a recipe towards creating a
delicious and appetizing result.102 On the very first page of Timely Remarks, the
language induces readers to believe that an auspiciously opportunistic way of life
is waiting for them in the west:
…the purpose [in this resourceful booklet] of giving reliable information to those
who may have a desire to seek ‘fresh fields and pastures new’ [is for those] who
have neither the means nor the time to spare to see it for themselves and make a
choice of locality, and this kind is now available that it might be supposed that
there could be no more to write and little more to learn of the resources... 103

In this booklet the narrator perpetuates the success-for-all-who-come rhetoric
with reassurances. Individuals can become more confident and, thus, ebullient in
knowing that there is indeed reliable information about the prairie west. The
agriculturalist author Septimus Field exclaims he is writing from the point of view
“being the result of three years’ close personal observation…backed by a
previous practical knowledge of agricultural pursuits.”104 For the newcomer, the
decision to migrate to the west was principally a tradeoff between certain
justifications for certain courses of action. What better way than to sit and read
about a supposedly real settler stolidly explain his experiences of a new country
he has acquainted himself with, and its opportunities that could be had. The
author validates -- almost overemphasizing -- his experiential knowledge, which
legitimizes (from the reader’s standpoint) his capacity for making believable
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claims. Both of these factors help to solidify the “desirable objectives”105 within
the booklet, for the reader who is shown the steps towards an objective is given
an explanation in an a posteriori way – experience-based knowledge which
comes from direct observation.
The second booklet Western Canada: Manitoba and the Northwest
Territories, Assiniboia, Alberta and Saskatchewan packs its pages with topical,
statistical and geographic information. Crop prices, tax and bylaw information,
types of game and other assorted facts about the prairies are alluded to. Western
Canada’s rhetoric blends the assumed risk factor of moving to a new country with
the meaning of migration in a different context than Timely Remarks: that all
people who are coming to Canada are arriving from some kind of unproductive
part of the world. Readers of Western Canada, in all probability, pondered the
rationality of the authors’ and settlers’ desirous descriptions. Besides, who could
tell if they, the authors and settlers, were distorting some of their descriptions
with half-hearted truths and dubious claims? The booklet is, though, almost too
virtuous in characterizing the west in the introductory pages:
…it will be interesting to refer to the extent of this vast territory, which still holds
out inducements to the man who is dissatisfied with his present lot, who has but
little prospects of relief from burdensome taxes, from unproductive farms and
excessive rents, and with no hope of ever owning a home that he may call his
own; or the man who lives in a congested district, whose family is growing up, his
sons and daughters approaching manhood and womanhood, and he with but
little in the way of temporal acquisitions. 106

Soon thereafter, the literature contextualizes the fairness of the west in
that it creates a more munificent mini-declaration welcoming those who have little
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to no experience farming, and ‘beckoning’107 them to come to Canada’s prairies:
“Here are to be found millions of acres of rich, fertile lands, which require but little
previous knowledge of farming on the part of the settler in order to obtain
handsome returns for his efforts in tilling the soil.”108
One way the Department of the Interior’s authors can be labelled as
propagandist authors was through their use of morally evaluative language. This
“morally loaded language”109 incorporated rhetoric that would call upon good
impressions of an idea, relative to one’s own “overall moral assessment [and]
justification…of a given idea [or] activity.”110 This comparison juxtaposed the
potential for a newcomer with how the land that lay waiting was to be expected
(upon arriving) and how it is for established persons. In a “favourable
overtone,”111 evaluative language has the persuader convincing his or her
audience insofar that the persuader’s opinions, rather one-sided, should be
judged as truthful observations and not as contestable statements. Sifton’s
authors had the ability to make a particular person or ethnic group see what was
true and not true to the extent that they, hopefully, blocked out competing
opinions about the prairie west. Therefore, the language in the booklets
attempted to mold a reader’s imagination with impressions of a region they had
never seen firsthand.
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Suppose for a moment the entirety of the prairies provided shelter and
shade, with no heat scorching down on its well-watered crops. This kind of
reassuring rhetoric can be labelled “morally evaluative” in conjunction with its
prose (use of language). It blended impressions and moral attitudes with the
confidence of projecting a well-rounded appreciation and encouragement for an
objective in pursuit.112 Success here eschewed reasonably believable rewards as
long as one grabbed onto the idea of the prairies as a paradise. Possibly, this
type of rhetoric was used in Sifton’s literature because it attempted to inspire
readers with the west’s “assured success [and] abundant assets at [ones]
disposal.”113 R. Douglas Francis says that nowhere in the literature did it note the
failed attempts of settlers, or that “others regretted coming and wanted to return
home…Europeans already struggling to eke out a living could not help but be
attracted by an official government [booklet] that offered assurances of success
in this promised land.”114
Guidance was also important because the immigrant experience of
travelling was an exhausting one – it was definitely not always pleasant or stressfree. The Western Canada booklet’s opportunity-driven language, which
decorated the virtues of the prairie lifestyle, sold the you’ll-never-want-to-leaveonce-you-get-here idea as ‘moral insurance’ in a terrifically moving way:115
As a rule, people with means, and those satisfied with the existing conditions, do
not move; and it will, therefore, not be surprising to learn that most of those who
have [settled] were not accompanied by very large bank accounts. This is
referred to so as to emphasize by contrast the condition in which most of them
are found to-day. The farmer who has continued his farming operations for from
six to ten years is in circumstances which many settlers in older countries were
unable to reach after a life-time of toil.116
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Contrasting a farmer’s progress to the operations of a household’s economic
success was common in most pieces of promotional literature.117 As leader of a
household, one did not want to try their hand at something new if one was
successful with their vocation. The booklets reassured men and women that a
personal transformation on the prairies was possible from a vocational
standpoint: from living their first years on a small, shoddy shack farm on
unimproved land to a large established ag.-operation and sufficient farmhouse
with many improvements such as a garden, a farmyard surrounded by trees,
healthy and sheltered livestock and luscious cultivable fields.118 Self-sufficiency,
as a prairie virtue, in both the domestic and economic spheres of a family,
implied that newcomers could (if they worked hard enough) reach proprietary
responsibility over their day-to-day operations and shield one’s family from
hunger, destitution and monetary loss.
Clifford Sifton’s literature’s language pontificated about the material
comforts of prairie living -- a necessary “prerequisite to spiritual well-being”119 -and pompously spoke about the west’s character-building climate. These aspects
channeled the growth of, simultaneously, the idea of the west as an “investment
frontier”120 and the cultural integration of the west – meaning that one could retain
their culture and familiar ways of life in new areas of the world, and would thrive
doing so. Thus, the inevitable need for the Laurier Liberal Government was to
safeguard its economic and propagandic promises while sounding as ethnically-
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inclusive as possible. It was a governmental guarantee that any newcomers’
“special interests would be looked after” in Canada.121
However, broaching the subject of Canadian culture-as-mosaic requires
further inspection in the context of the literature’s portrayal of settler-success in
an “age of radical theories”122 near the turn of the twentieth century. Both
booklets emphasized a unique kind of prairie culture: self-sustainability, cultural
suitability, improved vitality and work ethic all stressed the “positive effects on
people’s physical well-being.”123 Stretching and reinterpreting their meanings,
though, was the strongest rhetorical undercurrent most effective for molding the
imagination of the reader. Both booklets’ descriptions on the possibilities and
probabilities of success in the west could at times morph into overzealoussounding claims which then ‘metastasized’ throughout the booklets as characterbuilding and impressive prerogative-like language of the west. These were, more
often than not, presented in the form of letters and personal descriptions,
purportedly created by established farmers or ranchers.
Measured progress was not limited to the growth of the homestead; selfimprovement rhetoric accentuated the myth of the “western superior” and, more
oddly, the west’s profound effects on molding character – physically, emotionally
and cognitively.124 Even the west’s weather supposedly yielded invigorating
effects, states Western Canada:
20 degrees to 30 degree below zero is preferable to the changeable weather
which is almost always experienced in England at this season of the year. There
is no comparison – the winters of Western Canada being infinitely
preferable…with the steady winters here, modified by the small percentage of
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humidity, your blood has circulation; vim and energy are acquired, in contrast to
which the winters of England are most enervating. 125

Historian Gerald Friesen conscientiously notes that the pieces of promotional
literature, at the very most “emphasized the optimism and confidence of the
west.”126 R. Douglas Francis contrasts Friesen with an alternative take on the
literature’s depictions. He saw that the literature created a symbol of persistence
for properly labelling the western person as the perfect proto-agriculturalist:
superior in work ethic. A man could enhance his “fecundity and virility”127 only
when his life consisted of nothing but gritty hard-work on the farm. Strange,
offhanded claims like these could indeed be found in the promotional literature.
Since there was nothing else, in terms of competing opinions to compare these
claims to, they were generally earmarked by readers.
Another noticeable trait of the booklets are their incorporative, multilayered point-of-view writing styles comparable to that of a prairie novel. In the
booklets, a typical evaluation of the Canadian prairies paired mental images of
the prairie westerner’s superiority in work ethic with the hard-work-and-toil-all-day
individual or family not worried about being completely isolated from civilization at
times. In Timely Remarks, Septimus Field’s desire for his readers is for them to
make the trip and find out for themselves:
I can truthfully say that this is the country to come to, where true freedom reigns
and every help is given to those who will try to help themselves…I know that the
country is all that one can desire, and that there is every prospect for any
industrious man to maintain himself and provide a home for his sons and
daughters.128
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The vision or aim of the prairie novel -- at least, the one’s which were published
in the early twentieth century -- was to capture the inner workings of the prairie
individual or family. Yet somehow informative as well, the prairie novelist’s style
of writing was expressed through a first person narrative -- which could be used
by a propaganda author to doctor-up any given settler story – that legitimized and
gave official credence to a propagandist’s authorship in the same way.129 Klaus
Peter Stich writes that the didactic nature of the novel and the redacted
propagandic language share some qualities, and mesh together to create a kind
of romantic pastoralism in the promotional literature:
…pastoralism requires little else than sustained descriptions of the lives of a few
individuals to resemble some prairie novels about the poor and industrious
immigrants who got rich…[because] the use of narrative voices in the form of
letters add personal notes to the propagandist's official voice. Yet since the
official emphasis on success precludes conflicts between settlers and the land,
and between economic and moral values, the [propaganda] must be without the
plots, however trivial, that we can find in comparable pastoral novels set before
World War I.130

This is more noticeable in Timely Remarks than in Western Canada. Prairie
novels colour-in the lives of the sun-up-to-sun-down, hard-working agriculturalist
and their thoroughgoing experiments, trials and toils during the homesteading
experience whereas propaganda stacked its facts in a narrated yet database
style; it ultimately sold material advantages and temporal gains of moving over
settler experiences. However, Sifton’s propagandists attempted to infuse a
novelist’s style of writing in such a way that it transfigured into a “conscientious
and engaging version of propaganda” which redolently “lack[ed] detachment from
the single vision of a so-called tourist’s view of the landscape.”131 A great many
novels employ first-person narratives, but in propaganda literature a type of
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prescriptive language is utilized for first-person narrative as it intended to give the
reader a kind of revelatory feeling: settlers told of their experiences and
proceeded to explain these experiences -- as if they were showy advocators of
the west -- using a new-wealth-old-values tone to form opinions for those seeking
more reliable information.132
There is, however, an inseparable surreptitiousness about the
promotional campaign’s ways of persuading potential newcomers. There exists
within the sections of the booklets a rift between this essay’s propaganda
analysis and with the more romantic displays of selling the prairies. These areas
are, to say the least, the false parts of the literature which were incredibly
deceptive. In other words, the booklets could be interpersonal, use selfimprovement rhetoric, or compare to a prairie novel only when they had to please
or intrigue readers. Parts of the booklets typified the type of propaganda that had
to lie through its shiny teeth to garner attention. The booklets intentionally
avoided such things as the climatic, geographic and psychological-altering
realities of the prairies that should have been truthfully explained in order to
explain to newcomers how best to prepare -- physically, mentally and emotionally
-- for the prairie west.
The problem of isolationism for newcomers was veiled with sound
judgements of a friendly, all-welcoming and developing region of Canada:
Very naturally, an intending settler with a family will inquire: ‘What are the social
conditions of the country? If I locate in Western Canada, shall I enjoy any of the
blessings of educated life, or shall I be forever shut out from all congenial
society?’ This country is, so far, settled with many of the best families of the
countries whence they emigrated.
132
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In a colonized area of the world, distinctly favourable rural regions espoused
“judgements of the proper place of a particular community” for all ethnicities.133
This being the result of an immigrant’s “innate human tendency to assert, as
circumstances allowed, self interest” based on decisions regarding the direction
of their future endeavors.134 Greg Marchildon’s phrase “embryonic sense of
regionalism” is relatable to the promotional literature’s definition of one’s climate
of success – that is, one’s loyalty to a land projected high success rates of
homesteading, less down time, and, therefore, less feelings of loneliness.135 The
concept of regionalism was forged in Sifton’s promotional literature, which
excited prospective newcomers who fully believed the lay of the land pleasantries
foretold by authors and established settlers. As a distinct region, the prairies’
work conditions and job prospects showed off halcyon promise just as much as
the so-called tame weather patterns, apparently, held up their end of the bargain.
Described with plausibility, the statements made about the terrain, crop yields
and weather were made with such earnestness (i.e. as impressionable
characteristics of the west) they surely could not be ignored. There were, quite
simply, many “blessings to be obtained”136 from the prairie west -- from mixed
farming and ranching to mining and logging as well as obtaining larger plots of
land.
The prairie west’s living conditions and market stability were, usually, halftruths. These can be called bold assertions in the context of propaganda. The
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bold assertion deflects attention away from any given reality’s less appealing
characteristics and pejoratives by using exaggerated claims to create, instead,
positive representations.137 In Western Canada, crops were said to be “always
given a good yield in favorable seasons.”138 Established Canadian agriculturalists
knew that, even on a balanced year of clement climate, exposure to the
elements, fluctuating temperatures and proper moisture levels could not always
promise hearty crops and guarantee stable markets. However, the literature hid
this notion: “There has never been a failure of crops, and settlers enjoy a steady
home market, at which they realize good prices for products.”139 Settlers also
spoke of natural resources like wood in abundance to build small but firm farm
houses, but this resource was not always in close proximity. Many unfortunately
became accustomed to calling their first years’ living quarters “dens of dirt,” 140
and arriving newcomers quickly came to see the prairies as unforgiving. For
some, who lived off the barren prairie, the first few years was by no means a
luxury affair. People got lost in snow storms, or were swarmed by mosquitos.
New settlers with little means for a shelter (let alone heat) for themselves
suffered harshly throughout the winter months. Livestock, if unsheltered, could be
lost in huge numbers from both the bone-chilling winters and its many-feet-deep
snow falls which occurred out of nowhere.
Under the auspices of Sifton, the literature’s confabulation of
temperatures and seasons of sun and snow on the prairies were hardly accurate
in their portrayals. The “effect of the almost perpetual sunshine,”141 for example,
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provided reassurances of healthier crop growth and easier stock management.
However, it avoided mentioning how strenuously the sun’s hammer of heat could
be brought down upon the farmer if they were, perhaps, exposed to the sun for a
prolonged period of time. Phrases like “genial in its effects”142 or “not more
severe than”143 were common linguistic threads that commended discursive
discourses on prairie climate. Altering the perceptions of the prairie’s physical
environment created a sort of well-deserved-distinction status for Canada’s west,
as the weather of the frontier region was bruited about handsomely in the
booklets.
The lackluster areas of the prairie landscape (the physical environments)
affected many newcomers differently but directly -- not because of the subtle
variances of district-to-district flora and fauna but because the descriptions within
the promotional literature varied in severity of its lies. Bill Waiser gives a succinct
example in his scholarly opus Saskatchewan: A New History of one account of a
shocked settler who obviously had something different in mind hitherto, upon
arriving to Consul, Saskatchewan. A female settler bitterly recalled her journey to
the Canadian prairie west, which ended with desolate feelings of impoverishment
upon arriving.144 Within the booklets, popular rhetoric masked the level of
difficulty for the attainment and achievement for any given objective or goal.145
Upon arrival, they, the newcomers, found themselves feeling disheartened at an
unexpected and unwanted end goal when they reached their destinations.
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Similarly, this was something many had not signed up for upon their arrival to the
prairies.
In Timely Remarks, we can see an example of this type of duplicitous
rhetoric in a settler’s response:
This winter has been, so far, a very fine one. Most of the time it has been a very
little [sic] below freezing, and my cattle have never seen the inside of a shed, and
all my horses that are not working are out on the prairie. I expect this summer to
have between 300 and 400 acres ready for wheat. 146

Field included letters that theorized “the most advantageous conditions” for
settlers: “They all like it and speak well of it to their friends.”147 A propaganda
technique known as card-stacking -- when an author gets too selective and
ambiguous with their overall message insofar that he or she begins obscuring
and even ignoring facts in order to give “the best possible case” for something
else -- was also evident in the literature.148 The features of the prairie west such
as the terrain and weather were, from Septimus Field’s view, alluded to
minimally. It was as if these features hardly needed much attention because
already “settlers faced the double challenge of bringing the land under cultivation
and trying to survive in the meantime.”149 Field’s progress driven rhetoric was his
dialogue’s façade for hiding the reality of the unforgiving and unpredictable
environment of the prairies.
The coarseness of the climate also had to be “softened”150 because of the
“invidious winters.”151 Some of the prairies’ more southern arid regions were
damned by Americans and the English with previous knowledge of the
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Pallister/Hind expeditions (1857-1860) which condemned the land as having slim
possibility in the way of agriculturally-related pursuits. Septimus Field has very
few ideal examples of how ‘climate’ can be used as a virtue word in describing
the weather benevolently enough to entrap a reader’s imagination. Field only
uses the word ‘climate’ to make a connection with how it could be associated
with one’s health and happiness:
There is the same clearness and dryness which so greatly modifies the extreme
frost in midwinter, and it has all the early warmth of the spring months that the
eastern provinces are favoured with…many who will be too wise to overlook the
less glittering but more solid advantages offered by the Canadian North-west as
a field for settlement…are just now giving increased attention to…the low cost of
production, climatic influences, and great fertility of soil...152

These proposed advantages may have some inkling of truth (regarding the
climatic influences on the western lifestyle) within them. This quote required,
however, some serious parsing and splicing in order to pass as a serviceable
message. Without this reconfiguration, Septimus Field’s biased selectivity and
ignorance of facts would show even more egregious as he only discusses the
climate of the west in three or four sentences under the heading of climate,
stuffing the rest of the section with obfuscation. Truly, Field does use a cardstacking technique on pages eight and nine. His out-of-focus examples within the
section on climate were definitely not relevant to weather or geography. He
instead focused on the rise in cattle prices and dairy operations and compared
Canada’s influx of newly migrated populations to Australia and Africa in this
section.153
In Western Canada, bold claims and healthy anecdotes of settlement in
the backwoods or out on the open prairie were praised, resulting in much
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conversation about the west in America and Europe. The authors of Western
Canada possessed an acumen and narrative-style which was carefully
orchestrated with crafty language that “prominently set forth all the good to be
derived from a settlement.”154 It pompously declared the magnificence of the
west’s “salubrious climate”155 partially because the weather evoked a dream
destination’s weather forecast:
The climate of Western Canada, as described by those who have lived
there for some years, is very agreeable, and preferred to that of the east.
Disease is little known, while epidemics are unheard of. Spring
commences about the first of April. Some seasons [sic], however,
seeding is begun early March, the snow having entirely disappeared. But
spring scarcely puts in an appearance before it is followed by summer,
and it is almost impossible to describe the delights of that pleasant
season, with its long days and cool nights. It is in this fact we find an
explanation of the extraordinarily rapid growth of vegetation, which, under
the influence of this long continued sunshine, exceeds anything known in
lower latitudes.156
Some of the text does indeed deserve some out loud laughter, as the claims
were reminiscent of a snake oil salesman’s swindling talk:
The velocity of the wind at Edmonton and Alberta rarely exceeds twelve miles an
hour, so that it is gentle, as well as warm… [in a magazine contribution:] in the
crisp, dry atmosphere of Western Canada the writer has experienced
temperatures of 40 degrees below zero without discomfort.157

As a timeline, the settler’s stages and progressions for attaining success were as
important in telling the big-picture story of the west, rather than only showing off - in a number-crunching fashion -- hard statistics about the west’s climate
records, living conditions or crop types. It is probable to believe that around the
turn of the twentieth century a piece of government advertising with statistics and
percentages would hardly be frowned upon by the masses. If the true numbers
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were being skewed, who would know? Western Canada has no shortage of
percentages and statistics. Hard facts about the prairie climate did not
automatically constitute the validity of the information provided. In fact, sagacious
Clifford Sifton banned Manitoba temperatures abroad.158 He was known to act on
the sly some of the time; the propaganda attached its importance to tainting
much of the disillusionment other countries had of the west’s extremes.159 Aside
from the data-information component of the literature, cover-words were used to
cloak any relative connotations of cold or snow. There were expressions that
were taboo in Sifton’s literature, ones which were replaced with less-severe
words like bracing and invigorating.160 Government publications deemed certain
temperatures and wind chills much too cold for public notification and instead
were “buried in monthly, seasonal or yearly averages.”161

Conclusion
Around 400 B.C., Hippocrates, a Greek physician, once said that
egressing from familiar landscapes can cause one to develop separation anxiety
over time; to ultimately miss home and feel severely homesick.162 The
promotional literature produced under the watchful eye of Clifford Sifton
transcended the reality of the unfamiliar, insomuch that it made prairie life seem
settling and irresistible for families and individual males especially (since women
could not own homesteads like they could in the United States until much later).
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The literature claimed the prairies were without a doubt an encouragingly
indispensable place for a new beginning. Within the selling of the prairie west’s
agricultural features and benefits, between Canada’s thriving economy, its
growing trade and commerce networks and technological advancements,
romanticizing, falsifying and sensationalizing the truth about hard work and life in
the west created a potential for a new life in the minds of prospective settlers. To
choose Canada’s prairies meant that it was the most impressionable region to
start afresh to that of North America or in other Imperialist countries. Even years
after Sifton’s tenure as Minister of the Interior, he would opine that one ought to
know about what they were getting themselves into, upon coming to the west:
“Before one can know anything about the question of Immigration he must be
able to correlate it with the conditions prevailing in Canada.”163 Through the
promotional literature, the prairie west’s characteristics led some people to
believe they should not discriminate against the prairie west. Conquering new
land in Canada was no doubt a difficult task. The promotional literature, which
acted as propaganda, showcased the rewards that could be had, described with
transfiguring rhetoric by creating dialogue-like vis-a-vis relationships with readers
to ease the anxieties of possible newcomers. Just because one may have been a
stranger in a strange land, the promotional literature ensured it did not make
newcomers feel as though the prairie west would be unwelcoming.
However, could hard work always equal reward for settlers? I recently
visited the Grasslands National Park in southwest Saskatchewan – a very barren
and dry landscape lacking in wood and water resources – and came upon an old
ranch-stead almost in shambles during my ‘eco-tour.’ One of the earliest
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pioneers in this region, a man by the name of Walt Larson, once owned this
property. He decided to become his own boss (after leaving the ’76 Ranch), and
showed not a hint of throwing in the towel when times get tough. Grain farming
was completely out of the question for new arrivals in this particular part of the
Grasslands (as it was very accurate to the Palliser-Hind Expeditions’ descriptions
of the land as being arid to desert-like in certain parts of the prairies). He took
ingenious, but also bold, steps to leave his historical footprint in the region:
adapting to the land. Larson, a hardworking rancher known for raising Angus
cattle, lived and worked on the unforgiving land, eventually buying up and then
later selling 52 sections of land to the Grassland National Park.164 Larson devised
a plan that he would provide for himself and his area’s homesteaders. He
sheltered other people’s horses, and provided for a large portion of the area’s
water needs. By sheer luck he was able to situate his homestead creek-side.
Settler stories like these were definitely not apocryphal, but those who
could not essentially attain nature’s gifts easily were in tougher situations and
would not accept the lifestyle. The Grasslands region is a good example of what
some settlers had to contend with, but Walt Larson did what he could to make
the most of his surroundings. For Larson’s sake, he would have agreed that a
little luck, an inventive mind and determination can indeed pave the way to
success, but only as much as the land reciprocates and gives back.
The Government’s promotional literature’s artful use of persuasion, within
the booklets used for this essay’s propaganda analysis, intended for prospective
settlers, enticed an influx of newcomers. Persuasive language and pleasant
descriptions and images of the west in the booklets was taken to heart by many -
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- tugging on the emotional strings and digging down to the deep desires of all
different types of persons willing and able to move to Canada’s prairie west.
Between 1896 and 1905, newcomers had to feel they were in a place where they
belonged. Home was not just a physical place that had to be tamed and
managed, but a familiar place – as small as a shack, or as big as a country.165
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INTRODUCTION:
Background: A Divisive Issue—Full of Rhetoric, Bereft of Facts
In a FOX News interview with Bill O’Reilly aired on February 5, 2017,
President Donald Trump stated that sanctuary cities, jurisdictions in which local
law enforcement limits its cooperation with ICE in some way, most often by
refusing to honor ICE-issued civil detainer requests,166 “breed crime.”167 This anti
sanctuary cities statement from President Trump is not an anomaly; his
objections to sanctuary policies, as well as his blaming of these policies for
crime, were cornerstones of his immigration policy platform as a presidential
candidate.168 Throughout his presidency, Trump’s dislike of sanctuary policies
and his arguments that these policies “breed crime” have not subsided. On his
fifth day in office, he issued “Executive Order 13768: Enhancing Public Safety in
the Interior of the United States.”169 Ordering that all federal funds be withheld
from sanctuary jurisdictions,170 Trump noted that sanctuary jurisdictions “have
caused immeasurable harm to the American people and to the very fabric of our
Republic.”171 Trump’s explicit linking of sanctuary policies with increased crime
and danger has been echoed by Republican members of Congress. In June of
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2016, for example, Republican Senator Pat Toomey of Pennsylvania introduced
a bill entitled the “Stop Dangerous Sanctuary Cities Act.”172
While President Trump and much of the GOP frame sanctuary policies as
being pro-crime and anti-American, many local officials in jurisdictions who have
adopted such policies defend them as being anti-crime and pro-American. For
example, Philadelphia Mayor Jim Kenney positions his city’s sanctuary policies
as being part of America’s tradition as a “nation of immigrants,” responding to
President Trump’s claims by stating that “immigrants built our beautiful
country.”173 Mayor Kenney also contends that, rather than “breeding crime,” his
city’s sanctuary status fosters safer communities and better public safety
outcomes. He argues, “You cannot police effectively when the citizens are afraid
of police. If we don’t break those barriers here [via sanctuary policies of noncooperation with ICE], you’re never going to make cities safe.”174 A year later, in
response to a direct attack from Attorney General Jeff Sessions on Philadelphia’s
sanctuary status,175 Mayor Kenney doubled down on his defense, saying, “If
victims and witnesses of crimes don’t report those crimes to the police because
they fear deportation, that allows the real bad guys to stay on the streets.”176
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This brief overview of President Trump’s and Mayor Kenney’s rhetoric
surrounding sanctuary policies demonstrates that even in a divisive age of
American politics, sanctuary policies stand out as a particularly charged issue.
While one side pits sanctuary policies against the safety and values of the
American people, the other side regards such policies as a core part of America’s
pro-immigrant identity and as an effective, pragmatic way of keeping
communities safer. Indeed, these deep-set divisions surrounding sanctuary
policies have taken root in the context of an already discordant realm of public
policy—immigration.177

Research Question, Thesis, and Outline of the Paper—Probing the Effectiveness
of Sanctuary Policies
This paper moves beyond the political rhetoric and divisiveness inherent
within the sanctuary cities debate and asks: Are sanctuary policies working as
intended? That is, are sanctuary policies fostering trust between local police and
undocumented immigrant communities? To answer this question, I first
contextualize sanctuary policies by outlining the national divisiveness and
gridlock on immigration that has given rise to state- and local-level immigrationrelated legislation. Then, having outlined the relevant empirical literature on the
linkages between sanctuary policies and crime, I conclude that these policies do
not increase crime as their opponents claim. I proceed to build on this research
by probing the specific causal mechanism put forth by sanctuary jurisdictions in
defense of their policies: that their sanctuary policies encourage undocumented
residents to report crimes, appear in court as witnesses, and cooperate with law
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enforcement.178 They contend that by building trust between immigrant
communities and local law enforcement, sanctuary policies align with established
community policing techniques and further the cause of public safety.179 To test
these claims, I analyze the results from an original survey of 68 undocumented
immigrants living in the sanctuary city of Philadelphia. The survey gauges
undocumented immigrant respondents’ awareness of the city’s sanctuary
policies, as well as whether these policies do in fact encourage more crime
reporting and foster trust between them and local law enforcement. To
supplement my survey results, I include findings from individual interviews with
two Philadelphian undocumented immigrants. My interview and survey results
provide rather strong support to the claims of Philadelphia city officials. Based off
my results, although there is room for improvement Philadelphia’s undocumented
residents are rather comfortable reporting crimes and testifying at court trials as a
result of the city’s sanctuary policies.
Despite the small survey sample size and other limitations discussed in
more detail at the outset of Section 3, my research constitutes a very important
first step in filling in the surprisingly large gap in the existing literature regarding
sanctuary policies. By looking deeper than macro-level data comparing crime
rates in sanctuary vs. non-sanctuary jurisdictions, I probe whether these policies
are working on the ground as intended and in what ways they are coming up
short in a specific jurisdiction. If my process is replicated in other sanctuary
jurisdictions, scholars and the public can better understand (1) to what extent
sanctuary policies are functioning as intended in different settings and (2) which
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sanctuary jurisdictions’ particular strategies and polices are proving most
effective in increasing trust and cooperation between undocumented immigrant
communities and local law enforcement.

Broader Significance—Discovering a 21st -Century Federalist Politics
The final portion of the paper maintains its focus on the case study of
Philadelphia by reviewing the challenges, from both the federal and state
governments, to the city’s sanctuary status. Having done so, I close by arguing
that these sanctuary policies, including the legal battles they have catalyzed,
have broader significance beyond the realm of immigration. I argue that to
adequately realize the Framers’ objectives for American federalism, localities
must replace the states as the principal governing units of subnational politics.
This admittedly heterodox argument is only introduced in the paper’s final section
and does not address the numerous counter arguments and questions to which it
gives rise, but it hopes to serve as a starting point for future research and
discussion.
SECTION 1: Immigration’s National Divisiveness—The Background for
Sanctuary Policies
This section outlines the increasing partisan polarization regarding
immigration policy and the resultant failures of the federal government to pass
immigration reform in recent years. This federal inaction has provided a policy
opening in which states and localities have increasingly passed their own
immigration-related legislation, including sanctuary policies. Thus, this section
contextualizes sanctuary policies as a single segment of a growing trend of stateand local-level immigration-related legislative action amidst sustained federal
inaction.
104

Increasing Divisiveness Regarding Immigration on the National Stage
The divergence of views on immigration between Republican-leaning
voters and Democraticleaning voters has widened greatly in recent years, as
demonstrated by recent Pew Research Center studies. For example, in 1994,
30% of Republicans and 32% of Democrats agreed that immigrants strengthened
the United States. By the summer of 2017, this 2% difference had widened to a
42% difference, with 84% of Democrats and 42% of Republicans believing that
immigrants strengthened the United States.180 These percentages are
representative of findings from Pew’s subsequent immigration report in June of
2018, in which Democratic-leaning voters progressively shifted to much more pro
immigrant stances compared to prior years, while GOP-leaning voters’ opinions
remained rather static.181
The intensifying gridlock and partisanship over immigration in Congress
mirrors the electorate’s increasingly divergent views on the issue. As Marisa
Abrajano and Zoltan Hajnal point out, having experienced few divisions on
immigration policy through the early 1990s, Congressional immigration votes
demonstrate an “increasingly stark contrast” between Republican and
Democratic politicians.182 Unsurprisingly, Republican and Democratic politicians’
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interest group ratings regarding their immigration stances have diverged as
well.183
Such divisions are also apparent on the presidential level. Speaking at a
town hall in Amana, Iowa on November 6, 2007, then-Senator and presidential
candidate Hillary Clinton (D-NY) outlined her proposals for comprehensive
immigration reform. “First, you’ve got to toughen border security. You can’t
continue to have open borders.” Clinton would go on to refer to the need to
“prevent people from coming into our country illegally” as “priority one.”184
Clinton’s Senate seat was filled by Kirsten Gillibrand in 2009. Today, Gillibrand is
running for the 2020 Democratic presidential nomination. This past summer, in
the run-up to her presidential campaign, Gillibrand called for the abolishment of
Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE).185 Top Republicans have also
shifted away from the ideological center on immigration. In an address to the
nation in May of 2006, President George W. Bush affirmed that “We are a nation
of laws, and we must enforce our laws. We’re also a nation of immigrants, and
we must uphold that tradition, which has strengthened our country in so many
ways.” Bush would also state in his address that “the vast majority of illegal
immigrants are decent people who work hard, support their families, practice
their faith, and lead responsible lives.”186 The current GOP-standard bearer,
President Donald Trump, has carried the party towards a more anti-immigrant
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stance. To cite one example, then-candidate Trump responded to the mass
shooting by Omar Mateen (a U.S. citizen born in New York and raised in Florida)
at Orlando’s Pulse NightClub in June of 2016 by saying, “We cannot continue to
allow thousands upon thousands of people to pour into our country, many of
whom have the same thought process as this savage killer.”187

The Resultant Federal Government Gridlock and Room for State and Local
Action
In light of these increasingly divergent views on immigration at the
national level, it is unsurprising that the federal government has found little room
to compromise on reform efforts of the oft-referred to “broken” immigration
system, thereby laying the groundwork for consistent federal inaction in the realm
of immigration policy.188 Since the 1996 passage of the Illegal Immigration
Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act (IIRIRA), Congress has repeatedly
failed to pass comprehensive immigration reform. Reform attempts throughout
the 2000s have consistently been stymied by one of the houses of Congress,189
and the proposal of some bills, like the 2005-2006 Border Protection,
AntiTerrorism and Illegal Immigration Control Act, have catalyzed massive
protest movements in opposition.190
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Such “inertia at the federal level” has provided the context in which states
and localities increasingly “implement policy innovations and controls” in the
immigration policy sphere.191 As the graph below created from data gathered by
the National Conference of State Legislatures (NCSL) demonstrates, there has
been a tremendous increase in state-level legislation and resolutions pertaining
to immigration between 2005 and 2018.192

State governments are not alone in getting more involved with
immigration policy; as of 2018, “nearly 370 local governments [had] drafted or
carried out immigration and immigrant-related policies, mostly since 2005.”193
Indeed, local governments have come to play a “central role” in the rise of non-
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federal government immigration policy.194 While the content of these state and
local laws—pro-immigrant or nonimmigrant, to put it crassly—is primarily a factor
of that jurisdiction’s political orientation,195 the above described federal gridlock
and inaction on immigration has provided a rationale and an opening for the
passage of such laws.
These state and local government immigration-related policies are often
designed to assist the federal government’s immigration enforcement efforts.196
Especially in the wake of the 9/11 terrorist attacks,197 which tightened the link
between the issues of national security and immigration,198 the federal
government has often sought such cooperation. Indeed, then-Attorney General
John Ashcroft openly invited “local police to enforce immigration laws as part of
‘our narrow anti-terrorism mission.’”199 In the realm of law enforcement, many
states and localities have increased their cooperation with ICE’s immigration
enforcement efforts via 287(g) agreements.200 Under these agreements, state
and local law enforcement agencies voluntarily receive training and delegated
authority from ICE to help enforce immigration law. 201 The number of 287(g)
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relationships has markedly increased in recent years. Currently, 78 law
enforcement agencies in 20 states have entered Memorandums of Agreement
(MOAs) with ICE to assist in the enforcement of federal immigration law via
287(g).202 This marks a clear increase from 2007, for example, when only 33
state and local law enforcement agencies in 14 states had entered MOAs with
ICE.203
Enhanced state and local cooperation with federal immigration
enforcement authorities does not tell the whole story of the increasingly assertive
role of states and localities in the realm of immigration policy. With respect to law
enforcement in particular, sanctuary jurisdictions are ones that have adopted a
more pro-undocumented immigrant, anti-federal enforcement stance.204 Just as
the number of jurisdictions actively assisting federal immigration enforcement
efforts has been on the rise in the form of 287(g) agreements, the number of
sanctuary jurisdictions has rapidly risen throughout the 2000s. In 2006, for
example, two states and thirty-two cities and counties qualified as sanctuary
jurisdictions.205 By 2017, these numbers had grown substantially, as five states
and 633 counties qualified as sanctuary jurisdictions.206
Thus, rather than arising from out of nowhere,207 the rise of sanctuary
policies is part of a larger trend of increased state and local action—sometimes
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“Delegation of Immigration Authority Section 287(g) Immigration and Nationality Act,” ICE. 10 August 2018.
https://www.ice.gov/287g.
203
See page 26 of “ICE Fiscal Year 2007 Annual Report,” ICE.
http://www.ailadownloads.org/advo/ICEFY2007AnnualReport.pdf.
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Huntington, 801-804.
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See Page 26 of Lisa M. Seghetti and Stephen R. Vina, “Enforcing Immigration Law: The Role of State and Local
Law Enforcement,” Congressional Research Service. 14 August 2006.
http://www.ilw.com/immigrationdaily/news/2006,0912-crs.pdf.
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See Jasmine C. Lee, Rudy Omri, and Julia Preston, “What Are Sanctuary Cities?” New York Times. 6 February
2017. https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2016/09/02/us/sanctuary-cities.html.
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In fact, sanctuary policies have historical roots dating back to the faith-based sanctuary movement of the 1980s.
See Renny Golden and Michael MacConnell, Sanctuary: The New Underground Railroad. (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis
Books, 1986).
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pro-enhanced federal enforcement, sometimes anti-enhanced federal
enforcement—in the realm of immigration policy. Having contextualized
sanctuary policies, I now turn to the question of whether they abet or fight crime.
SECTION 2: Sanctuary Cities—Breeding Crime?
In reviewing the relevant literature on sanctuary policies and crime rates,
it is essential to first point out whether sanctuary policies attract more
undocumented immigrants, as well as whether greater concentrations of
undocumented immigrants increase crime rates. A brief review of the literature
makes clear that (1) sanctuary policies do not attract increases in the number of
undocumented residents within a given jurisdiction, and (2) increased
concentrations of undocumented immigrants do not result in higher crime rates in
the first place. Thus, neither of the two premises needed to prove the claim that
sanctuary policies increase crime—that such policies attract more undocumented
immigrants who, in turn, commit more crime—hold true.208 Unsurprisingly, then,
recent studies that isolate the causal effects of sanctuary policies on crime rates
definitively refute the contention that sanctuary policies increase crime rates.

Literature Review—Sanctuary Policies Do Not Attract Undocumented
Immigrants, and Undocumented Immigration Does Not Increase Crime
Despite anecdotal evidence that pro-immigrant sanctuary policies attract
inflows of undocumented migrants,209 the empirical literature finds that a
jurisdiction’s adoption of a sanctuary policy does not result in a higher
concentration of undocumented immigrants there. For example, a 2019 Urban
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For more on these two premises having to hold if sanctuary cities did in fact increase crime rates, see Benjamin
González, Loren Collingwood, and Stephen Omar El-Khatib, “The Politics of Refuge: Sanctuary Cities, Crime, and
Undocumented Immigration,” Urban Affairs Review 55, no.1 (2019): 6.
209
See Huntington, 832, for example.
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Affairs Review study notes “no difference in noncitizen Latino immigration rates”
between sanctuary and non-sanctuary jurisdictions with comparable
demographic characteristics. This indicates “that sanctuary [policies] in and of
themselves do not attract undocumented immigrants.”210 Moreover, rather than
increasing crime, existing studies find a negative correlation between
undocumented immigration and crime. While the accusations that influxes of
undocumented immigrants increase crime are frequent211 and not without
historical precedent,212 recent studies indicate that they are without factual basis.
For example, Michael T. Light and Ty Miller’s 2018 longitudinal analysis of the
relationship between violent crime and undocumented immigration finds that
“Increased concentrations of undocumented immigrants [within states and
localities] are associated with statistically significant decreases in violent
crime.”213 Ensuring that this is not a spurious relationship, Light and Miller’s
finding of the negative relationship between undocumented immigration and
violent crime holds true including when controlling for relevant independent
variables.214 Finally, with the help of data from the National Crime Victimization
Survey (NCVS),215 Light and Miller demonstrate that their conclusions are not a
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González, et al., 20-21. See also Christopher J. Lyons, Maria B. Ve’lez, and Wayne A. Santoro, “Neighborhood
Immigration, Violence, and City-Level Immigrant Political Opportunities,” American Sociological Review 78, no. 4
(2013): 615. It is also worth noting here that Ms. Mary Chicorelli, the executive director of Equal Access Legal
Services (a non-profit immigration law firm in Philadelphia), told me during a January 14, 2019 phone interview that in
her experience, she sees undocumented immigrants in Pennsylvania primarily migrating to where work opportunities
are abundant, not where the political climate is most welcoming.
211
“Indeed, the presumptive link between unauthorized immigration and violent crime has become a core assertion in
the anti-immigration narrative in public, political, and media discourse.” Michael T. Light and Ty Miller, “Does
Undocumented Immigration Increase Violent Crime?” Criminology 56 (2018): 372. See also Leo R. Chavez, The
Latino Threat: Constructing Immigrants, Citizens, and the Nation (Palo Alto, CA: Stanford University Press, 2008)
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Miles and Cox, 937-938.
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See Light and Miller, 381-383. Light and Miller also distinguish between the independent negative effects on crime
rates from lawful and undocumented immigration, respectively (384).
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Due to its Spanish language options, its 86% Latino response rate, and its asking respondents about both crimes
reported to the police and those not reported to the police, the NCVS was especially helpful for Light and Miller in
ensuring that their statistics were not merely demonstrating crime under-reporting in Latino communities (391), a
chronic problems that sanctuary policies seek to address. For more on such under-reporting, see Nik Theodore,
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mere reflection of undocumented individuals’ under-reporting of crime216 or the
migration of undocumented individuals away from crimeridden areas.217 In
addition to lower rates of violent crime, scholars have found that increased
undocumented immigration has a statistically significant relationship with
decreases in DUI arrests, drug arrests, and drug-related deaths.218
Thus, the literature directly refutes claims that undocumented immigrants
are “bringing crime” to the country,219 as well as the notion that sanctuary policies
attract undocumented immigrants. Prior to surveying the literature on sanctuary
policies’ effects on crime rates, then, the connection between such policies and
increased crime rates already seems quite tenuous.

Literature Review—Sanctuary City Policies Do Not Increase Crime
Studies on the relationship between sanctuary policies and crime
rates conclude that sanctuary policies either lower crime rates or have no
effect on them. As such, the evidence directly disputes claims that such
policies increase crime.
In a 2017 study, Tom K. Wong of the University of California, San Diego
matched sanctuary jurisdictions220 with comparable non-sanctuary jurisdictions

“Insecure Communities: Latino Perceptions of Police Involvement in Immigration Enforcement,” Policy Link. May
2013. http://www.policylink.org/sites/default/files/INSECURE_COMMUNITIES_REPORT_FINAL.PDF.
216
Light and Miller, 392.
217
Light and Miller also demonstrate that the decreases in crime resulting from increases in undocumented
immigrant concentration are not the results of immigrants avoiding criminal-prone areas. Indeed, inflows of
undocumented immigrants into a locality result in decreases in homicide, robbery, assault, and rape. 70% of these
decreases are statistically significant (14 out of 20). See Light and Miller, 390. It is worth noting that Light and Miller’s
findings are echoed in the context of a specific state (Texas). See Alex Nowraseth, “Criminal Immigrants in Texas,”
Cato Institute. 26 February 2018. https://object.cato.org/sites/cato.org/files/pubs/pdf/irpb-4-updated.pdf
218
Michael T. Light, Ty Miller, and B.C. Kelly, “Undocumented Immigration, Drug Problems, and Driving under the
Influence in the United States, 1990–2014,” American Journal of Public Health 107, no. 9 (2017): 1448-1454
219
Donald J. Trump, “Remarks Announcing Candidacy for President in New York City,” The American Presidency
Project. 16 June 2015. https://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/node/310310.
220
Wong defines sanctuary jurisdictions narrowly, only including “counties that ICE has identified as not willing to
accept detainers.” See Tom K. Wong, “The Effects of Sanctuary Policies on Crime and the Economy,” Center for
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using coarsened exact matching (CEM).221 Wong controlled for key independent
variables in order to isolate the effects of sanctuary policies on crime rates.222 He
found that when matched to comparable non-sanctuary jurisdictions and when
population characteristics are controlled for, sanctuary jurisdictions experience
35.5 fewer crimes per 10,000 people compared to non-sanctuary jurisdictions
overall.223 Moreover, “large central metro sanctuary counties'' experience 65.4
fewer crimes per 10,000 people than large central metro non-sanctuary
counties.224 These findings provide strong analytical support to arguments made
by sanctuary city politicians and law enforcement officials—that their sanctuary
policies foster immigrant trust of local police, thus leading to enhanced crime
reporting, reduced crime rates, and safer communities.225
González, Collingswood, and El-Khatib echo Wong’s findings that
sanctuary policies do not increase crime rates. Following passage of sanctuary
policies, cities show no statistically significant change in the prevalence of violent
crime,226 property crime,227 or rape.228 Also, when compared to non-sanctuary
jurisdictions with similar demographic characteristics, sanctuary cities experience
no statistically significant difference in crime rates.229 Therefore, while Wong

American Progress. 26 January 2017.
https://cdn.americanprogress.org/content/uploads/2017/01/25131646/SanctuaryJurisdictions-report.pdf.
221
Wong, “The Effects of Sanctuary Policies on Crime and the Economy,” 5.
222
Ibid.
223
This difference is statistically significant. See Wong, “The Effects of Sanctuary Policies on Crime and the
Economy,” 6.
224
Ibid.
225
See, for example, the summary of Philadelphia Police Commissioner Richard Ross’ testimony in Judge Michael
Baylson, “Memorandum re: Motion for Preliminary Injunction,” City of Philadelphia v. Jefferson Beauregard Sessions,
III, 24-25. http://www.paed.uscourts.gov/documents/opinions/18D0391P.pdf. See also police chiefs’ opposition to
federal efforts to mandate that local police assist federal immigration enforcement. “Major Cities Chiefs Association
Immigration Position,” October 2011. https://majorcitieschiefs.com/pdf/news/immigration_position112811.pdf.
226
González, et al., 21.
227
González, et al., 23-24.
228
González, et al., 25-26.
229
González, et al., 30.
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concludes that sanctuary cities reduce crime due to their trust-building, crimereporting, and crime-deterring effects, González et al. find no difference in
sanctuary vs. non-sanctuary city crime rates.230 Thus, the literature clearly refutes
the assertion that sanctuary cities induce crime, and it lends varying degrees of
support to claims that sanctuary policies are helpful tools for reducing crime.
Wong has begun the work of supplementing these macro-data studies of
sanctuary policies’ relation to crime with a focus on how sanctuary policies may
function on the ground. In April of 2018, he conducted a telephone survey of a
random sample of San Diego’s undocumented immigrant population, asking
respondents how their trust of the San Diego Police (SDP) would be affected if
the SDP did or did not assist ICE in conducting deportation raids. Since
respondents presented with the hypothetical of SDP not cooperating with ICE
exhibited much greater trust of and willingness to cooperate with the SDP
compared to those presented with the opposite hypothetical (the SDP
cooperating with ICE), Wong concludes that his study demonstrates “the chilling
effects of having local law enforcement agencies do the work of federal
immigration enforcement.”231
The fact that Wong had to phrase his questions as hypotheticals to San
Diego’s undocumented population due to the city authorities’ ambivalence
regarding California’s state sanctuary status clearly leaves gaps to be filled in.232
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The authors note that their differences with Wong’s findings (no effect on crime vs. decrease in crime) may stem
from their focus on city-level, as opposed to county-level, data, as well as their use of multivariate regression, unlike
Wong. See González, et al., 5.
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Tom K. Wong, “Sanctuary Cities Don’t ‘Breed Crime.’ They Encourage People to Report Crime,” Washington
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status in April of 2018. Thus, the city’s public pushback against sanctuary policies casts doubt on the notion that it
was attempting to vigorously defend and enforce its sanctuary policies like cities such as Philadelphia. See page 73
of Randy Capps, Muzaffar Chishti, Julia Gelatt, Jessica Bolter, and Ariel G. Ruiz Soto, “Revving up the Deportation
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Such hypotheticals fail to gauge how aware undocumented immigrants living in
actual sanctuary cities are of the sanctuary policies in place within their cities of
residence. If undocumented immigrants are largely unaware of sanctuary
policies, then it is hard for local sanctuary jurisdictions to convincingly claim that
these policies foster trust between the immigrant communities and law
enforcement. How could this be if the immigrants are not even aware of the
policies? While Wong’s study provides strong evidence that local police
cooperation with ICE would likely erode trust with immigrant community members
and aggravate the chronic problem of crime under-reporting by the
undocumented,233 it leaves open the question of whether actual sanctuary
policies are working as intended. Are such policies fostering trust between
undocumented residents and local police, or are such policies insufficient to
overcome undocumented residents’ deep-seated fears and distrust of law
enforcement, especially during the presidency of Donald Trump and the
increased aggressiveness of ICE?234 As demonstrated by the graphic below,235
answering these questions via Philadelphia-based research is especially
illuminating, as the city has become a primary site of the increased
aggressiveness of ICE under President Trump.236

Machinery: Enforcement and Pushback under Trump,” The Migration Policy Institute. May 2018.
https://www.migrationpolicy.org/research/revving-deportation-machinery-under-trump-and-pushback. See also Kate
Morrissey, “San Diego Supervisors Vote 3-1 to Support the Trump Lawsuit against California Sanctuary Laws,” San
Diego Union Tribune. 17 April 2018. https://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/news/immigration/sd-me-sanctuaryvote20180417-story.html.
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For a comprehensive discussion of ICE’s increased enforcement under President Trump, as well as the
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SECTION 3: Survey and Interview Results in the Sanctuary City of
Philadelphia—Evidence of the Effectiveness of Sanctuary Policies
Building on the above literature and filling in the gaps specifically left by
Wong, I use original survey research and interviews of undocumented
immigrants in Philadelphia to determine whether the city’s sanctuary policies are
in fact building trust between them and local law enforcement officials,237
resulting in higher crime reporting and less day-to-day fear.238 Although the lack
of a randomized sample, the unequal numbers of control group and treatment
group respondents (see below), and the survey’s rather small sample size bar
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The importance of building trust between undocumented immigrant communities and local law enforcement is a
widely-held priority among police forces. “In a national survey of police chiefs in large and medium-sized cities
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me from making definitive conclusions regarding the attitudes of undocumented
Philadelphians, my survey and interviews provide a strong first step towards
understanding how sanctuary policies are working on the ground in a specific
jurisdiction. My surveys and individual interviews indicate that undocumented
immigrants living in Philadelphia are quite aware of the city’s sanctuary policies.
Moreover, they indicate that Philadelphia’s sanctuary policies have been rather
effective in serving their stated purposes of building trust between the police and
undocumented residents. I close with a discussion of the ways in which the city
can build even greater trust between undocumented residents and city law
enforcement officials based off my survey and interview results.

Methodology
My survey was circulated to 68 undocumented Philadelphians during the
weeks of April 8th -12th , April 22nd -26th, and April 29th -May 3rd by members
of the New Sanctuary Movement of Philadelphia (NSM), an immigrant advocacy
and community organization located in the Kensington section of the city.74 NSM
staff members distributed the surveys at well-attended, broad-based community
events advertising the city’s new policy of issuing municipal ID cards,75 thereby
staving off the potential problem of only garnering responses from highly
politically engaged and aware undocumented residents. By dividing the 68
respondents into control (25) and treatment (43) groups,239 I embedded an
experiment within the survey. I provided treatment group respondents with a brief
blurb explicitly outlining the ways in which Philadelphia authorities do not
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Unfortunately, the New Sanctuary Movement staffers mistakenly gave out more treatment group surveys than
control group surveys. Admittedly, this discrepancy bars precise comparisons between the two groups. However, it
does not nullify my survey results since my project is a “first step” to begin with.
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cooperate with ICE. I did not provide control group respondents with this blurb.
This treatment sought to gauge whether respondents provided with the blurb
(and thus information on Philadelphia’s non-cooperation with ICE) exhibited more
awareness of Philadelphia’s sanctuary status and greater trust of Philadelphia
law enforcement. If so, this could indicate that insufficient messaging on the part
of the city is meaningfully hamstringing the on-the-ground effectiveness of the
city’s sanctuary policies.
After asking for respondents’ age group and gender, the survey consists
of six brief questions. The questions directly probe the mechanism through which
sanctuary policies supposedly foster trust between undocumented immigrants
and the police by gauging respondents’ awareness of Philadelphia’s sanctuary
status, whether the enhanced aggressiveness of ICE under the Trump
administration has impacted their trust levels of the Philadelphia Police in any
way, and their general comfort levels in reporting crimes to the Philadelphia
Police. The questions then seek to gauge how comfortable respondents are in
testifying at trials in the city. I ask this question in light of the common ICE
practice of targeting immigrants for deportation at courthouses.240 Moreover,
Philadelphia District Attorney Larry Krasner has made headlines by instituting an
Immigration Counsel, Caleb Arnold, within the District Attorney’s Office (DAO).241
In a conversation with me on January 25, 2019, Arnold noted that through the
Office of Immigration Counsel, the DAO has stepped up its community outreach
efforts to build relationships with the undocumented community in the hopes of
building greater trust going forward. Thus, this question tests whether such
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See Capps, et al., 40-41.
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outreach efforts have been successful in overcoming undocumented residents’
fear of trial testimony.242 The survey closes by asking respondents how nervous
they are that minor infractions could result in deportation, as well as how nervous
they are of deportation in general. Responses were marked on a sliding scale of
1-10, with 1 being “very nervous” or “very comfortable” depending on the
question, and 10 being “not nervous at all” or “not comfortable at all” depending
on the question.

Results and Analysis: Survey and Individual Interviews Research
The following charts outline basic summary statistics for both the control
and treatment group responses, as well as data on the lack of statistical
significance of the differences between the control and treatment group mean
responses for Questions #2 -- #6. More detailed information can be found in the
Appendix.243
Control Group Summary Statistics

Question

Sliding Scale

Mean
Response

Standard
Deviation

What Does This
Mean?

Is Philadelphia a
sanctuary city?

Options: Yes, No,
or I Don’t Know

84% Yes,
16% Don’t
Know

N/A

Over 4/5 of
respondents were
aware of
Philadelphia’s
sanctuary status.

How has ICE’s

1-10 scale: 1

3.16

3.13

ICE’s increased

242

As Arnold noted in a March 2018 news interview: “Especially with the increase in ICE enforcement [in
Philadelphia and nation-wide], immigrant communities are pretty terrified to interface with any area of law
enforcement,” including local law enforcement agencies like the District Attorney’s Office. See “AL DIA Talks:
Protecting Philly’s Immigrant Communities,” YouTube video, posted by “AL DÍA News Media.” 29 March 2018.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aP4mxASVva8.
243
Demographic information (age and gender distributions of respondents) for both the treatment and control groups
can be found in the Appendix. Also, more detailed data for questions #2-6 can be found in the Appendix. Lastly,
replications of the treatment and control group surveys (in both English and Spanish) with the average response for
each question visually marked can be found in the Appendix.
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244

increased
aggressiveness
affected your
trust in the
Philadelphia
Police?

being “I have less
confidence in the
police,” 5 being
“no effect,” and 10
being “I have
more confidence
in the police.”

How comfortable
would you be
reporting crimes
to the
Philadelphia
Police?

1-10 scale: 1
being “very
comfortable,” 5
being “somewhat
comfortable,” and
10 being “not
comfortable at all”

4.36

2.08

Respondents are
a bit more
comfortable than
“somewhat” in
reporting crimes
to the
Philadelphia
Police.

How comfortable
would you feel
testifying at trials
in Philadelphia
as a victim or a
witness?

1-10 scale: 1
being “very
comfortable,” 5
being “somewhat
comfortable,” and
10 being “not
comfortable at all”

4.72

1.81

Respondents are
a bit more
comfortable than
“somewhat” in
testifying at trials
in Philadelphia as
a victim or a
witness

How nervous
are you that
minor crimes
and traffic
violations could
result in
deportation?244

1-10 scale: 1
being “very
nervous,” 5 being
“somewhat
nervous,” and 10
being “not nervous
at all”

2.32

2.59

Respondents are
“very nervous”
that committing a
minor crime could
result in
deportation

How nervous
are you about
deportation?

1-10 scale: 1
being “very
nervous,” 5 being
“somewhat
nervous,” and 10
being “not nervous
at all”

1.4

1.41

Respondents are
“very nervous”
about being
deported.

aggressiveness
under the Trump
administration
has moderately
lessened
respondents’ trust
in the
Philadelphia
Police.

The phrase “traffic violations” was mistakenly excluded from the Spanish language versions of the survey.
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Treatment Group Summary Statistics
Question

Sliding Scale

Mean
Response

Standard
Deviation

What Does This
Mean?

Is Philadelphia a
sanctuary city?

Options: Yes, No,
or I Don’t Know

79% Yes,
4.7% No,
14% Don’t
Know, 2.3%
blank

N/A

About 4/5 of
respondents were
aware of
Philadelphia’s
sanctuary status.

How has ICE’s
increased
aggressiveness
affected your
trust in the
Philadelphia
Police?

1-10 scale: 1
being “I have less
confidence in the
police,” 5 being
“no effect,” and 10
being “I have
more confidence
in the police.”

3.93

3.18

ICE’s increased
aggressiveness
under the Trump
administration
has moderately
lessened
respondents’ trust
in the
Philadelphia
Police.

How comfortable
would you be
reporting crimes
to the
Philadelphia
Police?

1-10 scale: 1
being “very
comfortable,” 5
being “somewhat
comfortable,” and
10 being “not
comfortable at all”

5.05

3.48

Respondents are
“somewhat
comfortable” in
reporting crimes
to the
Philadelphia
Police.

How comfortable
would you feel
testifying at trials
in Philadelphia
as a victim or a
witness?

1-10 scale: 1
being “very
comfortable,” 5
being “somewhat
comfortable,” and
10 being “not
comfortable at all”

5.08

3.11

Respondents are
“somewhat
comfortable” in
testifying at trials
in Philadelphia as
a victim or a
witness.

How nervous
are you that
minor crimes
and traffic
violations could
result in
deportation?

1-10 scale: 1
being “very
nervous,” 5 being
“somewhat
nervous,” and 10
being “not nervous
at all”

2.5

2.29

Respondents are
“very nervous”
that committing a
minor crime could
result in
deportation.

How nervous
are you about

1-10 scale: 1
being “very

1.98

1.88

Respondents are
“very nervous”
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deportation?

nervous,” 5 being
“somewhat
nervous,” and 10
being “not nervous
at all”

about being
deported.

Differences in Control and Treatment Group Means
Question #

Control
Group
Mean

Treatment
Group
Mean

Differences
in Mean

T-Statistic
(95%
Confidence
Interval)

Statistically
Significant?

2

3.16

3.93

.77

.69

No

3

4.36

5.05

.69

.72

No

4

4.72

5.08

.36

.42

No

5

2.32

2.5

.18

.2

No

6

1.4

1.98

.58

1

No

Prior to discussing the above results, I must first introduce my individual
interviews. Findings from the interviews provide much-needed context and depth
to the survey results. On March 21st and March 22nd, I interviewed two
undocumented women at the headquarters of NSM. The two women whom I
interviewed, Gabriella and Isabella,245 both came from difficult backgrounds and
braved significant adversity to reach the United States. Gabriella is in her late
40s. She crossed the Mexican desert to come to the U.S. fourteen years ago,
and she has resided in Philadelphia for all fourteen of those years. Her family’s
journey to America necessitated temporary separations. Her husband departed
for the U.S. a full year prior to the rest of the family, and Gabriella had to leave
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These are aliases. I will refer to the woman whom I interviewed on March 21st as “Gabriella.” I will refer to the
woman whom I interviewed on March 22nd as “Isabella.” Also, it is worth noting here that the interviews were
conducted in Spanish; all direct quotes are my own Spanish-English translations.
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one of her children behind for seven months when she left to join her husband. In
explaining her rationale for coming to America, she stated that she and her
husband had made the decision in order to secure “a better future for our
children.” My second undocumented interviewee, Isabella, is a younger woman
in her 30s. She has lived in Philadelphia for nine years. She traveled to America
from her home country of Honduras after a failed pregnancy, noting that after
losing her baby she had been expecting, leaving Honduras for the U.S. “was like
leaving from a place where I didn’t want to be and going to another.” In addition
to my interviews with Gabriella and Isabella, on April 8, 2019, I interviewed Mr.
Brian Abernathy, Mayor Kenney’s Managing Director,246 regarding the city’s
implementation of its sanctuary policies and where city officials see room for
growth and improvement.
Survey responses to Question #1 indicates high levels of awareness of
Philadelphia’s sanctuary status among members of both the control and
treatment groups (84% and 79%, respectively). That is, whether they were given
additional information or not, respondents were on the whole quite
knowledgeable of Philadelphia’s status as a sanctuary city. Based off my
interviews with Gabriella and Isabella, the high rates of awareness among
undocumented respondents of the city’s sanctuary status is unsurprising; both
were very aware of Philadelphia’s sanctuary status and what it entails. Gabriella
recounted a story of celebrating with family and friends when then-Mayor Michael
Nutter declared Philadelphia a sanctuary city in 2014. Isabella noted that “the
one thing [a sanctuary policy] is, is that the police don’t work with Immigration
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See “Managing Director’s Office,” City of Philadelphia. https://www.phila.gov/departments/managingdirectorsoffice/.
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[ICE]…What’s most important is that the police of the city are not with
Immigration. This is what a sanctuary city is, more or less.”
Responses to Question #2 also supported a takeaway from one of my
interviews; Mr. Abernathy noted that he and Police Commissioner Richard Ross
have perceived a partial “chilling effect” on crime reporting by undocumented
individuals in the city due to more aggressive federal immigration enforcement
under President Trump. This, of course, is very troubling for city officials as it
runs directly counter to the objectives being furthered by their sanctuary policies
(see discussion of Questions #3 and #4 below). Indeed, with average responses
of 3.16 and 3.93, respectively, control and treatment groups responses showed
no statistically significant differences247 as respondents from both groups
indicated that ICE’s increased aggressiveness under the Trump administration
has moderately reduced their trust in the Philadelphia Police. Thus, even as the
city has increased its number of bilingual officers and instituted an interagency
Immigration Policy Group to cope with more aggressive federal immigration
enforcement under the Trump administration,248 it is clear that city officials have
room for improvement as they work to differentiate local law enforcement and
ICE in the minds of undocumented residents.
Responses to Questions #3 and #4 point to the efficacy of sanctuary
policies while also indicating that there is room for improvement on the part of the
city. Average responses from control and treatment group respondents showed
no statistically significant difference as respondents from both groups noted that
they are “somewhat comfortable,” on average, reporting crimes to the police and
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testifying at trials in Philadelphia as victims or witnesses. This may at first seem
like a low level of comfort and trust. However, previous studies have found
undocumented residents to be extremely distrustful of law enforcement in
general249 in light of their unlawful resident status250 and past experiences with
corrupt law enforcement in their home countries.88 As a result, crime
underreporting is chronically high among undocumented immigrant
communities.251 Therefore, Philadelphia’s undocumented residents’ partial
comfort in reporting crimes and testifying at trials constitutes a noteworthy
achievement on the part of the city in its struggle to build trust between law
enforcement and an inherently distrusting immigrant community. Indeed, both
Gabriella and Isabella expressed great comfort with reporting crimes to the police
and testifying at trials. Both were adamant in their respective interviews that
Philadelphia’s sanctuary status makes them feel safer and more secure as
undocumented residents, and they both mentioned that the city’s sanctuary
status has led them to trust the Philadelphia Police on the whole and report crime
without hesitation. For example, Gabriella stated that under the city’s sanctuary
regime, she and her family, along with fellow undocumented Philadelphians, feel
“safer…safer with more freedom. We are no longer very afraid to tell the police
about a robbery—we feel more security and the police give us more protection in
that regard.”
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Lastly, both control and treatment group respondents indicated that they
are “very nervous” of being deported (Question #6).252 Of greater concern for
Philadelphia officials, though, would be the high levels of nervousness, among
both groups of respondents, that minor infractions could result in deportation
(Question #5).253 It seems that the city’s efforts to wholly separate itself from ICE
have yet to manifest substantial trust-building results when undocumented
residents have committed some sort of infraction. My interviews with Gabriella
and Isabella provide partial explanations as to why this may be the case. Both
women noted that rogue police officers can cause immigration enforcementrelated issues for undocumented Philadelphians. For example, Gabriella shared
how undocumented Brazilian residents in particular have been targeted by
certain Philadelphia police officers. She said that she has “heard of cases where
the same police officer speaks to Immigration [ICE] and they take them to
Immigration.” Like Gabriella, Isabella noted the existence of “bad ones” within the
ranks of the Philadelphia Police Department. The women’s on the ground
experiences have been vindicated by investigative reporting on the city’s
implementation of its sanctuary policies. In October 2018, reporters from the
Philadelphia Inquirer and ProPublica found that “On two dozen occasions, police,
probation officers,” and even Abernathy himself254 “have quietly provided tips to
ICE about undocumented immigrants who were charged with crimes.”255 This is
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one of the primary police practices, quite common in other parts of the state,256
which Philadelphia’s sanctuary policy regime aims to guard against. The
existence of such practices, even if very infrequent, should give the city a great
deal of pause since the possibility of policeICE cooperation can deplete trust
between undocumented residents and law enforcement.257

Closing Analysis: Deeds, Not Words
While city officials like Caleb Arnold258 and some undocumented residents
like Isabella259 argue that lack of awareness of the city’s sanctuary status on the
part of undocumented residents is a major impediment to the city fully realizing
the trust-building possibilities of its sanctuary policies, my survey results
tentatively point to an alternative takeaway: Deeds, not words, must be the city’s
primary focus in implementing its sanctuary policies going forward. That (1) both
treatment and control group respondents exhibited similarly high levels of
awareness of the city’s sanctuary status on average and that (2) the two groups’
average responses to the remaining questions did not differ in a statistically
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significant manner indicate that awareness among undocumented residents of
the city’s sanctuary status is not the city’s main challenge in building even greater
trust between such residents and local law enforcement. The rather high
standard deviations in treatment group responses for Questions #3 and #4 also
supports this conclusion. That respondents exhibited wide-ranging levels of
comfort in interacting with Philadelphia law enforcement while working from
similar levels of baseline knowledge implies that such knowledge, while
necessary, is not sufficient for creating uniformly high levels of trust of law
enforcement among undocumented residents. Even if all undocumented
residents are made aware that Philadelphia is a “sanctuary city” on paper, city
officials should not expect them to shift from being “somewhat comfortable” on
the whole (already a noteworthy achievement, as described above) to being
“very comfortable” as they interact and cooperate with local law enforcement.
To realize such a shift seems to instead require two things. First, the city
must wholly eradicate the sorts of rogue police practices described by Gabriella,
Isabella, and the above-cited investigative reporting. It is worth noting that city
officials already take such complaints “very seriously” and refer officers who do
not comply with the city’s sanctuary policies to the Philadelphia Police
Department’s disciplinary board.260 Meanwhile, it is an inescapable fact that “local
law enforcement is intensely individualistic work.”261 The actions of a few rogue
officers, though, can greatly weaken the efficacy of the city’s already fragile
efforts to build trust with its undocumented residents. While the solution to this
problem could take various forms—training officers regarding the implementation
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of the city’s sanctuary policies more effectively, taking even more severe and
more frequent disciplinary action against officers who do not abide by the Police
Department’s sanctuary policy implementation guidelines—it seems pivotal that it
be reached sooner rather than later, such that it does not continue to weaken the
fragile trust that has been built between undocumented residents and
Philadelphia law enforcement.
Second, while acknowledging that it has already made great strides in
building trust between law enforcement and undocumented residents, as well as
the possibility that there may simply be an upper limit on how trusting
undocumented residents can be of any form of law enforcement, the city can
begin to think more creatively about how to build deeper trust between
undocumented residents and law enforcement officials on the ground. Perhaps
the city could build on its frequent police-community meetings and community
outreach efforts from the Mayor’s Office of Immigrant Affairs by fostering closer,
public ties between police officers and immigrant community organizations in the
city like the New Sanctuary Movement and Juntos.262 Philadelphia Police officers
already engage in community trust-building programs and activities with innercity youths, for example, via the Police Athletic League.263 Just as they work to
proactively combat distrust of law enforcement among inner-city youths through
this visible, police-community program, it could be worthwhile for city officials and
immigrant community organizations alike to brainstorm similar police-community
programs within immigrant communities to build deeper trust between
Philadelphia Police and undocumented Philadelphians.
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SECTION 4: Threats to Sanctuary from the Federal and State Governments—An
Invitation to Rethink Federalism for the 21st Century
In Section 1, I contextualized sanctuary city policies as part of a broader
trend of increased state and local government involvement in immigration. Then,
in Sections 2 and 3, I supplemented existing empirical research with original
survey and interview research in Philadelphia to argue that rather than increasing
crime, the city’s sanctuary policies, although imperfect, seem to be fulfilling their
proposed functions and serving local interests in public safety. Now, to close the
paper, I once more look to the example of Philadelphia to underscore how
precarious the existence of local sanctuary policies can be. That is, despite
receiving federal court protection from the Trump administration’s attempts to
upend them, Philadelphia’s sanctuary policies could still be overruled by the
Pennsylvania state government. Indeed, state legislators in Harrisburg have tried
to do exactly that. I argue that the ability of and attempts by state legislators to do
so point toward large-scale, structural flaws in current American governance that
transcend immigration policy disputes and call for further research and redress.

Philadelphia’s Sanctuary Policies: Withstanding Threats from D.C. and
Harrisburg
As noted at the very start of this paper, on January 25, 2017, President
Trump issued Executive Order 13768, in which he directed the Attorney General
to withhold all federal funds from sanctuary jurisdictions.264 That April, federal
judge William Orrick issued an injunction blocking the Trump administration from
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doing so.265 Six months later, on July 25, 2017, then-Attorney General Jeff
Sessions aimed to narrow the range of grants being withheld in order to avert
such judicial blockage, announcing that sanctuary localities would be denied their
scheduled Edward Byrne Memorial Justice Assistance Grants (JAG).266 This
decision would have withheld $1.6 million from the City of Philadelphia.267 The
city proceeded to file suit in federal court, arguing that it was within its rights to
control its own police force and not become an arm of federal immigration
enforcement without being stripped of federal funds, especially since this
exercise of executive power was lacking in statutory authority. Having won on the
district court level,268 the 3rd Circuit Court upheld the city’s victory on appeal.269
Thus, in the face of federal coercion, the judiciary protected the city’s autonomy
and control over its sanctuary strategy to foster public safety. The courts,
however, cannot protect the city from such coercion on the state level. The very
same day that President Trump issued E.O. 13768, Pennsylvania state senators
introduced Senate Bill 10 (S.B. 10) to the Senate floor in the state capital of
Harrisburg. The bill barred Pennsylvania localities, such as Philadelphia, from
adopting sanctuary policies. It stated, “The governing body of any municipality
may not adopt a rule, order, ordinance or policy which prohibits the enforcement
of a Federal law or the laws of this Commonwealth, pertaining to an immigrant or
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immigrations.”270 The bill proceeded to note that if a Pennsylvania municipality
maintained sanctuary policies, it would “not be eligible for any State grant.”271
Being stripped of all state grants, as opposed to a single federal grant like the
JAG or even all federal grants as threatened by E.O. 13768, is a far greater
threat to the autonomy of the City of Philadelphia. The stripping of state grants
from Philadelphia in FY 2019, for example, would have resulted in a loss of $231
million—5% of the city’s budget.272 Compared to the $1.6 million in federal
funding threatened by President Trump’s executive order, or even all $43 million
in federal aid,273 it is quite clear that S.B. 10 presented a much more severe
threat to the continuation of sanctuary policies in the already cash-strapped city.
S.B.10 overwhelmingly passed in the Pennsylvania Senate, 37-12.274
None of the senators representing Philadelphia voted in favor of its passage. The
bill never received a vote in the Pennsylvania House and thus did not become
law. Yet, the bill’s overwhelmingly successful passage in the Senate, and the fact
that, as a “creature of the state,” the city could not have sought effective judicial
protection from this coercive state threat if it had passed,275 perhaps ought to
give rise to a big-picture question: Have we, as a nation, outgrown our federalist
system?
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Conclusion: The Role of Localities in Today’s Politics—A Proposal
At the time of the American founding, it was assumed “that the first and
most natural attachment of the people will be to the governments of their
respective States.”276 This assumption, articulated by James Madison in
Federalist No. 46, was not only natural (since the new states had existed as
separate colonies prior to the Revolution), but also one grounded in recent, lived
experience. Madison observed that during the failed governance experiment
under the Articles of Confederation, “the attention and attachment of the people
were turned…to their own particular [state] government” at the expense of the
national government.277
The importance of Madison’s assumption that citizens’ attachments to
their respective state identities and governments could be counted upon to
outweigh their attachments to their national identities and government cannot be
understated. Indeed, this assumption provided the grounds upon which the
framers assured their fellow Americans that the increase in national government
power enshrined in the new Constitution need not be feared. As Jacob Levy
writes, “the core thought [of Madison and the framers] is that authority can be
safely vested in the central government in part because, and perhaps just to the
degree that, the people are inclined to be loyal and attached to their states rather
than to the center.”278 In other words, as Madison and Hamilton argued on behalf
of the new Constitution, their conviction that the new, more powerful central
government would not devolve into tyranny or faction “depend[ed] on the
citizenry’s natural loyalty and attachment to their states as against the federal
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center.”117 For the framers, state-based loyalty was not only a fact of life in 1789
and presumably for the indefinite future; it was also the key safeguard against the
possibility of federal government encroachment upon individual rights and local
autonomy.
Contrary to Madison’s assumptions and expectations, Americans seem to
have outgrown their attachments to their respective states.279 As Daniel J.
Hopkins recently concluded in The Increasingly United States, compared to their
national identities and attachments to the nation, Americans’ “place based
attachments,” including their attachments to their respective states, “are
markedly weaker.”280 State political parties, in turn, “have been polarizing and
homogenizing—the Republicans and Democrats take increasingly divergent
positions within states and talk about similar issues across states.”281 As states
increasingly become appendages of federal power and reflections of national
politics, as opposed to roadblocks to the expansion of federal power and
reflections of intra-state local politics, they grow more apt to preempt local
policies that are inconsistent with the state’s ruling party’s ideological priorities.
Local autonomy, the very thing that the state governments were presumed to
protect, suffers as a result.
Even though Hopkins’ survey research indicates that Americans’
attachments to their localities is similarly weak,282 the inescapable fact is that
“people don’t live in states. They live in communities.”283 While they may not
necessarily express it in a survey by stating that their attachment to “Springfield,”
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“Upper Dublin,” or “Montgomery County” rivals their attachment to America or
outweighs their attachment to Pennsylvania, it very well may. Why? Because
rather than states like Pennsylvania, townships like Springfield and Upper Dublin
and counties like Montgomery County are increasingly becoming the arenas in
which Americans with the same values, beliefs, and political views are
congregating.284 21st -century Americans, despite living in the supposedly
placeless, technologized, globalized, “flat” society consisting of the same
consumer choices, entertainment, etc., are increasingly living in separate societal
pockets of homogenous belief, values, and politics. Thus, while Hopkins’ survey
research may indicate that Americans’ geographic attachments to their specific,
physical localities are not so deep, it may fail to consider that, for many
Americans, the locality has come to unconsciously embody the very deepest of
personal attachments—attachments to values, beliefs, etc. As such, it seems
quite plausible that the 2019 locality has replaced the role of the 1789 state as
the primary subnational unit of government in our system of federalism. Rather
than the state, the locality (and the values it embodies) has become “the first and
most natural attachment of the people.”285
Perhaps, then, it is time to radically re-think American federalism such
that it can once more serve the purposes envisioned by the founders as well as
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the needs of our polarized,286 contempt-filled,287 nation—local autonomy and
control, localized policy innovation, electoral accountability, the peaceful
accommodation of “fundamentally differing views,”288 and the like. In this rethinking, local governments would formally become the primary subnational units
of government, as opposed to states. The enhanced sovereignty of local
governments would further the cause of participatory democracy, inducing
citizens to become empowered, active participants rather than embittered,
“passive observers.”289 Under such a scheme, state preemption would be off the
table. Local governments would assume unitary responsibility for legislating “with
a view of upholding and enforcing substantive conceptions of the good,” a
responsibility traditionally held by the states.290 Areas like criminal law and public
morals, traditionally domains of states, would become the sole domains of local
jurisdictions. Meanwhile, the federal government’s involvement in divisive social
issues like public morals would largely cease. Citizens would grow far less apt to
look to the federal government, the courts especially, for the redress of rights
infringing subnational policies. Instead, they would “vote with their feet'' in a more
realistic way than moving to an entirely new state—moving perhaps to the next
county over as opposed to a whole new state. If Montgomery County prohibits
abortion or gay marriage, neighboring Philadelphia County very well may assent
to both.
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As the Anti-Federalist writer “Agrippa”291 wrote at the time of the Constitution’s
framing:
I[t] is impossible for one code of laws to suit Georgia and Massachusetts. They
must therefore legislate for themselves...The idea of an uncompounded
republic…containing six millions of…inhabitants all reduced to the same standard
of morals, or habits, and of laws, is in itself an absurdity. 292

He was right, but states like Pennsylvania (containing an estimated 12.8 million
residents today) are no longer the appropriate governmental authorities for
promulgating such uniform standards of morals, habits, or laws; localities are. As
demonstrated by the national and state-level debates over sanctuary city
policies, it may be time that we start thinking more seriously about how localities
can govern themselves without their agendas being threatened by political actors
facing entirely different concerns, pressures, and priorities in the state capitol
building or the White House. Of course, structures would have to be devised in
order that this sort of radical local control does not further exacerbate economic
inequalities or trample upon the rights of minorities. The fact that this would be an
immense challenge does not mean it is not worth pursuing; ensuring that the
basic principles of American federalism do not fade further into the abyss in the
years to come may very well depend on it.
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APPENDIX
Tables and Figures
Table 1: A Few Examples of Candidate Trump’s Linking of Sanctuary Cities
and Illegal Immigrant Crime during the 2016 Campaign293
August 31, 2016

“I have met with many of the great
parents who lost their children to
sanctuary cities and open borders. So
many people, so many, many people. So
sad.”
“We will end the sanctuary cities that have
resulted in so many needless deaths.”

September 17, 2016

“What do you tell the wife, who has lost
her husband, because a Sanctuary City
released an illegal immigrant from behind
bars? This must end. And it must end
right now. Not one more American life
should be given up in the name of open
borders.”

October 3, 2016

“Illegal immigration also brings with it
massive crime, and massive drugs –
including a terrible heroin problem right
here in Colorado. We are going to build a
border wall, and we are going to stop the
drugs, gangs and the violence from
pouring into Colorado. We are going to
shut down the Sanctuary Cities that have
led to the preventable deaths of so many.
Cases like Kate Steinle, murdered in San
Francisco by a 5-time deported illegal
immigrant. Or cases like Sarah Root,
killed by an illegal immigrant released at
the border by President Obama – and
then released again after the killing. There
are over 2 million criminal aliens in this
county, and we are going to get them out
– and we are going to get them out
quickly.”

November 7, 2016

“Hillary supports totally open borders.
There goes your country. And strongly
supports sanctuary cities like San
Francisco where Kate Steinle was
murdered violently by an illegal immigrant
deported at least five times. We will

293

Note: All of these speeches were accessed via UC Santa Barbara’s American Presidency Project. Also, this is by
no means a fully comprehensive list
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cancel all federal funding to sanctuary
cities. We will stop illegal immigration,
deport all criminal aliens and dismantle
every last criminal gang and cartel
threatening our citizens.”
Table 2: Increases in Immigration-Related Laws and Resolutions in the
States294
Year

Total Number of Immigration-Related
Laws and Resolutions Enacted by
State Legislatures

2005

39

2006

96

2007

290

2008

270

2009

353

2010

317

2011

269

2012

206

2013

377

2014

216

2015

392

2016

229

2017

328

2018

297

294

For this data, I amassed tallies of state government legislation regarding immigration from 2005 to 2018 using
various NCSL reports, as each report contains information stretching back a limited number of years. For these
reports, see “Immigration Policy Report,” National Conference of State Legislatures.
http://www.ncsl.org/research/immigration/state-immigration-legislation-report-dec-2011.aspx. See also “Immigrant
Policy Project: Report on State Immigration Laws, 2018,” National Conference of State Legislatures. January 2019.
http://www.ncsl.org/Portals/1/Documents/immig/ImmigPolicy_2018_v04.pdf.
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Figure 1: Increases in Immigration-Related Laws and Resolutions in the
States295

295

For this data, I amassed tallies of state government legislation regarding immigration from 2005 to 2018 using
various NCSL reports, as each report contains information stretching back a limited number of years. For these
reports, see “Immigration Policy Report,” National Conference of State Legislatures.
http://www.ncsl.org/research/immigration/state-immigration-legislation-report-dec-2011.aspx. See also “Immigrant
Policy Project: Report on State Immigration Laws, 2018,” National Conference of State Legislatures. January 2019.
http://www.ncsl.org/Portals/1/Documents/immig/ImmigPolicy_2018_v04.pdf.
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Figure 2: Increased Aggressiveness of the Philadelphia ICE Office under
President Trump296

Demographic Make-Up, Control and Treatment Groups
Control Group Demographics (n = 25)
Age Group

Male

Female

18-30

5

6

31-50

4

7

50+

2

1

Treatment Group Demographics (n = 43)
Age Group

Male

Female

18-30

1

3

31-50

16

13

50+

5

1

Unmarked

Unmarked

4

296

Deborah Sontag and Dale Russakoff, “No Sanctuary: In Pennsylvania, It’s Open Season on Undocumented
Immigrants,” ProPublica. 12 April 2018. https://www.propublica.org/article/pennsylvania-iceundocumentedimmigrants-immigration-enforcement.
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Questions #2 -- #6 Responses in Detail
Control Group Question #2 Responses in Detail
Mean

3.16

Standard Deviation

3.13

Median

1

Mode

1

Minimum

1

Maximum

10

Treatment Group Question #2 Responses in Detail
Mean

3.93

Standard Deviation

3.18

Median

3

Mode

1

Minimum

1

Maximum

10

Control Group Question #3 Responses in Detail
Mean

4.36

Standard Deviation

2.08

Median

4

Mode

4

Minimum

1

Maximum

10

Treatment Group Question #3 Responses in Detail
Mean

5.05

Standard Deviation

3.48
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Median

5

Mode

1

Minimum

1

Maximum

10

Control Group Question #4 Responses in Detail
Mean

4.72

Standard Deviation

1.81

Median

4

Mode

4

Minimum

1

Maximum

10

Treatment Group Question #4 Responses in Detail
Mean

5.08

Standard Deviation

3.11

Median

5

Mode

1

Minimum

1

Maximum

10

Control Group Question #5 Responses in Detail
Mean

2.32

Standard Deviation

2.59

Median

1

Mode

1

Minimum

1

Maximum

9
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Treatment Group Question #5 Responses in Detail
Mean

2.5

Standard Deviation

2.29

Median

1

Mode

1

Minimum

1

Maximum

10

Control Group Question #6 Responses in Detail
Mean

4.36

Standard Deviation

2.08

Median

4

Mode

4

Minimum

1

Maximum

8

Treatment Group Question #6 Responses in Detail Mean 1.98 Standard
Deviation 1.88 Median 1 Mode 1 Minimum 1 Maximum 7
Mean

1.98

Standard Deviation

1.88

Median

1

Mode

1

Minimum

1

Maximum

7
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Control Group Survey (English)
QUESTIONS:
1. In sanctuary cities, local law enforcement officials like police officers and
prosecutors do not share information with ICE regarding arrests and jail release
times and dates of undocumented immigrants. They also are instructed to not
ask people about their immigration status. Is Philadelphia a sanctuary city?
A. Yes.
B. No.
C. I don’t know.
2. Under President Trump, ICE has been more aggressively targeting and
deporting undocumented immigrants in the Philadelphia area. How does this
affect your trust of the Philadelphia Police? Please circle a number.
I trust them less
No effect
I trust them more
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

3. How comfortable would you feel reporting crimes to the Philadelphia Police?
Please circle a number.
Very Comfortable
Somewhat Comfortable
Not Comfortable at all
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

4. How comfortable would you feel testifying at trials in Philadelphia as a victim or
a witness? Please circle a number.
Very Comfortable
Somewhat Comfortable
Not Comfortable at all
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

5. How nervous are you that minor crimes and traffic violations could result in
deportation? Please circle a number.
Very Nervous
Somewhat Nervous
Not Nervous at all
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

6. How nervous are you about deportation? Please circle a number.
Very Nervous
Somewhat Nervous
Not Nervous at all
1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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8

9

10

10

Control Group Survey (Spanish)
PREGUNTAS:
1. En las ciudades santuarios, las autoridades locales como la policía y los
fiscales no comparten información con ICE sobre las detenciones y las fechas y
las horas de las liberaciones de la cárcel de los inmigrantes indocumentados.
También, las autoridades locales tienen instrucciones de no preguntarles a las
personas sobre su situación migratoria. ¿Es Filadelfia una ciudad santuario?
A. Sí.
B. No.
C. No sé.
2. Bajo la dirección del Presidente Trump, ICE ha estado agresivamente
abordando y deportando a los inmigrantes indocumentados en Filadelfia. ¿Cómo
afecta esto a su confianza en la Policía de Filadelfia? Por favor elija un número.
Tengo menos confianza en la policía

1

policía

2

No efecto

3

4

Tengo más confianza en la

5

6

7

8

9

10

3. ¿Cuánto se sentiría cómodo al reportar los crímenes a la Policía de Filadelfia?
Por favor elija un número.
Muy cómodo
En cierto modo cómodo
No cómodo para nada
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

4. ¿Cuánto se sentiría cómodo al declarar en juicios penales en Filadelfia como
una víctima o un testigo? Por favor elija un número.
Muy cómodo
En cierto modo cómodo
No cómodo para nada
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

5. ¿Cuánto se pone nervioso que los delitos menores puedan resultar en la
deportación? Por favor elija un número.
Muy nervioso
En cierto modo nervioso
No nervioso para nada
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

6. ¿Cuánto se pone nervioso sobre la deportación? Por favor elija un número.
Muy nervioso
En cierto modo nervioso
No nervioso para nada
1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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8

9

10

Treatment Group Survey (English)
QUESTIONS:
1. In sanctuary cities, local law enforcement officials like police officers and
prosecutors do not share information with ICE regarding arrests and jail release
times and dates of undocumented immigrants. They also are instructed to not
ask people about their immigration status. Is Philadelphia a sanctuary city?
A. Yes.
B. No.
C. I don’t know.
2. Under President Trump, ICE has been more aggressively targeting and
deporting undocumented immigrants in the Philadelphia area. How does this
affect your trust of the Philadelphia Police? Please circle a number.
I trust them less
No effect
I trust them more
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
3. How comfortable would you feel reporting crimes to the Philadelphia Police?
Please circle a number.
Very Comfortable
Somewhat Comfortable
Not Comfortable at all
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
4. How comfortable would you feel testifying at trials in Philadelphia as a victim or
a witness? Please circle a number.
Very Comfortable
Somewhat Comfortable
Not Comfortable at all
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

5. How nervous are you that minor crimes and traffic violations could result in
deportation? Please circle a number.
Very Nervous
Somewhat Nervous
Not Nervous at all
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

6. How nervous are you about deportation? Please circle a number.
Very Nervous
Somewhat Nervous
Not Nervous at all
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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10

Treatment Group Survey (Spanish)
PREGUNTAS:
1. En las ciudades santuarios, las autoridades locales como la policía y los
fiscales no comparten información con ICE sobre las detenciones y las fechas y
las horas de las liberaciones de la cárcel de los inmigrantes indocumentados.
También, las autoridades locales tienen instrucciones de no preguntarles a las
personas sobre su situación migratoria. ¿Es Filadelfia una ciudad santuario?
A. Sí.
B. No.
C. No sé.
2. Bajo la dirección del Presidente Trump, ICE ha estado agresivamente
abordando y deportando a los inmigrantes indocumentados en Filadelfia. ¿Cómo
afecta esto a su confianza en la Policía de Filadelfia? Por favor elija un número.
Tengo menos confianza en la policía
policía
1
2
3

No efecto

4

Tengo más confianza en la

5

6

7

8

9

10

3. ¿Cuánto se sentiría cómodo al reportar los crímenes a la Policía de Filadelfia?
Por favor elija un número.
Muy cómodo
En cierto modo cómodo
No cómodo para nada
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
4. ¿Cuánto se sentiría cómodo al declarar en juicios penales en Filadelfia como
una víctima o un testigo? Por favor elija un número.
Muy cómodo
En cierto modo cómodo
No cómodo para nada
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

5. ¿Cuánto se pone nervioso que los delitos menores puedan resultar en la
deportación? Por favor elija un número.
Muy nervioso
En cierto modo nervioso
No nervioso para nada
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

6. ¿Cuánto se pone nervioso sobre la deportación? Por favor elija un número.
Muy nervioso
En cierto modo nervioso
No nervioso para nada
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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1.1 Acknowledgements To all those women who rise before the sun
does, who spend their days working long and fighting with the
tyrannies of life. You are the warrior women – the working class
women.
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1.2 Abstract
The aim of this research was to look at the levels of job satisfaction among
female domestic workers in Lahore and its association with the exploitation they
face at work. Paid domestic service is not a part of the formal economy of
Pakistan, thus there is no legal or political framework protecting workers. Informal
work raises domestic workers’ chances of facing exploitation during employment
in various forms. Sociological research conducted in this subject is very minimal,
which is why this research was important to assess the working conditions of
female domestic workers and how satisfied they feel with their jobs. TwoFactor
Theory by Herzberg was used to identify the factors of exploitation that lead to
either job satisfaction or dissatisfaction. This research is of quantitative nature
using survey based approach by targeting 100 employed female domestic
workers above the age of 18 currently residing in Lahore. Random sampling
technique was decided to be used for data collection but later on snowball
sampling technique was adopted. The hypothesis for this research was “Women
working in domestic service, facing more exploitation, perceive less job
satisfaction and vice versa.” Factor Analysis and Simple Linear Regression were
used to analyze the results of this research.
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1.3 Introduction
A domestic worker provides services which are required to be performed
within the household of the employer. It can be either for an individual or a family,
caring and looking after children or the elderly. Their job usually includes work
such as cleaning, washing, cooking, food shopping and other household errands.
They are usually employed through verbal contracts and on cash payment or
payment in kind. The domestic worker comes in for specified hours and some
even live permanently in the house of their employers.
A major part of Pakistan’s informal economy is upheld by the female
domestic workers yet their labor remains undervalued and underpaid. There are
no accurate statistics available on the women working in the informal sector,
especially in domestic service, in Pakistan. There are laws for providing minimum
wages to workers however domestic workers and their labor does not fall under
the legal definition of an employed worker. Their labor is merely considered as a
matter of “chadar chardeewari” pushing them away from the general framework
of existing labor laws. The working conditions of domestic workers aren’t
specified and in the process of recruitment, there is no formal written contract
signed between the servant and the employer. It is done mainly on the basis of
verbal commitment. This leads to their chances of being exploited e.g. exceeding
originally agreed upon working hours, extra labor, low income, delayed payment
or no payment at all, absence of health and social safety, no leave entitlement,
bullying, ill-treatment and often abuse of verbal, physical or of sexual nature
carried out by the employer or family members of the employer. This creates a
link between the exploitation and job satisfaction of female domestic workers
which this research will try to assess.
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Theoretical Framework
The theory that applies to this research is Two-Factor Theory by
Herzberg. This theory suggests that job satisfaction consists of two separate
independent dimensions; first is related to “satisfaction” and the second is related
to “dissatisfaction”. To frame it in this research’s context, there are factors related
to exploitation in the employment relationship which lead to either job satisfaction
or dissatisfaction for the employee. These factors of exploitation need to be
investigated in order to assess the level of employee job satisfaction (Noell,
1976).

1.4 Literature Review
According to Article 1 in the ILO Convention on Domestic Workers (No.
189), a domestic worker is defined as “any person engaged in domestic work
within an employment relationship.”
Due to sexual division of labor, domestic work is mainly associated with
women in almost every society of our world. Domestic labor constitutes a major
portion of human lifestyle but it is always seen as a part of the female realm and
considered a household service, separating it from the public life and making it
an exclusively personal affair.
Rollins (1987) in her book “Between Women: Domestics and Their
Employers” gives a historical overview of domestic servants. She asserts that the
earliest slaves were used for household labor. In ancient times, men and women
were kept as slaves and their labor was used for a wide range of domestic
purposes. In the Muslim world such as in the Mughal Era, women were kept as
slaves for domestic, as well as sexual labor. They were used as a sign of luxury
and display for the people. All the functions and duties that were performed by
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those slaves came to be associated with weakness and subordination in the
minds of their masters, hence it led to exploitation and degradation of their labor
throughout the generations that came along.
Salmon (1897), one of the earliest historians to write about the issue of
domestic service, argued that the main social disadvantage of domestic service
is that it is given a very low, and in some cases, zero representation as an
occupation in the form of employment. She also mentioned how knowledge
about household activities was generally considered as something to be learned
through traditions and as an inherent part of a woman’s life, reinforcing the notion
that domestic work was only a “woman’s work”.
Domestic work in the US had been predominantly a black woman’s job in
the nineteenth and early twentieth century. This was the only notable occupation
of the black female working class in the colonial times and was grossly
exploitative. It was estimated that three-quarters of black female labor force in
the United States occupied the domestic service by the 1920s (Katzman, 1981).
A major point of interest in the subject of domestic service is that the
employer and employee are generally both females. This female relationship
between employer and its servant indicates how their subordination is not only
gender specific but present due to the class structure as well (Milkman et al.,
1998). In a particular case of African American working women who served as
domestic workers, faced Triple oppression, a term/theory given by Claudia Jones
to state the connection that existed between three types of oppression faced by
the black working women that is of race, gender and class (Lynn, 2014).
A book written by Mary Romero about domestic service stated the painful
experiences of Chicana workers in North America. It highlighted the exploitation
they faced by their employers often in the form of racism and ethnocentrism. Due
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to the power relationship of class and fear of unemployment, these women could
only resist in the form of silence. She also mentioned how certain domestic
workers were now making efforts into transforming their working conditions and
developing recognition of their labor (Romero, 1992).
With the emergence of capitalist economy, relations between a maid and
her mistress changed similarly as the relation between a male capitalist and his
worker did, growing in conflict and increasing class consciousness (Ousley,
2006). It is an important dynamic to consider in the employer - servant
relationship that with the increasing economic inequality and disparities between
the rich and the poor, upper class households are able to employ people from
lower backgrounds for domestic assistance, creating a high demand in this field
of occupation which is considered mostly desirable for women (Milkman et al.,
1998).
The fact that domestic work takes place not in a factory or in an office but
in the home; a personal space of the employer, puts domestic workers under a
great risk of being exploited. Firstly, their labor itself is discredited and devalued
as it is considered an innate quality of women to provide domestic care. Since
domestic work does not meet the requirements of a normal
employment/workplace, it goes highly underpaid. Secondly, the social isolation in
the household of employment plays a major role in their chances of being
exploited. The power usually resides with the employer and gives them the
opportunity to exert it over the employee. Since domestic workers do not have
control over the space around them, it makes them highly vulnerable to abuse in
forms of verbal, physical and even sexual assault (Tronto, 2002).
An ethnographic study on domestic workers was conducted in a gated
residential community within a university complex in Punjab, Pakistan. The
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findings of the study showed how various social hierarchies like gender, caste
and class shaped relations between the employer and employee in domestic
service. Segregating their spaces and exclusion in the name of privacy and
hygiene creates differences that are internalized by the workers and makes them
accept that their subordination is right. It eventually leads them to being
vulnerable to abuse and becoming ‘socially dead’ (Zulfiqar, 2018).
In a case study on women working in informal sectors mainly as home
based workers or domestic workers in Visakhapatnam City in India, 83% of the
respondents claimed that they felt an association between their low wages and
job satisfaction and a significant proportion of them wanted to discontinue their
jobs but could not because their current jobs were the only means of livelihood to
them (Rani, 2016).
A socio-legal study carried out on the lived experiences of female
domestic workers in Pakistan showed the gender disparity that existed between
female and male workers. The economic benefits and human treatment for
females is different as compared to their male counterparts (Shahid, 2007). A
structured legal framework for the provision of rights and needs of domestic
workers in our country is extremely vital and so is the need for workers to unite
and form an organization to highlight the importance of their labor; pulling it out
from the realms of invisibility.

1.5 Methodology
The purpose of this study was to identify the levels of job satisfaction
among female domestic workers and its association with exploitation that they
face in their employment. Exploitation for this study refers to 1) working hours
beyond originally agreed time 2) low wages 3) leave entitlements (for personal
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reasons or health) 4) number of tasks given to perform (Sabban, 2002). Job
satisfaction was measured as the positive feeling and perception that one
associates with their work (Armstrong, 2006). The research is centered on this
question “What is the association between job satisfaction and exploitation of
female domestic workers in Lahore?”
Conceptual Hypothesis:
The conceptual hypothesis is that female domestic workers in an
employment relationship who face more exploitation tend to have lesser job
satisfaction. Comparatively, women who face less exploitation have greater job
satisfaction. This hypothesis was formulated in relation to a report “Study on
Living and Working Conditions of Domestic Workers in Cambodia” by
International Labor Organization (ILO).
Operational Hypothesis:
Women working in domestic service, facing more exploitation,
specifically: (i) working extra hours, (ii) not getting paid leaves (iii) receiving
income below the minimum wage (iv) number of tasks given, perceive less job
satisfaction and vice versa.

1.5.1 Research Design:
This research was of quantitative nature and used a survey based
approach. The questionnaire measured levels of job satisfaction and its
association with exploitation of female domestic workers. This method of
collecting data through written questionnaire allowed large sample size and more
quantitative data that was later analyzed through the statistical software SPSS
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1.5.2 Variables
●

The independent variable in this research is exploitation of female
domestic workers.

●

The dependent variable is the level of job satisfaction of domestic
workers.

Operationalization:
According to the ILO Convention on Domestic Workers (No. 189),
domestic worker in its Article 1 is defined as “any person engaged in domestic
work within an employment relationship.” Domestic work is commonly associated
with work that is performed in a household which can either be for an individual
or an entire family. Cleaning, washing, cooking, laundry, ironing, looking after
and caring for children or the elderly and other household errands count as
domestic labor.
Exploitation in this regard denotes such working conditions that deviate
significantly from standard working conditions of any legal framework or those
that defy legal regulations which include remuneration, exceeding working hours,
leave entitlements and decent treatment. The factors that were used for
measuring exploitation in this research were income, overtime working hours,
number of tasks and paid/unpaid leaves.
Job Satisfaction was identified and measured through a job satisfaction
scale which refers to attitudes and feelings one associates with their work.
Positive and favorable perception of work indicates job satisfaction.
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1.5.3 Ethical Considerations:
The ethics of this research were preserved by not asking the names of
the respondents. An informed consent letter was read to the respondents before
filling out the questionnaire and if they were willing to participate in the study,
they were asked to sign the consent letter (thumb impression if illiterate). The
participation in this research was voluntary and at any point the respondent had
the choice to withdraw their consent from participating in this study. No rewards
were offered to the respondents for participation in the survey.

1.5.4 Population/Sample:
The population of this research was female domestic workers. The
selection criteria for target population was 1) female domestic worker employed,
part-time or full-time, in a household within the geographical areas of Lahore 2)
Domestic workers working at only one household. 3) Working for more than one
year. The age of the respondent was above 18. A total of 100 female domestic
workers were sampled.

1.5.5 Sampling Technique:
The sampling technique that was originally decided to be used for this
research was simple random sampling.
At first step online websites providing maid services would be contacted
(appendix 1). The agencies would be communicated the research objectives
(cover letter for maid agency, appendix 2) and requested for contacts of maids. It
was expected that each agency would be able to provide us with contacts of at
least 20 maids, meaning that a minimum of 5 agencies would be sampled. The
reason why appendix 1 had more than five agency contacts was because it was
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also expected that many agencies may not respond. The agencies would then do
two of the following: 1) Provide us with the contact numbers of the maids or 2)
Arrange meetings with the maids at their office.
However, an alternate option was used to conveniently sample maids,
using a snowball network, after establishing a few contacts from agencies (listed
in appendix 1).

1.5.6 Instrument:
Job Satisfaction Scale by Paul Spector was used to measure the levels of
job satisfaction of the female domestic workers (Spector, 1994). Some questions
in the survey were modified according to the context of the research (appendix
4). Questions related to exploitation were included in the demographics section
of the questionnaire. Likert scale was used for measuring exploitation in the first
section of survey, with 5 options of never, rarely, sometimes, often and always. I
chose to remove questions related to abuse on the survey on advice of the
supervisor so as not to jeopardize the emotional safety of respondents.
A consent form was attached with each questionnaire to seek permission
from the domestic workers before their participation in the study. The consent
form and questionnaire were translated into Urdu to avoid any language barrier
and for the ease of the respondents who were unable to read or understand
English.

1.5.7 Target Data Collection:
The data for this research was collected between the time period of two
(2) months, June 2019 and July 2019. Data collection took place at the
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convenience of the maids; once they were contacted, they were asked to meet
for survey administration at the agency’s office.
As respondents were illiterate or semi-literate, the surveys were
administered by the researcher and responses were filled on behalf of the
respondents.

1.5.8 Target Data Analysis:
Descriptive statistics were used to present the results of the study’s
findings. Furthermore, factor analysis and regression analysis in SPSS were
used to analyze the results of the study.

1.5.9 Budget:
This research study was self-funded. The approximate budget for this
study was PKR 10,000 which included printing costs of questionnaires,
transportation/travel costs and security.

1.5.10 Expected Outcome:
The expected outcome of this research was to prove my hypothesis and
indicate more variables that might be considered in future studies while
researching the association of job satisfaction and exploitation among domestic
workers.

1.6 Data Analysis
To analyze the data, descriptive statistics were used which included
frequency, percentage, mean, minimum, maximum, skewness and standard
deviation on all the independent and dependent variables of this study (Table 1).
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The scores of independent and dependent variables turned out to be on a
continuous scale, therefore, the Simple Linear Regression test was applied to
examine the relationship between the dependent variable; job satisfaction and
independent variable; exploitation. Factor Analysis was also used to test
correlation between items on job satisfaction scale.
Dependent Variable:
The dependent variable in this study was job satisfaction of female
domestic workers. This variable was measured by the Job Satisfaction Scale
developed by Paul Spector (Spector, 1994), which was modified according to the
context of this research. The scale contained six point Likert scale values (1 =
Disagree very much, 2 = Disagree moderately, 3 = Disagree slightly, 4 = Agree
slightly, 5 = Agree moderately, 6 =Agree very much). Six questions were chosen
from the scale to be tested with the independent variable. The questions
measured job satisfaction by asking whether the respondent:
I.

feels satisfied with her chances of salary increment

II.

is being paid a fair amount for the work she does

III.

feels there is too much to do at work

IV.

thinks her job is meaningless

V.

feels that the work she does is unappreciated

VI.

is satisfied with her working conditions

Independent Variable:
The independent variable in this research was exploitation of female
domestic workers that they face at employment. Exploitation was measured by
asking respondents four questions about their income, overtime working hours,
number of tasks and paid leave entitlement. Overtime hours were calculated by a
likert scale of three categories (1 = 1-2 hours, 2 = 3-4 hours, 3 = 5-6 hours).
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Income was also measured by four categories in a scale from (1 = Below PKR
5000, 2 = PKR 5000-10,000, 3 = PKR 10,000-15,000, 4 = More than PKR
15,000). Tasks that the domestic workers were hired to do were measured in
numbers but can be defined as cleaning the house, cooking, washing dishes,
ironing, kitchen-work, washing/ironing clothes, gardening, caretaking of children,
and other household chores. Respondents were asked to choose from four
numerical options (1 = 1 task, 2 = 2 tasks, 3 = 3 tasks, 4 = 4 tasks and more).
The question for paid leaves had 5 options on a likert scale that respondents
were asked to choose (1 = Never, 2 = Rarely, 3 = Sometimes, 4 = Often, 5 =
Always).
The hypothesis for this study was that women working in domestic
service facing more exploitation perceive less job satisfaction and women
working in domestic service facing less exploitation perceive greater job
satisfaction. To test this hypothesis, Simple Linear Regression was used.
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1.7 Results
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Description Table 1
Table 1 summarizes the socio-demographic results and all the variables
that were used in the study to measure the independent variable; exploitation
and dependent variable; job satisfaction. The table includes descriptive statistics
related to frequency, percentage, mean, minimum, maximum, skewness and
standard deviation of the results for each variable question. According to the
table, 94% of the respondents were part time employees. The options for the
question of income were categorized according to the minimum wage and
interestingly 60% of them responded being paid below the minimum wage i.e.
PKR 15,000. The number of tasks that domestic workers were hired to do in this
study include: i) cleaning the house (ii) cooking (iii) washing dishes (iv) ironing (v)
kitchen-work (vi) washing/ironing clothes (vii) gardening (viii) caretaking of
children and other household chores. Almost every respondent worked overtime
with almost 56% who worked 1-2 hours, 41% who worked 3-4 hours and 3% who
worked 5-6 hours more than the initially agreed upon working hours. 96% did not
receive accommodation from their employers whereas 4% did. The questions for
leaves and paid leaves which constitute an aspect of exploitation in this research
showed 33% of respondents who were allowed to take leaves sometimes and
only 40% of them were granted paid leaves. Furthermore, the next part had total
13 questions which measured job satisfaction and descriptives for those are also
mentioned in the table
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Factor Analysis
Factor analysis test was applied on the dependent variable; job
satisfaction scale just to check the commonalities among the variable items.
There was an attempt made to compound variables on the basis of factor
analysis. However, it did not seem possible due to insignificance of results when
variables were compounded.

Extraction method: Principal component analysis

The dependent variable in this study was job satisfaction of domestic
workers and the scale used was “Job Satisfaction Scale” by Paul Spector. There
were thirteen items in the scale which were tested by Principal Component
Factor Analysis. All the communalities turned out to be positive i.e. above or
closer to .5
The communalities table showed that all the items had a value above .5
except for one which had a value of .462 but this was also considered to be
positive. It is important to mention that extraction values showed a correlation
between each item on the job satisfaction scale.
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Simple Linear Regression
Simple linear regression test was applied on five questions which
measured the dependent variables and independent variables. Attempts were
made to compound the questions related to DV, however, as the sample size
was low, the R significance was not high when the variable was compounded;
thus, single variables were associated with each other. For each test, there is a
table and short interpretation attached which describes the results.

Independent Variable: What is Your Income?

Dependent Variable: I feel I am being paid a fair amount for the work I do.

Independent variable; ‘income’ and dependent variable; ‘paid a fair
amount for the work done’ were both tested together through simple linear
regression. R value indicates that there is a positive correlation between both the
variables. The R Square value shows how much of the variance in the dependent
variable can be explained by the independent variable. The R Square value here
is 8.7%. Thus, only 8.7% of variation in dependent variables can be explained by
independent variables. The significance p-value column represents the statistical
significance of the regression model that was run on the two variables. P value
here is 0.003 which is less than 0.05, so it is statistically significant. This test
result supports the hypothesis of this study.

Independent Variable: What are the number of tasks that you have been hired to do?
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Dependent Variable: I have too much to do at work.

In this test, independent variable ‘tasks the domestic worker was hired to
do’ and dependent variable ‘too much to do at work’, were tested together by
simple linear regression. The R value of 0.211 represented a positive correlation
between independent and dependent variables. R square value, 4.4%,
represented the variation in dependent variable explained by the independent
variable. The p-value being 0.036 which is less than 0.05 represents a
statistically significant outcome.

Independent Variable: Do your working hours exceed?

Dependent Variable: I feel satisfied with my chances of salary increment

‘Overtime hours’ which constituted the independent variable of
exploitation was tested with ‘Satisfaction with chances of salary increment’;
dependent variable that is job satisfaction. The results indicated a positive
correlation between the two variables given its R value of 0.207. The R Square
value which is 4.3% shows the variance in dependent variable which can be
explained by independent variable. Again, the p-value in this case is less than
0.05 and represents a statistically significant result.

Independent Variable: Do you get paid leaves?
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Dependent Variable: I sometimes feel my job is meaningless.

Independent variable ‘paid leaves’ and dependent variable ‘feeling that
the job is meaningless’ were both tested together through simple linear
regression. R value indicates that there is a positive correlation between both the
variables. The R Square value shows how much of the variance in the
dependent variable can be explained by the independent variable. The R Square
value here is 3.9% which is the variation in dependent variable that is explained
by independent variable. The significance p-value column represents the
statistical significance of the regression model that was run on the two variables.
P value here is 0.050 which is equal to 0.05, so it is statistically significant.

Independent Variable: Do you get paid leaves?

Dependent Variable: I feel unappreciated by my employer when I think about what they pay me.

In this test, independent variable ‘paid leaves’ and dependent variable of job
satisfaction ‘unappreciation by employer when they think about what they pay’,
were tested together by simple linear regression. The R value of 0.283
represented a positive correlation between independent and dependent
variables. R square value of 8% represented the variation in dependent variable
explained by the independent variable. The p-value being 0.004 which is less
than 0.05 represents a statistically significant outcome.
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1.8 Discussion
This study tested the hypothesis that women working in domestic service
facing more exploitation, specifically in the form of working extra hours, not
getting paid leaves, receiving income below minimum wage and number of tasks,
perceive less job satisfaction. Job Satisfaction Scale (Spector, 1994) was used to
measure the levels of job satisfaction of domestic workers. Questions related to
their income, working hours, paid leave entitlement and number of tasks were
asked to measure exploitation. To find out the association between the
dependent and independent variable, Factor Analysis and Simple Linear
Regression test was run. It was found that the relationship between independent
(exploitation) and dependent (job satisfaction) variables was positive.
During the analysis, it was found that 60% women received income below
the standard minimum wage i.e. PKR 15,000 according to Minimum Wages
Ordinance 1961. When this was tested with the variable whether they felt they
were being paid a fair amount for the work they did, the results showed a positive
correlation. Although the relationship was weak, it proved the hypothesis. It is to
be noted that only 19% of women agreed slightly with the statement that they
were being paid a fair amount for the work they did. This finding supported the
findings of Rani from India (2016) where she reported that home-based workers
and domestic workers claimed to have felt an association between their low
wages and satisfaction for their job.
An overwhelming majority of 56% women agreed that they worked
overtime for 1-3 hours daily and when compared with their chances of salary
increment, 32% disagreed very much to this statement. This indicated the
exploitation that occurred and how it affected their levels of job satisfaction. The
study on Chicana workers by Romero argues how women working in domestic
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service faced exploitation in the form of racism and ethnocentrism and showed
dissatisfaction towards their job but only few of them pushed to transform their
working conditions (Romero, 1992).
Almost 25% of domestic workers agreed moderately that their job is
meaningless. Whereas, 21% disagreed moderately with the statement. This puts
forward a perplexed state of job satisfaction by the domestic workers and it can
be better explained by the findings in literature review where it is mentioned that
women working in segregated domestic spaces often feel socially dead and
accept their subordination as right (Zulfiqar, 2018). However, this variable when
tested with the independent variable of paid leaves, showed a statistically
significant and positive correlation.
Another finding from the study indicated how domestic work is often
considered an innate quality of women and thus, is highly undervalued. This was
identified when almost 32% of women agreed that they had too much work to do
while being asked to perform multiple tasks. This creates a relevance from a
study mentioned in the literature review whose findings tell us the exact same
results of categorizing domestic labor as a woman’s domain (Tronto, 2002).

1.9 Limitations
Even though this research was carefully curated, there were some
limitations that occurred during data collection and random sampling was one of
them. Considering the sensitivity and informal nature of the target population of
this study, it was imminent to have not been able to do random sampling through
maid agencies and the option of establishing a snowball network was eventually
adopted. Secondly, due to time restrictions, the sample size was kept small for
this research and that may have been one of the limitations of this study while
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analyzing the relationship between exploitation and job satisfaction of domestic
workers. Some of the domestic workers could not read because they were
illiterate. Despite the fact that the questionnaire was translated into Urdu, it had
to be read out loud to them. This may have caused some issues for the
respondent to understand the questions and answer them accordingly. Lastly, it
was suspected that the workers may not feel comfortable telling the entire truth
about their working conditions and the exploitation they might be facing at their
employment. Fear and paranoia of unemployment could be possible reasons
behind such an attitude.

1.10 Concluding Recommendations
This research tried to encapsulate the exploitation female domestic
workers face every day at employment and how that affects their job satisfaction.
By avoiding the few limitations that were faced during this study, this research
could be further used into developing a framework for formalizing domestic labor
in Pakistan. A key aspect in this research was to identify the exploitative nature
of their employment and this research could help in avoiding and improving the
working conditions for domestic workers in future. In order to promote the
implementation of the recent Domestic Workers Bill 2019 passed by the Punjab
Assembly, this research contributes to the literature related to this topic of
informal domestic service in Pakistan.
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Appendix 1: Maid Agencies’ Contacts in Lahore (Random Sampling List)
Name

Contact Number

Internet Source

1

All Pakistan Women
Association (APWA)

+9242-35408523

http://www.apwapunja
b.com/domesticworkers.html

2

H & O Services

0305 5558881, 0307
4950667

http://www.hnoservice
s.pk/

3

Trusted Home Servant
Provider

0345 4083079

http://www.pkbuysell.c
om/

4

HomeNet

(+92) 42-36313186,
(+92) 42-36313187,
(+92) 42-36313188

https://homenetpakist
an.org/
info@homenetpakista
n.org

5

Goraya Employment Agency

03063327830,
03440779492

http://www.bolee.com/

6

Emaan Employment Agency

03452277195

http://www.bolee.com/

7

Private advertisement for
Maids

03411171953

https://www.olx.com/

8

Private advertisement for
Maids

03202112199

https://www.olx.com/

9

Rehnuma Employment
Linkers

03474016894,
03044911119

10

Mazhar Ali Khan Agency

0304 3124763

http://www.pkbuysell.c
om/

11

Rehman Enterprises

0300 4967702

rehmanenterprises19
87@gmail.com

12

Women Workers Federation

0336-3761241
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Appendix 2: Cover Letter for Maid Agencies
Respected Authorities,
(Maid Agency’s name)
It is to inform you that Ajwa Zulfiqar, a student of Forman Christian College
University (FCCU), is conducting sociological research for her senior thesis
project. The research is based on job satisfaction of female domestic workers
and its association with their exploitation. Your assistance and permission is
required in this study as the researcher will be needing currently employed
female domestic workers as participants, through your agency. You will be asked
to provide contacts of maids and arrange meetings with them on your office
premises. The name of your agency in this research will be kept confidential by
keeping records only with the principal investigator. This information will not be
transferred to soft copy or statistical software. All the information gathered
through this study will be used for research purposes only. The questions in the
survey will be read out and explained to workers and their consent will be taken
before participating in the study. If any further information is required about this
research project, you can contact the researcher through the email address given
below.
Thank you,
Ajwa Zulfiqar
Email Address: 20-10241@formanite.fccollege.edu.pk
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Appendix 3: Consent Form
Consent Form for Participation in a Research Study
“Job Satisfaction and Exploitation Among Female Domestic Workers”

Description of the research and your participation
You are invited to participate in a research study conducted by Ajwa Zulfiqar. The
purpose of this research is to identify the levels of job satisfaction among female
domestic workers in Lahore and its association with their exploitation.
You were selected as a possible participant because you identify as an employed
female domestic worker. Your participation will involve filling out a questionnaire
and providing details about your job satisfaction level and experience of
exploitation.

Risks and discomforts
There are no known risks associated with this research.

Potential benefits
There are no known benefits to you that would result from your participation in
this research. This research may help us to understand the job satisfaction of
female domestic workers and their relation with exploitation.

Protection of confidentiality
Confidentiality will be maintained. This study is anonymous. We will not be
collecting or retaining any information about your identity. Your identity will not be
revealed in any publication resulting from this study.
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Voluntary participation
Your participation in this research study is voluntary. You may choose not to
participate and you may withdraw your consent to participate at any time. You
can withdraw at any time or refuse to answer any question without any
consequences of any kind even after you agree to participate.
You will not be penalized in any way should you decide not to participate or to
withdraw from this study.

Consent
I have read this consent form and have been given the opportunity to ask
questions. I give my consent to participate voluntarily in this study.
Respondent’s initials _______________________________
Date:_________________ or
Respondent’s Thumb Impression:
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Appendix 4: Questionnaire
1

What is
your age?

1)18-28

2)28-38

3)38-48

4)48 or
above

2

What is
your
relationshi
p status?

1)Single

2)Married

3)Divorce
d

4)Separat
ed

3

What is
your
current
employme
nt status?

1)Employ
ed fulltime

2)Employ
ed parttime

3)Unempl
oyed

4

How long
have you
been a
domestic
worker?

1)1-3
years

2)4-6
years

3)7-9
years

4)10 or
more
years

5

What is
your
income?

1)Below
PKR 5000

2)PKR
500010,000

3)PKR10,
00-15,000

4)More
Than PKR
15,000

6

How
many
tasks
have you
been
hired to
do?

1)1 task

2)2 tasks

3)3 tasks

4)4 tasks
and more

7

What was 1)1-3
the
hours
agreed
time
required
for you to
complete
the above
mentioned
tasks?
(referring
to
question
6)

2)4-6
hours

3)7-9
hours

4)10 or
more
hours

8

Do your
working

2)3-4
hours

3)5-6
hours

1)1-2
hours
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5)Widowe
d

hours
exceed?
9

Do you
get paid in
kind?
(food,
clothes,
children’s
education,
free
medicines
)

1)Extra
money
and
others

2)Food
and
others

3)Used
clothes

4)Toys
5)Nothing
and books

10

Do you
get free
accommo
dation?
(living
expenses,
bills,
rooms or
servants’
quarters)

1)Yes

2)No

11

Are you
allowed to
take any
days off in
a month?

1)Never

2)Rarely

3)Someti
mes

4)Often

5)Always

12

Do you
get paid
leaves?

1)Never

2)Rarely

3)Someti
mes

4)Often

5)Always
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Part 2: Measuring Job Satisfaction

PLEASE CIRCLE THE ONE NUMBER FOR
EACH QUESTION THAT COMES CLOSEST
TO REFLECTING YOUR OPINION ABOUT
IT.

Disagree very much (1)
Disagree moderately (2)
Disagree slightly (3)
Agree slightly (4)
Agree moderately (5)
Agree very much (6)

1

I feel I am being paid a fair amount for the
work I do.

123456

2

I am not satisfied with the benefits I receive.

123456

3

I sometimes feel my job is meaningless.

123456

4

I feel safe at my job.

123456

5

My employer is unfair to me.

123456

6

I do not feel that the work I do is appreciated.

123456

7

I like doing the things I do at work.

123456

8

I feel unappreciated by my employer when I
think about what they pay me.

123456

9

I have too much to do at work.

123456

10

I feel a sense of pride in doing my job.

123456

11

I feel satisfied with my chances for salary
increases.

123456

12

I like my employer.

123456

13

I am satisfied with my working conditions.

123456
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Appendix 5: IRB Approval Letter
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Is Bertrand Baddie Right?

Sudarshan Pujari
(St. Xavier's College (Autonomous))
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Is Bertrand Badie’s reference to International Relations as ‘pseudoscience’
valid?297
“The best lack all conviction, while the worst Are full of passionate
intensity.” –W.B. Yeats.
Any analysis on the past failures or successes in International Relations post
World War 1, if judged from this context, must take the perspective of 100 years
hence. This way issues in any outcome can be easily understood as results of
the issues in the processes that generated it. The understanding of International
Relations at its so-called ‘Centenary Anniversary’ may therefore be perceived as
a realization of the constraints that the field took upon itself. Amitava Acharya for
instance, in his lecture at Centre for International Studies, Oxford University,
remarked that International Relations could be ‘highly limiting’ and ‘far less
accommodative’, especially for any trans-disciplinary field like ‘Forced Migration
Studies’. Though he attributes this shortfall to the major biases of the three
‘mainstream theories’ of the field; Power bias of Realism, which emphasizes
structural power; Cultural bias of Liberalism, signifying ethnocentrism or western
centrism; System bias of Constructivism, which somewhat privileges the
systemic forces, units and outcomes at the expense of those which are regional
and local, or sub-systemic. It can, however, be reasonably argued, drawing from
Acharya’s assertion that these biases are not mutually exclusive, that the origin
of these constraints could be traced in the temporal sequence of development of
this field. The purpose here is to draw its brief sketch to suggest a significant
detour that may long be in order for the field of International Relations.
Officially, International Relations emerged with the establishment of the
department at University College of Wales, Aberystwyth, in April 1919. The letter
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Périer, Miriam. “Rethinking International Relations.” Sciences Po, CERI, 5 Feb. 2020,
www.sciencespo.fr/en/news/news/rethinking-international-relations/4579.
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of endowment from the Davies siblings in 1918 to the Council specified that the
Woodrow Wilson chair inaugurated by Alfred Zimern was,
“…in the memory of the fallen students of our university for the study of those
related problems of law and politics, of ethics and economics, which are raised
by the prospect of a League of Nations and for the truer understanding of
civilization other than our own.”

The narrative that emerged was therefore concerned with understanding
of the nature and causes of war within the framework of sovereign states. One
could even argue that prevention of war became the raison d'être of this field. It
was perhaps one of the ‘Origin stories’ that seemed to take root in academia,
serving to both contextualize and justify the field. Such concern with war,
however, was not new and the Treaty of Westphalia, 1648, was and still is to an
extent, a strong contender to the claim of origin by some. Perhaps, by the time
the concept of International Relations gathered full steam in the 1930s-40s, the
notion of 1919 as the watershed became common knowledge. This was partly
due to the reinvigorated interest in international affairs in the 19th century that
culminated into the First World War, which snowballed into the second and
ultimately the Cold War. The issues, however, arose when such simplifications
were accepted at the face value.
The objectives of the League were, rightly assumed to be fourfold. It
sought ‘interdiction of war’ and presented itself as a provision of a political and
juridical ‘safety-valve’ to ‘buttress peace’ by improving inter-state relations by
various means. It is therefore not surprising that the International Affairs regard
the ‘turbulent world of1919 and attempts by world’s powers to build a peaceful
international order as a starting point’.
However, take note that the world has changed. We are at least 5.9 billion
more people, 143 more ‘sovereign states’ and far more technologically advanced
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than were in 1919. The global military expenditure now touches $1.7 trillion
(2018) and the role of non-state actors has seen resurgence in recent years, as
is the case with ‘domesticlinkages’. State actors themselves have altered quite a
bit. Joseph Nye, for instance, finds the USA more parsimonious today than it was
100 years ago. In short, we are increasingly moving towards an interwoven realm
of international affairs. This, therefore, begs the question on the viability of the
traditional constraints of International Relations. The disturbing outcome,
however, is that this field has been unable to generate any ‘big ideas’ with a
spillover effect on the allied disciplines, despite witnessing substantial growth,
particularly in the past 30 years. One extreme suggestion, as a result, was to
possibly discard the field of International Relations altogether and reallocate its
components to relevant fields. This was indeed the courtesy of the mixed
opinions held on the extent of theory building here.
This may even imply that International Relations never developed into a
proper field in its own right. If theorizing is considered as the touchstone of any
field, Acharya has highlighted four major functions through which International
Relations ‘theories’ could be understood viz. description and understanding,
explanation, prediction and (normative) transformation. The main charge on all
ends here is the lack of originality that frustrates the independence of
International Relations as an academic field. This is when we have not brought in
the inseparable relation that International Relations theories share with policy
and practices of the same, which again is highlighted in the pre-eminence of
foreign policy in this field whose content is often determined by the professionals
in charge. Thus, as Acharya states, theory informs policy, the former may also be
made and remade by politics and policy. Theoretically, the issue is that the main
source of International Relations, Political Science, is very insular in this regard.
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It has remained in Justin Rosenberg’s proverbial ‘prison of Political Science’ with
‘borrowed ontology’, thereby failing to transcend into other disciplines through
ideas that can ‘speak to other social sciences and humanities’. The blame is
squarely put on E.H. Carr’s ‘Twenty Years’ Crisis?’ given the view that division of
social sciences was not a functional division of labor (C.W. Mills) and a
‘fateful…wrong turn’ (Eric Wolf) reflecting the triumph of Liberalism (Immanuel
Wallenstein). This view is, however, in part reminiscent of the same distaste that
Nietzsche held for Plato and Aristotle for establishing Political Science as a
specialized social science, and thus warrants a similar treatment. In short,
International Relations assumed a negative identity, i.e. politics without a central
authority, restricted by the narrower vision of political realism.
To this end, Rosenberg highlights how even works of Kenneth Waltz, post
whom any theoretical development in International Relations appear as mere
‘footnotes’, fails to achieve trans-disciplinary significance due to its explicit
political orientation and detachment from domestic politics. As a result, his work
is only ‘vaguely recognized in Political Science’ and little elsewhere. The
alternative approaches, on the other hand, are yet to give a new theory based on
the unique and apparently ‘scientific’ properties of the ‘international’. As a result,
like a real prisoner, it can receive external visits but cannot repay the same.
By changing the approach, perhaps, we may find a way out. The studies
so far in the field, even in the realist-idealist-constructivist debates, the take on
International Relations has been more analogical. The derived models therefore,
the ‘billiard-ball’ or ‘latticework’ for instance, reflect this philosophy. Probably the
need today is to underline the ‘first principles’. It is not that the system of
analogies or methodological use of analogies and counterfactuals are not
beneficial. They are particularly simple, strategic and may even be insightful.
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However, its strength, and also its main weakness, is that it presumes a new
opportunity or a novel problem in a specific prior setting that is deemed similar in
essence to the field where it is applied. The solutions therefore get transferred
from its original setting to an unfamiliar context. In International Relations
particularly, this assumes the form of deduction and trial and error processes,
thanks to the abundance of data in this regard. It is here we return to the issue of
original constraints on the field as in this process one has to restrain this
‘abundance of data’ to make it manageable. This goes without saying that the
obvious result here is exclusion. Consequently, we run the risk of anchoring in
superficial similarities that may be hard to dislodge and vulnerable to
confirmation bias.
This issue is validated, for instance, by Prof. Mark B. Salter, in his
introduction to Securitization Theory: 20 years in Security Dialogue, where he
acknowledges,
“...the consistent failure of security theory to point us to the complex and
complicated social and political processes involved in connecting an issue with
the value-category of security.”

And upholds that,
“Security theory is best when it serves as a purposively simple entry point into a
rich empirical field…”

Thus, one may argue that International Relations is in John Searle’s
‘Chinese Room’. Searle may find out from a batch of mandarin writings (a
language about which he is without a clue) specific sets of questions and their
answers by following a list of instructions or rules that enable him to correlate
those manuscripts. His answers may be indistinguishable from that of the native
speakers of mandarin but in reality, he has understood nothing about those
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answers – he merely followed instructions blindly. From this perspective, the
plight of International Relations seems no different.
On a different note, what has not changed in the world today is, first, the
importance of ‘history’ as a source of legitimate authority in justifying international
actions, perhaps even as Casus belli, despite being susceptible to tainted
interpretations. The cases of Crimea and the SouthChina Sea could be the most
contemporary examples in this case. The Second continuity is in the importance
of International ‘prestige’, a sort of arrogance that explains the struggle of states
to dislodge the sitting leaders in global positions, e.g. Germany against the UK in
Europe, Iran against Saudi-Arabia in the Middle-East and China against the USA
worldwide. Perhaps, the quest for the ‘first principles’ may commence from here.
It is a Pascal’s wager298, and reviewing the field by reconfiguring the
questions rather than re-interpretation of the answers with regard to international
activity is the safer bet.
Hence, in the discipline of International Relations, a quagmire of hawks,
doves, wars and peace, even after 100 years of establishment, there is nothing
wrong with shaking up our preconceptions of how the world works every once in
a while.

298

Pascal's wager is an argument in philosophy presented by the seventeenth-century French philosopher,
mathematician and physicist, Blaise Pascal (1623–1662). It posits that humans bet with their lives that God either
exists or does not.
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Applying Classical Realism, Institutional Liberalism and Normative Theory to the
Development and Distribution of a COVID-19 Vaccine

Timothy Fay
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Abstract: The development of a safe and effective Coronavirus vaccine has
dominated the concerns of the international community over the course of the
last six months. While the global community agrees on the importance of its
development, it is not entirely clear how a vaccine will be distributed globally. The
implications of which entity, whether a state or private company, develops a
trusted vaccine first and how efficiently and equitably that vaccine is distributed
are yet to be seen. Using Classical Realism, Institutional Liberalism, and
Normative Theory, this paper seeks to discuss and analyze how the development
of a vaccine will affect the international community. Specifically, using Classical
Realism, this paper will address the implications of a global power developing a
vaccine and how nationalism will affect that development and subsequent
distribution. Secondly, through Interdependence Liberalism, this paper will
analyze the prospects of vaccine distribution among states, the role of
nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) and international organizations, as well
as private industry, in vaccine development. Furthermore, through this lens this
paper will analyze the interdependence of states regarding effective global
containment of the coronavirus. Lastly, this paper will employ Normative Theory
to analyze the obligation of major world powers, specifically the United States, to
ensure a safe and effective vaccine is developed efficiently and distributed
equitably. Evidently, containing and eliminating the coronavirus through a
vaccine is both of paramount importance and laden with challenges. This paper
aims to determine the most predictive theory relating to how the international
system will react to the development of a coronavirus vaccine and what the
implications and predicted outcomes are for the actors which comprise the global
community.
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Introduction
The COVID-19 pandemic has touched the lives of every citizen in every
country around the world. The rapid spread of the virus caused sweeping
economic shutdowns, among a wide range of other dramatic shifts in everyday
life. Almost as soon as the pandemic hit, the global community began to focus its
attention on the development of a safe and effective vaccine in addition to
containing the spread. For billions of people, the development and distribution of
a vaccine signifies hope for a return to normalcy. In many wealthy, western
nations, the expectation of having access to an eventual vaccine seems to be a
foregone conclusion. However, many countries and people around the globe are
left wondering if, when and how they will receive vital access to this life saving
vaccine. Ensuring the equitable and timely distribution of a vaccine to all corners
of the globe is no small task. For that matter, neither is the development of a safe
and effective vaccine in the first place. Vaccine development is an already
complex and costly process which, in the context of COVID-19, is only
compounded by an accelerated time frame due to the immediate and widespread
need. In circumstances other than a pandemic, the development of an effective
and trusted vaccine typically consists of three phases, antigen identification and
production, nonclinical testing and clinical trials, and typically takes approximately
10-15 years (Han 2015). Now of course the global community is currently
operating under extraordinary circumstances, but the challenge of developing a
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universally trusted and effective vaccine in a year or less cannot be understated.
With so many unknowns as to how exactly this production and distribution
process will unfold, it is worth examining the critical dimensions of this issue as
they relate to the international community. Furthermore, in utilizing three
essential theories of international relations, classic realism, institutional liberalism
and normative theory, it is possible to uncover looming issues and identify the
most likely outcomes regarding the nature of the development and distribution of
a COVID-19 vaccine.

Key Dimensions
A lot of questions currently surround the production and distribution of a
COVID-19 vaccine, even as major corporations like Pfizer and Moderna release
promising results from their clinical trials. One of the primary concerns for the
international community is vaccine nationalism, which threatens to inhibit the
equitable and timely distribution of a vaccine around the world. Vaccine
nationalism implies a situation in which nations vie for first access to vaccines as
they become available. Involved with this idea of vaccine nationalism are
concerns that actions taken by specific nations will hurt the global community's
ability to effectively combat and contain the pandemic (Hafner et al. 2020). A
couple of these worrisome actions include the possibility that specific countries
gain and maintain control over the means of production for a vaccine and that a
few select countries buy up large shares of a vaccine’s doses due to their relative
wealth. By late August, the United States had already preordered approximately
800 million doses of the vaccine from 6 different producers currently engaged in
trials (Callaway 2020). The relative wealth and spending capacity of many
western nations, such as the United States and the UK certainly places them in a
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more advantageous position than other, less economically well-off nations. One
of the main reasons why vaccine nationalism is one of the primary concerns
facing the global community is that widespread and equitable distribution is
essential to effectively containing the pandemic. If a vaccine is only available to
specific nations or regions, the possibility of the international community
achieving herd immunity, which is essential to ending the pandemic, is severely
threatened (Weintraub et al. 2020). Furthermore, while not only costly in terms of
lives, vaccine nationalism also poses a significant economic threat. According to
one study, should the vaccine not be distributed in a timely and widespread
manner due to vaccine nationalism, the potential cost to the global economy is
approximately $1.2 trillion annually in terms of GDP (Hafner et al. 2020). The
reason for this significant economic threat is that if the virus is still spreading at a
rapid rate in certain regions of the world, it will still negatively impact the global
economy even if certain countries or regions have the virus under control.
An extremely important dimension pertaining to the development and
distribution of a vaccine is the essential role being played by private corporations
and non-governmental organizations (NGOs). Two companies which have been
making headlines recently, Pfizer and Moderna, are emblematic of the private
sectors essential role in vaccine production. During the beginning stages of
vaccine development in April, 56 of the 78 confirmed candidates (72%) were
represented by the private sector compared to only 22 by the public sector (Le et
al. 2020). Essentially, private sector corporations are leading the way in terms of
production. Pfizer, the American pharmaceutical company, recently released the
results of their latest phase of trials which reported that their vaccine candidate
was 95% effective in preventing COVID-19 infection (Pfizer 2020). Moderna, a
biotechnology company, also recently released the results of their latest trial
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which showed similar efficacy rates to that of the Pfizer vaccine. With promising
results coming from the private sector, countries around the world are working,
as they have been for months, to secure the purchase of necessary doses.
Although no vaccine is currently in distribution, as of late November
approximately 6.4 billion doses of candidate vaccines have already been
purchased, with the “vast majority” of pre orders coming from high-income
countries (Cuddy 2020). Evidently, the sale of potential vaccine doses is where
the effects of vaccine nationalism are felt the most as the wealthiest countries
stand to have a significant advantage in procuring the maximum doses as soon
as possible.
NGOs, such as the World Health Organization (WHO), among others, are
working to ensure equitable distribution extends beyond high-income nations.
Beginning in April, the World Health Organization, working in conjunction with
Gavi, the Vaccine Alliance, established the “three pillars” which comprise the
Access to COVID-19 Tools (ACT). One of these pillars is COVAX, which aims to
provide equitable distribution and access to all the countries of the world,
regardless of their relative income and wealth. Essentially, COVAX is a global
access facility which aims to ensure that all countries who buy into the program
receive access to a COVID-19 vaccine. Through Official Development
Assistance (ODA), as well as private donations, COVAX aims to make it possible
for the lower-income countries to receive the benefits of a vaccine. While the
central focus of this initiative is on these less-wealthy countries, higher-income
nations also are eligible to buy in as well (Berkley 2020). In fact, as of
midOctober, 183 of the world’s countries had joined the program, with notable
exceptions being Russia and the United States. Current member countries
represent a diverse financial background comprising high and low-income
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countries alike. These current high participation rates give hope that this global
initiative will be able to effectively meet its goal of combining resources and
ensuring the distribution of 2 billion doses of a vaccine within the coming year
(Lawler 2020). Overall, the role of NGOs, primarily the WHO and their COVAX
facility, serves as the primary example of a coordinated, international effort to
ensure access to a vaccine is equitable.
Another intriguing dimension of the debate surrounding vaccine
production and distribution are the moral considerations and obligations to
ensure that all people, regardless of privilege or status, can obtain doses of an
eventual vaccine. Essentially, this aspect of the global vaccine challenge poses
the question of whether world powers and wealthy nations, like the United States,
have a moral obligation to work towards equitable vaccine distribution around the
world, not just within their own countries. As many of the international
community’s highest income nations are purchasing large shares of vaccine
doses, numerous health groups and other organizations are calling for these
same nations to dedicate a portion of their vaccine shares to a global
humanitarian effort. This proposed “humanitarian buffer” plays upon an asserted
moral obligation of the international community to ensure that vaccines will be
available to all people, including those in disadvantaged or otherwise challenging
situations such as refugees and those living in war-torn regions where effective
distribution through one government or another is unlikely (Safi 2020). This call
for the international community’s support of humanitarian efforts to provide
vaccinations for all people regardless of circumstance stands in stark contrast
with the state of global health systems prior to the onset of the pandemic.
Essentially, the global health system was, and some argue still is, “based on selfinterests and national interests rather than on principles of justice” (Ruger 2020).
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Many experts argue that this self-interest, which operated in place of a
coordinated global effort, is to blame for the rapid spread and inequitable impact
of COVID-19 around the world.

Classical Realism
Prior to discussing vaccine production and distribution through the lens of
classical realism, it is worth identifying the key aspects of this theory of
international relations. The central principles of classical realism are
characterized by self-interest, significant importance placed on power and
national security and the assumption of anarchy regarding the international
system. Furthermore, another tenet of classical liberalism outlines the assertion
that obligations to the international community are nonexistent (Eager 2020).
Through the lens of classical realism, the rise and continued prevalence of
vaccine nationalism comes as no surprise. Operating under the assumption that
national security and self-interest are paramount, the trend of countries vying to
be first in line to receive vaccines, even at the cost of disadvantage in the global
community, appears to occur in a manner predicted by classical realism.
Furthermore, under this theory, countries should do whatever possible to procure
the maximum doses of a vaccine on the most accelerated timetable possible.
This predicted global competition for a vaccine is evidenced by the rise in cyber
espionage as it relates to vaccine nationalism. In a report on the aspects of
vaccine nationalism, it was stated that cyber espionage efforts have risen
drastically, with efforts aimed at keeping tabs on other countries' progress on the
development and research of a vaccine (Fidler 2020). This development is not
shocking when examined through classical realism as one country staying
informed on the progress of other nations certainly seems to help promote their
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national security and power. One of the primary reasons why the race for a
vaccine appears to be causing conflict and fostering self-interest is that a
successful and rapidly produced and distributed vaccine represents a return to
normalcy, which involves the reopening of economies. It is not outside the realm
of possibility that countries believe that, should they have a vaccine before other
nations, their relative power would increase due to their ability to reopen their
economy before others. Another reason why countries want to be the first to
develop a vaccine is demonstrated by Russia apparently “winning” the vaccine
race. While there is currently no global consensus on the efficacy and safety of
the Russian vaccine, John Moore, a vaccine researcher at Weill Cornell Medical
College, stated of Russia that, “They want to be seen as keeping up with their
competitors in other countries. It’s clearly a rushed announcement” (Cohen
2020). This assessment of Russia’s vaccine announcement clearly demonstrates
a focus on national power, or an appearance of national power, in relation to the
rest of the international system.
In terms of the tenet of classical realism that states that international
obligations are essentially nonexistent, the expectation would be that countries
do not contribute to global vaccine distribution efforts, such as COVAX, but rather
focus entirely on procuring vaccines for their country alone. It appears, to this
point, that a couple countries are acting in accordance with this key realist
principle. Of the 183 countries that have currently committed to the COVAX
initiative, the two notable absences are the United States and Russia (Lawler
2020). Perhaps the reason behind this reluctance to join the global effort is based
on both countries' belief that they already have guaranteed sufficient doses of a
vaccine. For example, as previously stated, the United States has already
preordered millions of doses while Russia has reportedly developed a vaccine of
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their own. Regardless of their status regarding access to a vaccine, choosing not
to engage in the only real global effort to produce a vaccine that will be available
worldwide demonstrates the belief that no meaningful obligation to the
international community, at least in terms of public health, exists. While it is still
possible for these two countries to contribute to the global vaccine effort, the
reality of the situation seems to be best summed up by a quote from Peter
Marks, an official with the U.S. Food and Drug Administration, which compared
the race for a vaccine to oxygen masks in a plane by saying “You put on your
own first, then we want to help others as quickly as possible” (Bollyky and Bown
2020). In general, classical realism predicts that vaccine nationalism will persist
with individual countries placing importance on distributing vaccines to their
citizens above all other concerns.

Institutional Liberalism
The theory of institutional liberalism focuses on the effects and benefits of
international organizations and NGOs in promoting cooperation and mutual gains
from membership and involvement. In the context of the COVID-19 pandemic
and the race for a vaccine, the seemingly most important institution is the World
Health Organization (WHO), specifically its combined efforts with Gavi, the
Vaccine Alliance, in establishing the global access facility called COVAX. The
primary goal of COVAX, as discussed above, is to promote equitable allocation
of vaccines, especially for lower-income nations. In the context of institutional
liberalism, this lens would predict that nations would choose to buy into the
initiative in order to reap the benefits which their membership would provide. In
the specific case of COVAX, benefits appear to exist for both low-income and
high-income countries alike. For example, low-income countries, through
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subsidized membership, would be able to gain access to sufficient vaccine doses
that they may otherwise not be able to secure. As for high-income countries, the
director of COVAX states that the advantage of joining the program is that the
wide-ranging number of vaccine candidates essentially provides a safety net or
backup plan should they need an additional supply of vaccine doses down the
road (Berkley 2020). Under the lens of institutional liberalism, these expected
benefits should help facilitate cooperation within the international system.
Furthermore, the success of institutional initiatives like COVAX lies in the belief
that the countries of the world have shared interests in effectively containing the
virus around the globe. In general, the theory of liberalism places faith in human
rationality and the ability of humans to cooperate when necessary in order to
facilitate progress (Eager 2020). According to this tenet of liberalism, countries
choosing to engage with NGOs to accelerate efforts to distribute a vaccine
globally are placing rationality and cooperation at the forefront of their decision
making. Essentially, joining these institutional efforts constitutes the belief of
nations that the benefits of cooperation and a coordinated effort are worth the
investment and membership.

Normative Theory
In general, normative theory is primarily focused on ethical and moral
considerations concerning how countries and actors within the international
system should theoretically act in accordance with moral principles. When
considering the principles of normative theory in the context of the ongoing
pandemic and race for a vaccine, the main assertion that seems to follow moral
considerations is that the countries of the world, primarily those higher-income
countries, should work to ensure that vaccine distribution is equitable and is
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available to all persons regardless of circumstance. The reason this assertion
appears to be a reasonable moral obligation is based on the belief that a COVID19 vaccine is a global public good and should be treated as such, instead of as a
consumer product which goes to whoever is willing to pay the most. As a public
good, COVID-19 vaccines should be expected to reach every region of the globe
with relative equity and nations should not monopolize production or access.
Evidently, the concepts employed by normative theory conflict directly with the
reality of vaccine nationalism currently facing the international community. A
“three-way conflict” for access to vaccines appears to have arisen as private
industry, national interests and international organizations represent distinct
interests. For example, private industry is interested in creating a vaccine and
securing patents that allow them to turn a profit while national interests drive
countries to try to procure vaccines for themselves alone. It appears, as of now,
that the only entity aiming to provide equitable distribution of the vaccine as a
public good are international organizations (Hein and Paschke 2020).
Overall, under normative theory, certain actions would be deemed
immoral while others would be described as following moral considerations. For
example, wealthy nations who are buying extremely large portions of vaccine
supplies may be purported to be acting immorally as they have the financial
resources to both supply their own citizens with sufficient doses of a vaccine
while also aiding international efforts aimed at ensuring the vaccine reaches
every corner of the globe. While vaccine nationalism is undoubtedly present,
examples of nations acting in accordance with moral obligations are also
prevalent. For example, economically advantaged countries such as the United
Kingdom, among other nations, have contributed significantly toward the COVAX
initiative which, for the UK, constituted a $727 million donation (Akhtar 2020).
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Furthermore, other countries have engaged in acts of goodwill that seem to be
rooted in moral obligations. One of those countries is Canada who currently has
secured the most vaccine doses per capita. Since they are economically well off
and have sufficient vaccination capabilities, Canada is currently engaged in
discussions which should ultimately result in the donation of excess doses to
lower-income countries (Ljunggren et al. 2020). The example set by Canada
represents a stark contrast to the negative implications of vaccine nationalism
and demonstrates what normative theory would presumably classify as acting
according to moral principles. In conclusion, the role of moral considerations in
international health concerns can be summed up by one quote from Jennifer
Ruger which states, “Fundamentally, justice lies at the root of global health
issues” (Ruger 2020). Essentially, should countries act in a manner incongruent
with justice in terms of global health, then they are also acting in a way that does
not align with moral considerations.

Predictive Analysis
After considering the range of literature presented and assessing the
current landscape of vaccine production and projected distribution, it appears
that the theory with the greatest potential for predictive analysis is classical
realism. While all three theories hold some predictive potential, the capacity of
the principles of classical realism to both predict and shape the nature of how
vaccine production and distribution will unfold seems to outweigh that of the other
two. While NGOs and other international organizations will certainly play a role in
the eventual distribution of a vaccine to low-income countries and other
economically disadvantaged regions and people, they remain at the mercy of
high-income countries for their support and success. For example, the WHO
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relies heavily on voluntary donations from its member countries as they make up
approximately 80% of their funding. Furthermore, the United States represents
the biggest contributor to the WHO and in May announced they would be leaving
the organization (Marion 2020). Due to their reliance on voluntary donations and
funding from member countries, it will be very challenging for international efforts
to trump the effects of vaccine nationalism and self-interest. In terms of current
supply, COVAX remains well behind those economically well-off countries who
have engaged in the preordering of vaccine doses for months (Callaway 2020).
The significant influence and prevalence of vaccine nationalism signals
that the key principles of classical realism, primarily self-interest, concerns for
power and a lack of obligation to the international community, are winning out
over the central aspects of institutional liberalism and normative theory. The
current scenario facing the international community is best described by the
quote, “the global COVID-19 vaccine landscape is a patchwork of narrow
nationalist approaches and broader international initiatives” (Morrison et al.
2020). Although these international initiatives do exist, their scope and efficacy
are still yet to be seen. Some doubt has already been cast over whether COVAX
has the resources it requires to turn their goal of equitable access into reality
(Morrison et al. 2020). Furthermore, the fact that two of the international
community’s more powerful actors, the United States and Russia, have not
contributed to the effort spells trouble for the ability of the program to achieve
distribution within the same timeframe projected for those countries who have
already entered into agreements with private corporations to secure a large
supply of vaccines (Lawler 2020). Overall, classical realism outlines that
countries will place their own citizens and interests above that of the global
community and will be inclined to withhold resources in order to ensure their
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individual country is able to adequately control the spread of the virus, even if
that means allowing the pandemic to continue in other parts of the world.
Furthermore, it appears entirely possible that vaccine nationalism and the
principles of classical realism dominate until those high-income countries have
secured and distributed a vaccine in their country. Perhaps once widespread
distribution within economically advantaged countries occurs the international
community will witness an influx of resources and assistance to ensure vaccines
are eventually attainable for the entirety of the global population.
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Historical Background of the United States
Since the colonization of the Americas by Europeans, the invaders were
divided from the indigenous groups. Following the forceful displacement of
Africans through the Atlantic slave trade, three major groups spurred in the New
World. These groups became the foundation by which the racial categorization
and separation of people arose in the continent. While reproduction between
these three groups did occur, the oppression of African and indigenous groups
created taboos among those of European descent surrounding relationships
between their racial group and others; this was most prominently seen in the
United States.
The genocide of the indigenous people through introduced diseases,
warfare, ethnic cleansing, and slavery killed around 90 percent of the population
throughout the Americas (Henderson et al. 1999). During British rule of the
thirteen colonies, wars continually displaced indigenous people. After
independence, attempts to “civilize” Native Americans, whether voluntary or
forced, were consistent throughout American administrations, but with little
success (Remini 1998). Once the ideology of manifest destiny became integral to
the American nationalist movement during the 19th century, the seizing of
indigenous land became more rampant (Hayes 1857). This culminated in the
near extinction of the indigenous population through their forced relocation which
came to be known as the Trail of Tears (Minges 1998). Since the isolation of
Native Americans into the “Indian Territories” and what are now “Indian
reservations,” these populations became a small minority in size and involvement
for the development of the history and culture of the United States. While the
empowerment and liberation of Native Americans from their trauma and
oppression is important and should be based on their specific cultural history, this
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essay will primarily focus on the African American community in the United
States.

America just passed the 400-year mark since the first enslaved Africans
were brought to the colony of Virginia (“400 Years of…”). Even though we may
fail to remember in our present times, the American economic empire we all profit
from was built on the backs of slaves. To this day, the descendants of the
enslaved are the group which least benefit from the “privilege” of living in these
United States. The United States ensured racial segregation from its very
inception, and actively sustained it for centuries. Since the 17th century, slaveholding colonies created laws banning interracial marriage. This concept became
so ingrained in the culture of the country that these laws even spread to colonies
where slavery did not exist. During the American Civil War, the pejorative term
“miscegenation” was invented to indicate and ban marriage or sexual
relationships primarily between “...the American White Man and Negro” (Croly
1864). Even after the abolishment of slavery in 1865 by the Thirteenth
Amendment, as a suppressive economic system, slavery was primarily replaced
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by convict leasing and sharecropping. Jim Crow laws followed and while upheld
by the U.S. Supreme Court as “separate but equal,” they were anything but. The
Jim Crow persona was a popularized racist depiction of African Americans
(Woodward et al. 2001). As a body of law, Jim Crow institutionalized educational,
economic, healthcare, and social disadvantages for African Americans (Perdue
2011). While the civil rights movement ended the legal enforcement of racial
segregation, systemic racism has persisted and led to discrimination in
employment, housing, criminal justice, political power, health care, and
education, among other issues (Lawrence et al. 2004). Today, while racial
discrimination may not be deliberately supported by the law in most countries,
their unique histories of race relations have culminated into their individual
systems by which racism is propagated.

Historical Background of Puerto Rico
Puerto Rico is officially an unincorporated territory of the United States,
but its history as a dominion has been especially dynamic. Often called
Borinquén by Puerto Ricans, a derivation of the indigenous name for the island,
the Taíno people were the native and principal inhabitants during the preColumbian era. Additionally, they were the first people of the New World to be
encountered by Christopher Columbus. The colonization of the island began with
the encomienda system which promoted the expansion of the Spanish Empire
and the Christian faith with the forced labor of the Taínos. Nevertheless, Spain’s
ties to the Catholic Church caused their treatment of the indigenous people to be,
while still brutal and inhumane, different from that of English colonies (“Taino”
2018). Queen Isabella I of Castile supported and financed Christopher
Columbus’s 1492 voyage (Palos 2019). However, she was adamant in forbidding
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the enslavement of the native population of the Americas, deeming them as “free
vassals of the crown” (Altman et al. 2003). This meant that the indigenous were
subjects of the crown and legal equals to the Spanish Castilians. The Laws of
Burgos followed, which forbade the maltreatment of the indigenous people,
endorsed their conversion to Catholicism, and even required that their huts and
cabins be built together with those of the Spanish (Bakewell 1998). In theory, all
these regulations in Europe protected the native populations, but in the Americas
the lack of 4 supervision on the heads of the encomiendas led some to treat the
natives just as poorly as slaves. By 1520, King Charles I of Spain emancipated
the remaining Taíno population through a royal decree, but by then the Taíno
people were few in number (Figueroa 2020). The maltreatment and infection of
the Taínos and all the other indigenous groups of Latin America culminated into
their genocide despite the laws by the Spanish Crown and the Catholic Church.
As one of the earliest colonized lands, the Spanish population in Puerto
Rico were primarily male. They married or forced themselves with the indigenous
women, baring them children of mixed race (Brockell 2019). The result was
generations of mixed-race children and taking into account the ideologies of the
state and church in Spain, they were typically considered Spaniards. The
successive combination between these two populations was seen as a
“purification” of the Native tribes. Today, the term mestizaje is used to denote the
positive unity of race mixtures in modern Latin America. This ideological stance is
in contrast to the term miscegenation, which usually has negative connotations
(Lewis 1997). As the indigenous population began to dwindle, Spaniards partook
in the Atlantic slave trade.
Starting in the late sixteenth century, some people in Latin America began
to be classified as being "stained" in their racial ancestry. Primarily, this label
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would arise from having any connection with Black Africans ("Negros", which
resulted in "Mulatos") (Martínez 2008). Colonial legislation specified Spaniards
and some Mestizos had “pure blood,” but as they mixed with people of African
descent, that purity was thought to degenerate. A Casta system of racial
hierarchy is illustrated in eighteenth-century paintings that contain the racist
ideologies embedded in the history and culture of the Spanish colonies.

While most casta paintings were completed by Mexican artists during the 18th
century, they still represent the general attitudes of the majority White and
Mestizo Spanish colonies. The artwork had Spaniards holding the highest rank,
in both literal and figurative ways. When a Spaniard and a Native had children,
by the third generation of descendants, they were able to produce a child who
was considered Spanish. In contrast, when Spaniards or Natives had children
with Africans, they went way down in status in the racial hierarchy. The attitudes
to those of Native, but particularly African descent, are reflected in the paintings
with their quality of clothing, as well as their occupations and facial expressions.
In the casta paintings of the gridded, composite variety, the families depicted in
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the bottom rows typically wear disgruntled or longing looks. They are dressed in
plain garments, carrying food or other wares for sale; and their 6 children are
often misbehaving (Lesser 2018). In De español y negra, mulata (From male
Spaniard to Black Female, Mulata) by Miguel Cabrera, the African mother is
represented wearing a black garment in the front of the painting as a disruptive
figure. The Spanish father holds her daughter in protection as a savior from what
is the “stain” in her existence.
In the late 1700s, Puerto Rico had laws such as the Regla del Sacar or
Gracias al Sacar where a person of mixed ancestry could be considered legally
white so long as they could prove that at least one person per generation in the
last four generations had also been legally white. This was opposite to the
hypodescent “one-drop rule” in the United States, a social and legal principle
which asserted that any person with even one ancestor of black ancestry is
considered black (Kinsbruner 1996). Therefore, in Puerto Rico, people of mixed
ancestry with known white lineage were classified as white. These historical
systems have resulted in misconceptions whose effects are still seen today. In
addition, as a neo-colony of the United States, Puerto Rico is also jumbled in
their political, cultural, and economic impositions.
After nearly four hundred years of colonial domination under the Spanish
Empire, Puerto Rico finally received its colonial autonomy in 1898 through a
Carta de Autonomía (Charter of Autonomy) (“Autonomy and War” 2020). Despite
this, just a few months later, the United States claimed ownership of the Island as
part of the Treaty of Paris, which concluded the Spanish American War (“The
World Factbook…” 2018). Opposition to the takeover argued that as a matter of
international law, the Treaty of Paris could not empower the Spanish to "give" to
the United States what was no longer theirs (Ribes Tovar et al. 1971). While a
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rational and feasible logic, the powerful, primarily economic, self-interests of the
United States repressed any movements towards independence through
massacres or imprisonments of its leaders. The Island 7 is now subjugated to
many of the systems of the United States, despite having a different culture and
history. This was most recently evident in the United States census of 2000.

Reasons for Present Race Structures
During the 20th century, the U.S. Bureau of the Census attempted to
quantify the racial composition of the Island’s population, while experimenting
with various racial taxonomies. They were not successful as it became clear that
the racial classification system in America could not be appropriately applied in
Puerto Rico. Therefore, in 1960 the census dropped the racial identification
question for Puerto Rico but included it again in the year 2000. Of the
respondents of the 2000 census, 80.5% identified as white and 19.5% identified
as non-white. The results shocked a lot of people including Puerto Ricans, as this
is not what they see or are taught in school. Focus groups by the U.S. Census
Bureau later found that participants could not find themselves reflected in the
available answer categories, which they viewed as foreign to the Puerto Rican
history and culture of mixing or blending across racial groups. There was
unanimous agreement that the question on race was inappropriate to the Puerto
Rican context. Some also felt the question was inherently racist, divisive,
discriminatory, and suspected a hidden political agenda. The reasons for why so
many people chose the “White” category can be traced to the colonization of
Europeans and their treatment of the Taínos and African slaves, but their
evolution has branched beyond this rudimentary history (Berkowitz 2001).
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From the Regla del Sacar to the contemporary view on “Blackness,” there
are many causes for why “White” was chosen as a default for a disproportionate
section of the population. Most participants in the census reluctantly settled for
what they believed was a wholly inadequate definition of race, by the United
States, as skin color. In the focus groups, participants pointed out problems with
such a narrow definition, giving examples of people exhibiting “mixed” phenotypic
characteristics (e.g., kinky hair with African features and light skin) and having
siblings who would be regarded as belonging to different races. Consequently,
many participants indicated they had given their race as “White” on the
questionnaire only because they could not find a category appropriately reflecting
their mixed racial status.
Apart from racial classification depending largely on skin color and other
visible characteristics such as the shape of one’s mouth, nose, and hair; other
variables related to social status (income, occupation, and education) are taken
into consideration. Unfortunately, Puerto Ricans have developed an elaborate
racist vocabulary to refer to racially stereotyped characteristics; for example, the
idea that kinky hair is “bad” (pelo malo). Racial prejudice on the Island is
expressed in a myriad of forms, such as folk humor, beauty contests, media
portrayals, and political leadership. In all of these areas, whites are usually
depicted as more intelligent, attractive, refined, and capable than blacks (Duany
2000). Unlike the United States, where the work of prominent African Americans,
such as Martin Luther King Jr. or Rosa Parks, are championed early on in the
education system, the works of Afro-Puerto Ricans, such as Pedro Albizu
Campos or Rafael Cordero, are not recognized until later in one's education.
Regardless, both the Puerto Rican and U.S. models assign intellectual, moral,
and social superiority to some racial categories over others. Puerto Rico, as well
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as the United States, has been dominated by an ideology of white supremacy
and black inferiority since the days of colonial slavery.

In line with the infamous image of the three ancestral ethnic groups of
Puerto Rico, art has had a history of perpetuating white supremacy stereotypes.
“Blanqueamiento” or “whitening” is a social, political, and economic practice still
used in many postcolonial countries in the Americas to “improve the race”
towards a supposed ideal of whiteness (Rahier 1999). Biologically,
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blanqueamiento is the process of whitening by marrying a lighter-skinned
individual to produce lighter-skinned offspring (Montalvo et al. 2001). The
controversial racial theory is best depicted by the Spanish painter Modesto
Brocos in A Redanção de Cam (Ham’s Redemption). The painting shows a black
grandmother, mulatta mother, white father and their child that is one quarter
African and three quarters European ancestry, hence three generations of racial
hypergamy through blanqueamiento.

In the United States, one of the most famous American artists is John
Singer Sargent, considered the “leading portrait painter of his generation” for his
evocation of Edwardian-era luxury (Ormond 1998). Nevertheless, his
commissioned works were consistent with the grand manner of portraiture, an
idealized aesthetic style, preserving the qualities of nobility to those of European
descent (“Grand Manner” 2020). In Puerto Rico, the first known visual artist and
one of the best rococo artists in the Americas was José Campeche. Born in San
Juan, Puerto Rico, his father was a freed slave and his mother was a native of
the Canary Islands, so he was considered mestizo. His artworks nonetheless did
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not represent the average Puerto Rican that looked like him, rather the social and
political crème de la crème of European ancestry (Tatum 2014). In contrast,
Francisco Oller was another Puerto Rican artist and one of the most
distinguished transatlantic painters. Oller was particularly dedicated to causes of
social justice and his work celebrates the lives of everyday Puerto Ricans,
portraying their struggles with nuance and compassion. Now considered a Puerto
Rican national treasure, one of the most important and well-known paintings in
the history of Puerto Rican art is Oller’s masterpiece, El Velorio. Inside a oneroom jibaro house, a baquiné, a wake held for a dead infant with roots in African
cultures, is portrayed, where the child’s ascension to Heaven is celebrated
(Landschoot 2020).
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The Resulting Health Disparities of Racism
People of African descent have worse health because of the race
structures in the U.S. and Puerto Rico. Institutions and culture (economic, legal,
military, political, educational, entertainment, familial and religious) privilege
people of European descent (Lawrence 2004). This form of racism has led to
racial differences in socioeconomic status which has caused disparaging health
inequities. Consequently, this has manifested through differences in health
outcomes, health risks, and health-enhancing resources such as money,
knowledge, power, prestige, freedom, and beneficial social connections (Phelan
et al. 2015). With the health of marginalized racial groups being so interwoven
with other systems in this country, even if individuals are able to free themselves
and receive an equitable lifestyle to their White counterparts, the
transgenerational trauma and modern-day perception of their existence could still
make them victims to the racial health disparity. The epigenetic effects of slavery
and racial discrimination have caused African Americans to suffer more from
mental illnesses. A study by Cigna noted that African Americans are 20% more
likely to report psychological distress and 50% less likely to receive counseling or
mental health treatment due to the aforementioned underlying socioeconomic
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factors (“Health Disparities Among…” 2020). As the biomedical field proceeds
with translational research to combat mental illness, our attitudes and emotions
could be just as powerful in treating these ailments.
In modern life, stress is known as the great killer for its ties to so many
morbidities. The body reacts to these threats, challenges or physical and
psychological barriers that produce stress through the autonomic nervous system
and hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis (Ulrich-Lai et al. 2017). They can activate
our fight-or-flight response but can also regulate the release of hormones that
influences many bodily tasks such as metabolic, psychological and
immunological functions. These mechanisms have evolved to respond to
chemical reactions that may help us survive in the moment, but their long-lasting
effects could lead to morbidity or even mortality (Stephens et al. 2012). Stress
levels are affected by a multitude of variables; visual pictures are one of these
influential factors which can alter our mental state.

The Power of Art
There is evidence that the use of art reduces hospital stays for ill patients,
with studies showing earlier discharges among patients taking part in visual and
performing art interventions than among those not doing so. In a study, surgery
or critical care patients who participated in guided imagery or had a picture of a
landscape on their wall had a decreased need of narcotic pain medication
relative to their counterparts and left the hospital earlier. Evaluations of art
projects can link the benefits of creative expression to healing and greater
wellness (Stuckey et al. 2010). Other researchers have found that browsing
through an art gallery can help lower the body’s concentration of the stress
hormone cortisol and increase that of the pleasure hormone dopamine (Roar
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2020). Art can influence many aspects of one’s physiological and psychological
conditions typically associated with improved health status.
Despite this, most renowned artists throughout time have stood out by
creating paintings which evoke discomfort. Their artworks make us rethink life in
a new way. Picasso, Kahlo, Dalí, Basquiat, Magritte and many others have
pushed us to experience avant-garde notions of our existence that we were not
accustomed to. Whether it is from Magritte’s conflict between words and images
in The Treachery of Images, to Picasso’s anti-war sentiments in Guernica, art
puts into question how we see the world. By using social commentary in his
paintings, Jean-Michel Basquiat, an American artist of Haitian and Puerto Rican
descent, identified his experiences in the black community of his time, as well as
exposed and attacked the power structures and 15 systems of racism in the
country. Importantly, Basquiat exposed the brute and grotesque reality of racism
in our lives (“Jean Michel-Basquiat” 2010). Today, the next step the art world
could take is to re envision a more complex and accurate depiction for those of
African descent.
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In 1956 French psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan expanded his concept of
the mirror stage, saying subjectivity is largely informed by external
representation. We begin to take our cues based on images that reflect back to
us, who we believe ourselves to be. Rather than identity being formed from the
inside out, it is more likely shaped by the outside in (Johnston 2018). If the
images portrayed by the media show people of African ancestry as criminal,
violent, and impoverished drug abusers; then their identity would be attached to
these very troubling and narrow representations. These images can be instilled in
our psyche both consciously (e.g.: paying close attention or wanting to gain
something from the images), or unconsciously (e.g.: passively passing by or
looking at it for a quick second). In addition to the advancement of their traumatic
stress, the reinforcement of these fears by the media can in effect limit the
potential and possibilities of these people. As noted, art is a very powerful tool
that could potentially help us rethink and reinvent our own experiences. Art
should in turn be used to free the oppressed from these types of prejudices.
When reimagining a more positive, diverse, and realistic identity; the
images of todays’ African descendants in the United States and in Puerto Rico
should be in accordance with their contemporary lifestyles. At the turn of the
twentieth century Oller painted the true people of Puerto Rico; instead of copying
his work, modern art should draw inspiration and represent the people of today.
Even though many paintings often show important ethnic and historical roots,
these sometimes do not reflect the modern everyday experiences. While
embracing and loving our history and ancestry is very important, a disconnect
from these types of paintings could arise and miss the mark in the identification
process. A common image seen in Puerto Rico is of people dancing to traditional
music in classical vestiment. An example of such an image is a painting called
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Raquel by Samuel Lind. Despite beautifully showing an important part of our
culture and tradition, it is not the everyday clothing or behavior of Puerto Ricans.
A similar experience could be seen in the African American community, such as
with paintings like Celebration by Keith Mallet. Artists should focus on the present
lifestyles of these subjects to drive the rethinking of the meaning of one’s race.

On the Island, African roots are an important part of the culture. While
evidenced in the food, dance, language, religion, and traditions; through
mestizaje it has transcended a singular skin color. In consequence, modern
artists who seek to show the beauty of our Afro-descendance have chosen to
reflect a more complete picture of our African ancestry. In Tite y Norma, Samuel
Lind drew a picture of a typical festivity that could currently take place with
characters, instruments, dance, and outfits of today's time. Additionally, art in
Puerto Rico has been revitalized through mural paintings. It is the result of a
community of artists coming together to “fix-up” forgotten or marginalized
communities. This was a movement motivated by the idea that art can change
and heal buildings as well as people (“A Street Art…” 2020). These new images
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portray our African roots with bright colors, and positive imagery such as
strength, happiness, and love. From Santurce, the biggest and most populated
district of the capital, to smaller towns like Las Piedras, these murals are
scattered all throughout the island.

In the United States, paintings which show and embrace the beauty of the
African American race and contemporary life experience are vast and extensive.
While there are still racial disparities on who is shown in museums, the ideas and
works are out there. For centuries, museum curators of European descent have
long determined whose stories are told, what gets to be seen, what’s given value,
and what’s deemed worthy enough to be recorded and remembered. Today,
though, many African American artists are actively resisting that idea, creating
works that speak directly to a black audience, in order to reform the oftenwhitewashed realms in which they practice (Brara 2020).
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Kehinde Wiley is the first African American artist to paint an official U.S.
Presidential portrait for the Smithsonian National Portrait Gallery. For one of his
projects, he invited strangers he met in neighborhoods in north St. Louis and
Ferguson to pose for his paintings. Wiley flips the racial narrative by creating
large-scale oil paintings of contemporary African American subjects in poses that
recall grand traditions of European and American portraiture. His models, real
people dressed in their own clothing, assume poses adapted from historic
paintings, highlighting their natural beauty through his ornate and decorative 20
backgrounds. His works address the politics of race and power in art, drawing
attention to the pervasive lack of representation of people of color in the art world
(“Kehinde Wiley: Saint…” 2020).

Kerry James Marshall is an artist and professor whose mission is to establish a
presence for certain kinds of images that we have a lack or a weak
representation of. As a young boy, he experienced two of the most important
moments in what would become the civil rights movement: the 16th Street
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Baptist Church bombing in Birmingham and the Watts riots in Los Angeles. In his
visits to museums, he would see pictures that he loved, but in them he would
never see a person that looked like him. What he began to see in museums was
an absence. In philosophy it is called a structuring absence, where something is
so absent, it becomes a presence. The utter devoid quality of most museums of
images of black people pushed him to create art that countered this. In contrast
to the mural artists of Puerto Rico, Marshall notably works with the color black.
He does not paint African Americans or people of color, he painted black figures.
They are unapologetically black, or as he describes them “unequivocally,
empathetically black,” so that there can be no mistaking their blackness, for
anything other than blackness. (“Kerry James Marshall…” 2016).

To conclude, Dr. Fahamu Pecou is a visual artist and Emory University
scholar whose work has been a great source of inspiration for this project.
Despite being as far removed from the stereotypical images and lifestyles
attributed to black masculinity as one could be, the public image of a black man
caused him to see himself dying. He struggled to navigate a world that seemed
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to tell him around every corner he was doomed. Dr. Pecou draws inspiration from
Lacan’s mirror stage theory and W.E.B Du Bois’ Criteria for Negro Art. Du Bois
argues that black art could be a remedy for destabilizing notions of black
inferiority. Dr. Pecou agrees and says that our art is a powerful way to upend
stereotypes and misrepresentations of black life and the black experience. For
him the goal is not simply pretty or positive pictures but diverse and complex
ones. He creates images that paint a more accurate picture of their lives, that
defy their destruction and erasure, and that render them visible. Through
identification with these images, those of African descent can begin the process
of rendering themselves undying (“An Artists’s Counterpoint…” 2019).
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